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BUILD THIS ELECTRONIC DOORBELL
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Jack Darr’s Service Clinic
PTS ELECTRONICS
Precision Tuner Service

is proud to announce the
GRAND OPENING
of our new Service Centers in

Tampa
Los Angeles
Columbus, Ohio
Phoenix
Boston
Nortfolk
Milwaukee

LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR TUNER PROBLEMS...

PTS will repair any tuner—no matter how old or new. Fastest Service—8 hour—in and out the same day. Overnight transit to one of our strategically located plants. Best Quality—you and your customers are satisfied.

PTS uses only ORIGINAL PARTS. No homemade or make-do, inferior merchandise (this is why we charge for major parts!).

You get your tuner back in ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT condition.

PTS is recommended by more TV Manufacturers than any other tuner company and is overhauling more tuners than all other tuner services combined.
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VHF, UHF $10.95
UV-COMBO 17.95
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Major parts and shipping charged at cost. (Dealer net!)

We offer you finer, faster...

...Precision Tuner Service

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC....

...Number ONE and still trying harder!
(Not a Franchise Company)

Circle 1 on reader service card
MITS Announces Lower Memory Prices!

On July 1, 1975, MITS lowered the price of the Altair 1K Static Memory Card (88-1MCS). The kit price was dropped from $176 to just $97 while the assembled price was dropped from $209 to $139.

This price reduction was made possible by a reduction in the price of the Altair 1K 8101 memory chips. Also affected was the price of 88-MM 256 byte (word) memory modules. The $53 kit price was lowered to just $14 and the $61 assembled price to $26.

Altair BASIC—Not Just Anybody's BASIC

Altair BASIC is an easy-to-use programming language that can solve applications problems in business, science and education. You will find that with only a few hours of studying BASIC you can already write programs with an ease that few other computer languages can match.

Altair BASIC doesn't compromise power for simplicity. While it is one of the simplest computer languages in existence, it is also a very powerful language.

ALT AIR BASIC comes in three versions. The first of these is a 4K BASIC designed to run in an Altair with as little as 4,000 words of memory. This powerful BASIC language has 6 functions (RND, SQR, SIN, ABS, INT and SGN) in addition to 15 statements (IF THEN, GOSUB, RETURN, FOR, NEXT, READ, INPUT, END, DATA, GOTO, LET, DIM, REM, RESTORE, PRINT, STOP) and 4 commands (LIST, RUN, CLEAR, SCRATCH).

The second ALT AIR BASIC option is the 8k BASIC designed to run in an Altair with as little as 8,000 words of memory. This BASIC language is the same as the 4K BASIC only with 8 additional functions (COS, LOG, EXP, TAN, ATN, INP, FREAD, POS) and 4 additional statements (ON, END, GOSUB, OUT, DEF) and 1 additional command (CONT). This BASIC has a multitude of advanced STRING functions and it can be used to control low speed devices—features not normally found in many BASIC languages.

The third ALT AIR BASIC is the EXTENDED BASIC version designed to run on an Altair with at least 12,000 words of memory. It is the same as the 8K BASIC with the addition of PRINT USING, DISK I/O, and double precision (13 digit accuracy) addition, subtraction, multiply and divide.

Altair BASIC is only the beginning. MITS is currently engaged in an extensive software development program. Other software now available includes an Assembler, System Monitor, and Text Editor.

Altair software comes with complete documentation.

One Month Specials

The Altair Users Group is quite possibly the largest computer hobbyist organization in the World. It is both a means of communication among Altair Users and a method of building a comprehensive library of Altair programs. All Altair 8800 owners are entitled to a free, one year membership in this group.

For one month only, you can become an Associate Member for one year at a reduced rate of $10 (regularly $30). Among other benefits you will receive a subscription to the monthly publication, Computer Notes, which contains complete update information on Altair hardware and software developments, programming tips, general computer articles and other useful information.

Now available is the Altair Software Documentation Book I which contains technical data on the Altair Assembler, Text Editor, System Monitor and BASIC language software. This documentation is free to purchasers of Altair BASIC. For one month only, it is being offered for only $7.50 (regularly $10).

Offers good until September 30, 1975.
The death of a solid-state device needn't complicate your life.

Repair over 126 domestic and imported brands with Sylvania modules and IC's.

You take a look at the job and the brand name's Bigston or Kobekito or Teaberry or Pace.
No problem!
Sylvania replacement modules and IC's fit these brands like a glove. They also fit over 122 other brands, including RCA, Panasonic, Sony—and, of course, Sylvania.
For the vast majority of domestic and imported electronic equipment, all you need is a basic stock of Sylvania ECG™ Semiconductors. And our new Replacement Guide to show you which ones go where.
For a copy, see your Sylvania distributor.

We're helping you make it.

GTE SYLVANIA
ON THE COVER
This electronic doorbell is really a computer in disguise. You program it to play the tune of your choice. The memory is a PROM. To get started now, turn to page 33.

A NEW TURNTABLE that doubles as a changer is available from B.I.C. We've run it through our lab so we could tell you how well it works. . . . . see page 53

TOO MUCH SIGNAL at the antenna terminals of your TV receiver can cause some serious problems. Why this happens and what you can do about it are described in the article starting on page 58.


Subscription Service: Mail all subscription orders, changes, correspondence and Postmaster Notices of undelivered copies (Form 3579) to Radio-Electronics Subscription Service, Boulder, CO 80302.

A stamped self-addressed envelope must accompany all submitted manuscripts and/or artwork or photographs if their return is desired should they be rejected. We disclaim any responsibility for the loss or damage of manuscripts and/or artwork or photographs while in our possession or otherwise.

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
TV's 'boundaries'

Giant-screen displays, huge reduction in bandwidth, and higher-resolution pictures are distinct technical possibilities within the next 10 years. These are among the conclusions in a three-volume report, Technological Boundaries of Television, issued by the FCC after a two-year commissioned study by consultant Raymond Wilmotte.

Wilmotte's report sees 4 X 6-foot pictures as within the purchasing power of high middle-class homes within the next decade. He cites the "Sampledset" system already developed by General Electric as a major step toward a drastic cut in television bandwidth. GE has achieved television transmissions in 25 percent of the present bandwidth with only minor picture impairment, and Wilmotte foresees that the picture of the future may require only 5 or 10% of the existing bandwidth for a sharpness equal to that of present broadcasts.

He also sees the possibility of increasing the resolution of the television picture to 1,100 lines, but says the effect would make "a difference that is very noticeable to some, but not very significant to others." He adds this tribute to the current TV standards: "Generally speaking, the quality obtainable today on a good television set can be considered as very good. It is indeed surprising that the complex standards established over 20 years ago were so good that in this age of rapid technological advance, no truly significant improvements have been found."

His study sees direct satellite-transmission worth further investigation and questions whether "the benefits of uniformity of service, of providing even remote and mountainous areas with the same quality of service available to large cities, were given the consideration they deserve." He also believes careful study should be given to frame-grabbers and vertical-interval transmissions which could present graphic or written material along with TV broadcasts.

As to the concept of a nation completely controlled by Wilmotte feels it is "a long way off in time and would require an enormous investment." The report concludes that private industry, rather than government, should continue to finance hardware research.

Slipped disc

The videoplayer seems once again to be sinking slowly over the horizon--into the future, that is. As reported here, both RCA and Philips-MCA have pledged to have their respective videodisc systems on the American market late in 1976. Now Zenith, which has extensively researched videodiscs, comes up with the statement that it won't market any such device until "1979 at the earliest." It's not that Zenith isn't sold on videodiscs--indeed, it's enthusiastic--but it doesn't see it as ready for serious marketing for four years or more.

At any rate, you're well advised not to hold your breath. Like the giant-screen electro-luminescent picture-on-the-wall TV, the practical family-priced videoplayer is another gadget which moves further into the future as time goes by. Don't miss our exclusive report in 1979 forecasting a home videodisc system by 1982. To be followed by a subsequent report in 1982 forecasting well, you know.

Domestic satellite TV

Nothing has excited broadcasters and cable-TV operators in recent years so much as the inauguration of domestic satellite service. At press time, Western Union's Westar was the only one in operation over the U.S., but the Canadian satellite was being used by some American companies and the launching of the RCA bird was anticipated. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, in charge of facilities for the nation's non-commercial broadcasters, has already advertised for bids for 160 earth stations. The advantages over using the telephone company's land lines for TV, according to CPB President Henry Loomis, include not only cost but the fact that a television signal can be carried by satellite interlaced with two pairs of sound tracks, providing stereo radio and stereo or two-language television on the same carrier. In addition, specialized programs can be used selectively by stations with specialized interests (for example, Spanish-language programs could be beamed to New York, Chicago and Los Angeles) without the necessity of these outlets being located in the same geographical area.

The idea of connecting cable systems via satellite for pay-TV broadcasting is picking up steam rapidly. The nation's biggest cable-TV owner, Teleprompter, is requesting permission to erect 20 earth stations and plans eventually to make Home Box Office service available to more than 80% of its over one million subscribers across the country. UA Cablevision has already started preparing for Cable-TV earth stations, and virtually every other major cable operator is excited about the prospect. The independent television networks, such as TV News and Target Network, are exploring use of the satellite to distribute their programming to stations. The major networks, of course, have been looking into the situation for years but could now be the last to move because of their long-time ties with AT&T.

Crowded CB

As badly crowded as the Citizens' band is, it's bound to get worse before the FCC finally gets around to doing something about it--such as enlarging the band and switching all transmissions to SSB. One major clue came at the recent Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago. The CES this year seemed to mark the debut of CB as a major consumer product--as did the Newcom show held earlier in Las Vegas. Some 28 of the CES exhibitors displayed CB radios--mostly mobile, and some in strange formats, such as combination eight-track tape player, stereo FM, AM and transceiver.

 Virtually every CB manufacturer was back-ordered. Many of them weren't accepting any new customers. They all agreed their product was in demand, but nobody really knew why. There were some suggestions that consumer demand might not be as great as it appeared, and that most of the clamor for CB equipment may be from dealers who had suddenly discovered the field and wanted to enter. For years CB was traditionally a parts-house product, but recently it has moved into such huge chains as Sears, Ward and J. C. Penney--and the next step is to the appliance dealer and the discount store. Just filling up the distribution pipelines requires a huge supply. Suppose there's not a real consumer boom--just a distribution boom? Well, that means shop up CB gear might get themselves some great bargains in about a year when disillusioned retailers start liquidating their CB inventories.

Zoom

In a new TV-model season virtually devoid of innovation, one feature stands out. This is the "zoom" feature on a new remote-control by Zenith. When the viewer presses the zoom button on the noiseless hand-held remote unit, the center portion of the picture is enlarged by 50% for an instant close-up. Now, this may sound a little familiar to old-timers. As a matter of fact, the same principle was used in the first Zenith black-and-white sets (the ones with the round picture, remember?), except that the close-up was activated by a switch below the picture tube.
Talk about Microwave Tube Replacements and whose name comes up first?
Amperex.

What gave Amperex such leadership in Microwaves?
Radar Magnetrons and Klystrons, Microwave Oven Magnetrons, UHF Klystrons, Industrial Magnetrons, Silicon Rectifier Stacks, TR Tubes, Pulse Modulator Tetrodes, Thyratrons and SCR's, Gunn Oscillators, Silicon Detector Diodes.

For complete information on Amperex Replacement Tubes and Components for:
- Microwave Ovens & Commercial Radar Equipment
- Radio & TV Broadcast Equipment
- Industrial Power Supplies & Oscillators
- RF Communications Transmitters
- Scientific Instruments...
contact Bob Norris, Distributor Sales Operation.
Amperex Electronic Corporation, Hicksville, New York 11802
Telephone 516 931 6210.

Circle 3 on reader service card
Last of the pioneers is gone—
Alexanderson dies at age 97

Ernst Frederik Werner Alexanderson, the last survivor of the great radio pioneers of the turn of the century, died May 14. He was 97 years old. Famous as the inventor of the high-frequency alternator that made high-power transatlantic radio telegraphy possible, for early work in television and for numerous other radio inventions, he also did important early work in high-voltage DC power transmission. He was granted 342 patents during his lifetime, 322 of which were awarded him during his 46-year career with General Electric—an average of one patent every seven weeks.

Born in Sweden and educated there and in Germany, he came to the United States in 1901. He immediately visited Dr. Charles Steinmetz of General Electric, whose works he had read, and started to work for G.E. In 1904 he was entrusted with the task of constructing a high-frequency alternator—to generate power at 100 kHZ—following specifications supplied by Professor Reginald Fessenden. It was completed after two years' work and experiment, and installed at Fessenden's station at Brant Rock, Massachusetts. There, on Christmas Eve, 1906, it transmitted over a radius of several hundred miles, the first voice and music broadcast in history.

Not entirely satisfied with Fessenden's approach, Alexanderson designed and built another alternator with an iron core and other new features. When demonstrated, it was so much better than earlier machines that Fessenden himself had the Alexanderson ideas embodied in two alternators General Electric was building for him at the time. The Alexanderson alternator became the standard transmitter for high-power radio transmission until it was superseded by tube transmitters.

Alexanderson's invention of the magnetic amplifier was used first as a magnetic modulator for the alternator. Also superseded by vacuum-tube devices, magnetic amplifiers are still used in some applications where a rugged and reliable device for controlling alternating current with small amounts of DC is required.

Applying his theory of multiple tuning for long-wave antennas, Alexanderson further improved transatlantic transmission. Six tuned downleads along the mile-long antenna of the New Brunswick (NJ) station, which had a power of 200 kW and an antenna current of 400 amperes, increased its output ten times.

During World War I, the government turned to Dr. Alexanderson for help in receiving radio messages through impenetrable German interference. He and an assistant, Harold Beverage, found that an antenna consisting of a wire two miles long stretched in the direction of Europe, with another two-mile wire stretched in the opposite direction and connected to it through balancing coils, not only eliminated the German radio barrage but also greatly reduced natural static.

In 1919, the Radio Corporation of America (now RCA) was formed, with General Electric as one of the parent companies. Alexanderson became the chief engineer of the new company. He divided his time from 1919 to 1924 between RCA and G.E., and supervised the construction of radio stations in various parts of the world. At the opening of a new Swedish transatlantic station, he received the Order of the North Star from King Gustav V.

Alexanderson turned his attention to television in the late '20's. His transmitter was in his lab and he had a receiver in his home. Thus, in 1927, he had the first demonstration of home television. (After retiring from G.E. in 1948, he again joined RCA for a time, as a consultant working in the field of color television.)

As early as 1923, Alexanderson had applied for a patent for an inverter, a device to change AC to DC and to reverse the process. Following the issue of the patent—1931—he carried on work in the extremely-high-voltage transmission of power. In 1936, under Alexanderson's direction, G.E. installed a pioneer high-voltage DC power line between Schenectady and Mechanicville, about 15 miles away, using inverters to step the current up to high-voltage DC for transmission and to change it back to AC at ordinary voltages at the other end.

Dr. Alexanderson was elected to the Royal Academy of Sweden—the body that bestows the Nobel Prizes in science—in 1934. Besides the Order of the North Star, he received the IRE Medal of Honor in 1919, Knighthood of the Polish Order of Polonia Restituta in 1924, the John Ericsson medal in 1928, the Edison Medal of the AIEE in 1944, the Cedergren Gold Medal from the Royal Technical Institute of Sweden in 1945 and the Royal Danish Medal in 1946. He was a fellow and past president of the IRE and a fellow of the AIEE, before the two merged into the present IEEE, and received a number of honorary degrees from U.S. and Swedish institutions.

Widowed twice, Dr. Alexanderson is survived by his third wife, four children, nine grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

Driverless busses are on the way!

A driverless bus is being studied at the Transport and Road Research Laboratory, Crowthorne, Berkshire, England. The original object of research was to reduce dangers due to driver fatigue. The solution that was discovered was—eliminate the driver! The bus remains over a buried electrical cable in the roadway and will follow it around fairly sharp bends.

THE MAN IN THE DRIVER'S SEAT in this bus is not driving; he is observing and reporting on the action of a driverless bus.

The object of research is now to provide a commuter or interurban bus, using a driver to take the coach through the town and pick up passengers. Then it moves out onto the roadway, the driver (continued on page 12)
TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION

INTRODUCING
SUBSTITUNER

AT JUST $39.95
WITH CABLES

U.S.A. ONLY

STILL ONLY $9.95

U.S.A. ONLY

ALL PARTS INCLUDED

EXCEPT TUBES AND TRANSISTORS

Provides you with a complete service for all your television tuner requirements.

Features

• A UHF Tuner with 70 channels which are detented and indicated just like VHF channels.

• A VHF Hi Gain Solid State Tuner.

• AC Powered.

• 90 Day Warranty.

Demonstrate the SUBSTITUNER to your customers and show improved reception with their TV sets.

You may place your order through any of the Centers listed below.

HEADQUARTERS

WATCH US GROW

TSC

Tuners

REPAIR

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT TUNER $12.95
(U.S.A. ONLY)

This price buys you a complete new tuner built specifically by Sarkes Tarzian Inc. for this purpose.

All shafts have a maximum length of 10 1/2" which can be cut to 1 1/2".

Specify heater type parallel and series 450 mA or 600 mA.

CUSTOMIZE

• Customized tuners are available at a cost of only $15.95. With trade-in $13.95. (U.S.A. ONLY)

• Send in your original tuner for comparison purposes to any of the centers listed below.

HEADQUARTERS

U.S.A. ONLY

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Call Toll-Free
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SEPTEMBER 1975
Almost half of the successful TV servicemen have home study training and with them, it’s NRI 2 to 1. It’s a fact! Among men actually making their living repairing TV and audio equipment, more have taken training from NRI than any other home study school. More than twice as many!
Not only that, but a national survey, performed by an independent research organization, showed that the pros named NRI most often as a recommended school...and the first choice by far among those who had taken home study courses from any school. Why? Perhaps NRI's 60-year record with over a million students—the solid training and value built into every NRI course...and the designed-for-learning equipment originated by NRI—provide the answer. But send for your free NRI catalog and decide for yourself.

25' Diagonal Color TV...Professional Instruments
As a part of NRI's Master Course in TV/Audio servicing, you build a big-screen solid state color TV with every modern feature for great reception and performance. As you build it, you perform stage-by-stage experiments designed to give you actual bench experience while demonstrating the interaction of various stages of the circuitry. And your TV comes complete with console cabinet, an optional extra with other schools. Likewise, NRI's instruments are a cut above the average, including a 3½ digit precision digital multimeter, triggered sweep 5" oscilloscope, and integrated circuit TV pattern generator. They're top professional quality, designed to give you years of reliable service. You can pay hundreds of dollars more for a similar course and not get a nickel's worth extra in training and equipment.

Two Famous Educators...NRI and McGraw-Hill.
NRI is a part of McGraw-Hill, world's largest publishers of educational material. Together, they give you the kind of training that's geared for success...practical know-how aimed at giving you a real shot at a better job or a business of your own. You learn at home at your convenience, with "bite-size" lessons that ease learning and speed comprehension. Kits designed to give you practical bench experience also become first-class professional instruments you'll use in your work.

*Summary of survey results upon request.*

Widest Choice of Courses and Careers.
NRI doesn't stop with just one course in TV/Audio servicing. You can pick from five different courses (including an advanced color course for practicing technicians) so you can fit your training to your needs and your budget. Or, you can go into Computer Technology, learning on a real, digital computer you build yourself. Communications with famous Johnson transceiver, Aircraft or Marine Electronics. Mobile radio, and more.

Free Catalog...No Salesman Will Call.
Send the postage-paid card for our free color catalog showing details on all NRI electronics courses. Lesson plans, equipment, and career opportunities are fully described. Check card for information on G.I. benefits. No obligation, no salesman will call. Mail today and see for yourself why the pros select NRI two to one!

If card is missing, write to:

NRI SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20016
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lines it up with the guiding cable, sets the speed for the trip, and departs. Closing the door starts the bus that proceeds automatically to the city of its destination.

An optical detector emits a modulated infrared beam that is reflected to a photocell on the bus from any object blocking the road, applying brakes and stopping the vehicle till the road is clear. On arrival at the end of the cable, the bus stops and is boarded by another driver, who guides it through the town and dearks passengers. The bus is still confined to the grounds of the research institute, but one 80-mile stretch of motorway has already been fitted up with a buried cable. So it may not be long before at least one driverless bus is seen plying the roads of England!

Hugo Gernsback Memorial Awards continue for 1975-76
Radio-Electronics makes a scholarship grant of $125 annually to eight deserving students—one in each of eight leading home-study electronics schools, to be used in furthering their education in electronics.

Called the Hugo Gernsback Scholarship Awards, these grants are made annually in honor of Hugo Gernsback, radio pioneer, inventor,author and founder of this magazine, who all his life missed no opportunity to encourage the young to study electronics.

This is the fifth year of the Hugo Gernsback Scholarship Award program, and is a continuation of a somewhat similar scholarship program Gernsback used to administer personally in his lifetime.

RCA has added to this award by donating an RCA WV-529A service special volt-ohm-milliampmeter to the student scoring next highest in the scholarship program.

Nominated by the Grantham School of Engineering of Los Angeles as their most deserving student is L. Dennis Page, Tucson, AZ. In a letter of thanks to Grantham and Radio-Electronics, Mr. Page says: "Although electronics has been a hobby of mine most of my life, my participation in a formal engineering course began when I enrolled at Grantham. As a direct result of the education I received, I have been able to obtain several patents on electromechanical inventions relating to residential swimming pools, and have also started Logical Projects Co., an electronics R & D lab.

"It is obvious that I owe an enormous debt of gratitude to Grantham for the opportunity of gaining an extensive and practical engineering education. I would like also to thank Radio-Electronics for their award and recognition, and for directing attention to the invaluable services provided by the correspondence schools.

"The second award, an RCA WR-529A VOM, goes to Po Hing Man, of Hong Kong and Orillia, Canada. Born in Hong Kong, he studied electronics in the Chun Nam Electronics Institute there, and was able to emigrate to Canada in 1970 where he worked as a TV technician. Learning through a Radio-Electronics ad that he could earn an ASEE in the Grantham School of Engineering, he enrolled, and continued his studies while working as a TV repairman, then as working supervisor for Texas Instruments, and later as technical representative in Electromotive Ltd. Now on an extended vacation to visit his parents, he will visit the school on his way back to receive his ASEE, and then hopes to return to Orillia in time to enjoy the beauty of the Canadian summer."
The most comprehensive consumer electronics catalog available. Fully illustrated, the Lafayette catalog features: high fidelity components and accessories of every description; tape equipment, police/public service radios; car stereo; CB and communications equipment; TV/FM and communication antennas; public address; telephones accessories; test equipment; tools; musical instruments and amplifiers; electronic calculators and watches; books; security systems; and an exciting new line of parts, tubes; solid-state devices and hardware plus exclusive Lafayette and Criterion brand products backed by our 55 years of experience. Our modern, complete facilities assure you of continual satisfactory service. Also see the finest in brand name products which offer outstanding features, performance and reliability at Lafayette's competitive prices.

- Stores Coast to Coast
- Personalized Service and Demonstrations
- Check Your White Pages or Shop by Mail
- Use Your BankAmericard or Master Charge on Mail Orders, Too!

Lafayette Radio Electronics, 111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791

Send me your FREE 1976 Catalog.

Lafayette
Radio Electronics, 111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791

Send a 1976 Catalog to my friend.

Mail Coupon Today!

FREE!
Save your RCA entertainment receiving tube carton ends* and color picture tube warranty serial number stickers*... and redeem them for discount certificates or valuable premiums. Just tear and you'll share!

Your RCA receiving tube carton ends are valuable! So are your RCA color picture tube warranty serial number stickers. Save them. In various quantities, they will bring you:

- Discount certificates. You can apply these toward purchases of more RCA receiving tubes and color picture tubes from your RCA Distributor.

- Popular merchandise premiums. You can choose from a wide selection for yourself, your family, or your home. (Typical premiums from the Prize Book are shown at right.)

Here's how you do it. See your participating RCA Distributor. Pick up your copy of the RCA "Tear 'n Share" Prize Book and saver envelope. Mail the required number of RCA receiving tube carton ends or RCA color picture tube warranty serial number stickers in the envelope provided, specifying discount certificates or the premium you've selected to:

RCA Tear 'n Share Headquarters, P.O. Box 154, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

*Save the receiving tube carton end that is solid red reading RCA Electronic Components and the warranty serial number sticker that appears above the warranty envelope on the upper right hand corner of the RCA color picture tube carton. One color picture tube warranty serial number sticker is equal in value to 20 receiving tube carton ends.
The Hickok Model 512 Dual Trace Oscilloscope eliminates the set-up and precision problems you've had to accept using other triggered scopes.

It's easy to set up
- Simplified color-coded front panel controls.
- Beam finder quickly locates off-scale traces.
- Foolproof triggering to 15 MHz.

It gives you superior performance
- 10 MHz response flat within 3dB. Excellent pulse response.
- Unique automatic VITS sync separator.

Hickok industrial lab quality and construction
Glass epoxy PC boards used throughout. Regulated power supply. Plus, our exclusive two-year warranty.

Ask to see the Hickok Model 512 or single trace Model 511 at your Hickok distributor or contact us for more information.

$675.00
complete with probes and accessories

HICKOK
the value innovator

INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROLS DIVISION
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10514 Dupont Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44108
(216) 541-8060 • TWX: 810-421-8286

Circle 6 on reader service card

PARTS SURVEY
I read the letter from Robert Briner in the June issue of R-E about his problem of obtaining parts overseas for projects. I now have nine months experience with several firms and received all the parts I ordered. The time it took to receive the parts varied from firm to firm. Here is a list of my experiences with the firms.

| James Electronics | Belmont, CA | 7–10 days |
| Poly Pak | Lynnfield, MA | 2–3 weeks (getting better) |
| International Electronics Unlimited | Monterey, CA | 2–3 weeks |
| Southwest Technical Products | San Antonio, TX | 3–4 weeks |
| Meshna Electronics | Lynnfield, MA | 2–3 weeks |
| Delta Electronics | Lynnfield, MA | 3–4 weeks |
| Solid State Sales | Somerville, MA | 3–4 weeks |
| Howard W. Sams & Co. | Indianapolis, IN | 7 weeks |
| Aitaj Electronics | Dallas, TX | 1–1½ months |

All the times are from the day I wrote the letter until I received the parts.

I would also like to obtain the book, Computer Architecture, mentioned in the Mark-8 brochure. The publisher was listed as Van Nostrand-Reinhold, but no address was given.

H. K. BERKHOUTD
Rotterdam (23)
Holland

Thanks for the survey. The address of Van Nostrand-Reinhold is 450 West 33rd St., New York, NY 10001—Editor.

FOR SALE
Not so long ago I invested over $100.00 for the purchase of IC's for the TV Typewriter. Now that I am the proud new owner of my own computer terminal, I would like very much to sell the IC's since I no longer have use for them. In addition, I located and bought the Xtal. Instead of returning the parts, I would like to help someone having trouble locating them by selling the following in one package:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>74197 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>74165 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7408 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7406 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7402 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7401 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I'm asking $100.00 for the whole deal and $80.00 for all except the TTL IC's.

ERIK ENGELSEN
49 North Drive
Great Neck, NY 11021

TV TYPEWRITER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>74197 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>74165 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>74197 (TTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>555 (TIMER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4561, 920-kHz series resonant crystal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here is $100.00 for the whole deal and $80.00 for all except the TTL IC's.

ERIK ENGELSEN
49 North Drive
Great Neck, NY 11021
The most dramatic component in Sansui's new "DEFINITION" Series, the BA 5000 solid-state power amplifier is capable of 300 watts minimum rms per channel into 8 ohms, both channels driven, from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.1% harmonic distortion in the stereo mode. What's more, the BA 5000 can be strapped for mono operation to deliver 600 watts rms under the same conditions.

A true monster amplifier.

But that's not all. Unlike other solid-state amplifiers, the BA 5000 has a huge, laboratory-constructed output transformer, enabling it to deliver rated power into 2, 4 or 8 ohms plus 70 volt line output in stereo and 4, 8 or 16 ohms plus 70 volt line output in mono. A rating of 600 watts into a 15 ohm mono load with no more than 0.1% harmonic distortion from 20 to 20,000 Hz, is simply unprecedented in transistor equipment.

The "DEFINITION" series also includes the BA 3000, our Junior Monster, and the CA 3000, a very high quality, low distortion preamplifier.

For professionals, sophisticated audiophiles and monster lovers everywhere. See it and touch it if you wish at your nearest Sansui franchise or write for complete literature.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New York 11377 • Gardena, California 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO. LTD. Tokyo, Japan • SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS (Gardena) B.C.
The better the training, the better you’ll

Send for FREE illustrated career guide

As an NTS student you’ll acquire the know-how that comes with first-hand training on NTS professional equipment. Equipment you’ll build and keep. Our courses include equipment like the NTS/Heath Digital GR-2000 Solid State color TV with first-ever features like silent varactor diode tuning; digital channel selection, (with optional digital clock), and big 315 sq. in. ultra-rectangular screen.

Also pictured above are other units — 5” solid state oscilloscope, vector monitor scope, solid-state stereo AM-FM receiver with twin speakers, digital multimeter, and more. It’s the kind of better equipment that gets you better equipped for the electronics industry.

This electronic gear is not only designed for training; it’s field-type — like you’ll meet on the job, or when you’re making service calls. And with NTS easy-to-read, profusely illustrated lessons you learn the theory behind these tools of the trade.

Choose from 12 NTS courses covering a wide range of fields in electronics, each complete with equipment, lessons, and manuals to make your training more practical and interesting.

Compare our training; compare our lower tuition. We employ no salesmen, pay no commissions. You receive all home-study information by mail only. All Kits, lessons, and experiments are described in full color. Most liberal refund policy and cancella-
and the equipment be equipped.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS
SOLID-STATE STEREO AM/FM/MULTIPLEX RECEIVER
COLOR BAR/DOT GENERATOR

TUBE & TRANSISTOR TESTER
FET-VOM
5" OSCILLOSCOPE
DIGITAL MULTIMETER
SOLID-STATE 2-METER FM TRANSCEIVER & POWER SUPPLY
SOLID-STATE POCKET RADIO

SIGNAL GENERATOR
VECTOR MONITOR SCOPE
74 sq. in. Solid-State B&W TV

COMPARE OUR KITS AND LESSONS.
COMPARE OUR TUITION.

NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL
APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING
Get facts on new 2-year extension

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
TECHNICAL-TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905
Resident and Home-Study Schools
4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037

NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

Please send FREE Color Catalog and Sample Lesson.
NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

Color TV Servicing
B & W TV and Radio Servicing
Electronic Communications
FCC License Course
Electronics Technology
Computer Electronics
Basic Electronics
Audio Electronics Servicing

NAME __________________________ AGE ____________
ADDRESS ________________________ APT # ____________
CITY __________________________ STATE ___________

SEPTEMBER 1976

Mail card today, or clip coupon if card is missing.

Get facts on new 2-year extension

Please fill in Zip Code for fast service

Check if interested in G.I. Bill information.
Check if interested ONLY in classroom training in Los Angeles.
Data Precision Model 5740 Multifunction Frequency Counter

THE DATA PRECISION CORP., OF WAKEFIELD, MA 01880, has brought out a new multiple function digital counter. It is their model 5740; it has an LED display almost 0.5 inch high, that is very bright and easy to read. It will read frequencies up to 100 MHz, and also read time periods, period average, total of events, and even read total elapsed time in a "stopwatch" mode. (Switch it to "Seconds" and it starts counting by hundredths of a second and keeps on. It'll go on doing this up to a total of 99,999.99 seconds. They say that this is 27.8 hours, and I'll take their word for it. I didn't wait.)

The display has automatic decimal placement. It reads out in kilohertz. Four separate gate-times can be selected by the panel switch: 10, 1, 0.1, and 0.01 seconds. This gives resolutions of 0.1 Hz, 1.0 Hz, 10 Hz, and 100 Hz. Translation: the display is "updated" at each of these time periods; in the .01-second position, the readout is corrected once every hundredth of a second, and so on. The display is very steady, by the way; little "flicker" of the last digit.

The main features of this type of instrument are accuracy and time-base stability. The model 5740 is guaranteed to a ±1 count ± the time-base stability. The last is given as ±0.1 ppm (part per million) and is field-adjustable if necessary. The stability is 0.1 ppm/sec. (More on this later on.)

The main application of such an instrument in the radio-TV field is frequency measurement; for two-way radios all the way from CB sets up to police radio and some aircraft bands. The sensitivity of the Model 5740 is good enough so that this can be done very easily. All you do is hook a short lead to the input for a pickup rod, key the transmitter and look at the display. Even for the very low RF output of CB walkie-talkies, it will give stable readings with very loose coupling to the input. (Someone told me about a clever trick you can do with an instrument like this. Put it in the shop window, turned on, with a test lead antenna on it. A sign in the window invites passers-by to check the frequency of their CB radios. They can key the transmitter and see the readout instantly. This attracted a great deal of attention!)

I handed the Model 5740 over to a friend of mine who has an avionics shop, with a lot of highly accurate equipment. He ran quite a few tests with it, and gave me the results. (I felt a little like Tom Sawyer, but it was easier than working.) He was quite impressed. Here are some of the results he got. It will count to 30 MHz with only a (measured) 10-mV input on the X1 position of the attenuator. (This is spec.) It also counted all the way to 100 MHz with only 40-mV input (better than spec which is 30 mV to 100 MHz). My friend has a very expensive counter, along with the highly accurate RF signal-generators needed for avionics work now. He checked the 5740 against these. He commented on the excellent stability from a cold start, and also on an all-day run. It was compared against an instrument having a 3 × 10⁶ part per million per day time-base stability. He was even more impressed after he found the price of the 5740 was $295.00.

Several CB walkie-talkies were checked on it. Also, he ran tests through the frequency-synthesizer of a larger CB set. It could be used to check and verify the frequency of any crystal in this complicated circuit. A 0.1±μF coupling capacitor was used, with a simple test lead. My friend was so impressed, in fact, that I had a time getting it away from him.

After I finally got it back, I took it to my shop, and spent some time playing with it. I checked the frequencies on all my RF signal generators, and was pleasantly surprised. I also ran tests on the marker crystals in my IG-57 Heath sweep generator, and was pleasantly surprised again; these were all right on the button. It also told me that a seldom-used trap marker wasn't working. A little twiddle of the coil, and it too checked out.

The model 5740 is a very compact instrument. It takes up little room on the bench, and it can be shelf-mounted. The display is big and bright enough to be read at any practical distance. There are also facilities for remotely controlling start-stop for timing events. A BCD interface connector can be used to interconnect it to other instruments, systems components, (continued on page 26)
you'll find
the
devices
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here.

Over 103,200 devices can be replaced by 250 RCA SK Series types. That's 410 to 1! Best ratio in the industry. Which means the odds are, SK is your best, fastest way to get what you need. With minimum inventory. And RCA provides the top quality you'd expect from a top manufacturer of OEM devices. Same strict AQL standards, same strict Director of Quality Assurance. Get SK devices and your free 1975 SK Series Replacement Guide from your local RCA distributor.

It's OK if it's sk
Your NEW Heathkit Catalog is ready

waiting to serve you with more values, more new kits, than ever before

New Professional 12" Ignition Scope — Kit or Wired

Does more than others for $1000 less. Spots tough ignition problems on all types of systems in 3, 4, 6, 8 cyl. or 2-rotor Wankel engines; sets itself automatically for no. of cylinders. Big 12" screen has 2 calibrated primary and secondary voltage grids plus dwell angle indications. Special circuit maintains trace length regardless of RPM. Displays "superimposed" patterns, single cyl. pattern, primary or secondary "parade" patterns. "Power balance" feature even helps spot bad valves or rings. 8" meter with tach & DCV ranges. Optional low cost timing light, alternator adaptor & cart. Kit CO-2500 $379.95; Assembled WC-2500 $695.

New Automobile Intrusion Alarm Kit

Total Protection. Alarm mounts anywhere; connects to switches on doors, hood, & trunk. Underdash switch arms or disables unit. Adjustable delay time allows you to quickly enter or leave car without triggering alarm, but opening trunk or hood triggers alarm instantly. Alarm sounds car horn in repeated 2-minute cycles. Kit GD-1157 Alarm $24.95; Kit GDA-1157-1 Siren (gives yelping sound louder than car horn) $19.95.

New Programmable Digital Stop Watch Kit

Another "first" from Heath. 2 IC counters, 8 digits & 7 functions with typical accuracy to ±0.003%. Has resolution to 1/100th of a second. Function 1 (Start/Stop Elapsed) times individual events while also counting total. Function 2 (Sequential) times each part of event & displays each separately while timing overall event. Function 3 (Total Activity) accumulates total elapsed time of a series, excluding time between events. Function 4 (Split) displays cumulative time to each "split" point while continuing overall event time. Function 5 (Start/Stop Activity) shows separate time for each event & totals all individual times. Function 6 (Programmed Upcount) counts up to "learned" time. Function 7 (Programmed Downcount) counts down from "learned" time. Stop watch can "learn" time from other functions or be programmed up to 9 hours, 59 minutes, 59 seconds. Has jacks for external triggering devices and alarms. Includes nickel-cadmium batteries & charger. Kit GB-1201, $99.95.

New Digital Wind Speed & Direction Indicator Kit

Unique. Two big, bright digits show wind speed to 99 mph. As you build, choose 2 readout modes: miles, knots, or kilometers per hour; front panel light shows mode in use. 8 incandescent lights show wind direction at principal compass points; adjacent lighted bulbs give 16 point resolution. Remote transmitter boom clamps to TV mast. Styled in black plastic to match Heathkit GC-1025 Digital Clock and ID-1390A Digital Thermometer. Kit ID-1590, $69.95 less cable.

New — Two-Way Telephone Amplifier Kits

Now, hands-free telephone use with amplified "talk" and amplified "listen" — with or without dialer. Talk & listen from 10' away. Voice-actuated circuitry switches from talk to listen without feedback or clipped words. Listen button lets you monitor line without built-in microphone activated. Dialer model may be used with or without regular telephone. Includes 4-prong jack & phone coupler connector. Battery powered. Kit GD-1112 (no dial) $49.95; Kit GD-1162 (w. dial) $69.95.

New Public Address Sound System Kits

Outperforms those costing twice as much. TA-1620 Control/Amp. takes 8 low impedance mikes, each with level, bass & treble controls & reverb sw. Has VU meter, 4 switched response "shaper" circuits, exclusive bass filter, 100 rms watts drives 2 speaker columns. TA-1625 Booster Amp. 100 rms watts to drive 2 extra speaker columns. TS-1630 Speaker Column. Six 8" full range drivers response tailored for voice; 60 watt rms rating; 12 ohm impedance. Kit GA-1620 $449.95; Kit TA-1625 $179.95; Kit TS-1630 $199.95.

Now over 400 do-it-yourself electronic kits for home, hobby, and industry. All designed to give you more for your money...more value, more performance, more satisfaction. All designed so even beginners can build them. Send for your free catalog today.

New — Professional 12" Ignition Scope — Kit or Wired

Does more than others for $1000 less. Spots tough ignition problems on all types of systems in 3, 4, 6, 8 cyl. or 2-rotor Wankel engines; sets itself automatically for no. of cylinders. Big 12" screen has 2 calibrated primary and secondary voltage grids plus dwell angle indications. Special circuit maintains trace length regardless of RPM. Displays "superimposed" patterns, single cyl. pattern, primary or secondary "parade" patterns. "Power balance" feature even helps spot bad valves or rings. 8" meter with tach & DCV ranges. Optional low cost timing light, alternator adaptor & cart. Kit CO-2500 $379.95; Assembled WC-2500 $695.

New Automobile Intrusion Alarm Kit

Total Protection. Alarm mounts anywhere; connects to switches on doors, hood, & trunk. Underdash switch arms or disables unit. Adjustable delay time allows you to quickly enter or leave car without triggering alarm, but opening trunk or hood triggers alarm instantly. Alarm sounds car horn in repeated 2-minute cycles. Kit GD-1157 Alarm $24.95; Kit GDA-1157-1 Siren (gives yelping sound louder than car horn) $19.95.
New DC-5 MHz Triggered Scope — Kit or Wired
Best scope value today. Wide bandwidth, 20 mV sensitivity, & stable triggering — ideal for TV, audio and RF servicing. Easy-to-use controls. Trigger circuit (not recurrent type) has normal & automatic modes, switched AC & DC coupling, & front panel external inputs (special TV position allows low freq. to pass while rejecting high freqs., for easy triggering on complex TV signal). 7 calibrated time bases from 200 ms to 0.2 μsec/cm. 20 mV/cm vertical sensitivity with 9 calibrated attenuator positions up to 10 V/cm, plus variable control. 5" round flat-face CRT (8 x 10 cm graticule). Lightweight, durable blue plastic cabinet with white panel. Kit IQ-4500 $179.95; Assembled SO-4540 $275.

New — Lowest cost Triggered 5 MHz Scope Kit
The scope everyone can afford, and it has the performance you need. DC-5 MHz band width, 100 mV vertical sensitivity with X1, X10 & X100 attenuation, AC or DC. Automatic, positive locking horizontal sweep continuously adjustable from 20 ms to 200 ns/cm. Stable displays due to zener regulated amplifiers and sweep. 5" round flat-face CRT with 8 x 10 cm graticule. Simplified controls and switches make it easy to use. Lightweight, durable blue plastic cabinet; white panel. It's the best instrument buy in years. Kit IO-4560 $119.95.

New Variable Isolated AC Supply
What every tech & hobbyist needs. The IP-5220 isolates equipment under test from the AC power line and provides an AC output which is variable from zero to 140 volts. Great for locating circuit faults caused by high or low voltage or testing equipment with unknown power requirements. Power rating is 360 volt-amperes, continuous. Variable output current rating: 3A. max. Direct output current rating: 10A. Two meters: voltmeter 0-150 VAC; ammeter 0-1 & 0-3A. Ammeter and variable output socket are fused. Kit IP-5220, $109.95.

New Oscilloscope Calibrator Kit
For time calibration, it generates a 0.5 second to 1 μsec square wave in 1-2-5 sequence accurate to 0.01% with 200 mV peak (<3% overshoot) and ≤4 ns rise time. Voltage calibration ranges are 1 mV to 100 V in decade sequence, accuracy within 2%, DC plus variable 2 Hz to 10 kHz in 1-2-5 sequence (internal strid. accuracy within 1%). Use it to calibrate scopes up to 35 MHz and voltmeters; it's also a fast rise time squarewave generator and good bench freq. standard. Kit IO-4505 $44.95.

Use coupon below to order your favorite new kit or to get your FREE new Heathkit Catalog.
EQUIPMENT REPORTS
(continued from page 24)

etc. The normally high-Z input, 1.0 meg-ohm with 25-pF shunt, can be converted to 50 ohms with an adapter. X1 and X20 dB attenuators can be switched in, if needed. Up to 250 volts RMS input or 500 volts peak AC or DC can be used with no damage. Response time is very fast; it can count pulses as close as 15 nanoseconds apart without losing them.

All in all, quite an impressive performance, and at a price that is well below previous instruments with comparable performance. R-E

**Triplett Model 60 VOM**

**Circle 90 on reader service card**

**THE TRIPLETT CORPORATION, MAKERS OF MANY VOM'S HAVE COME UP WITH A NEW ONE. IT IS THEIR SPECIAL RUGGEDIZED MODEL 60. THEY'VE ALSO GOT A MODEL 60-A THAT IS A DUPLICATE, WITH SLIGHTLY GREATER ACCURACY AND A MIRROR-SCALE METER. THEY SAY BOTH ARE "RUGGEDIZED" AND THEY MEAN IT. THIS THING IS PROTECTED AGAINST EVERYTHING BUT FLOODS. EARTHQUAKES PROBABLY WOULDN'T bother it at all.**

For protection against physical damage, such as being knocked off the bench or dropped, the Model 60 has a very tough plastic case. The meter face and controls are recessed. The case has a "roughened" texture to provide the user with a better grip. They say that you can drop it five feet onto a cement floor with only a small chance of damage to case or movement. They told me to try this, and I did. I'll admit that I started with a gingerly drop of about a foot onto a padded bench, but finally I got up courage enough to try the full distance. They were right. It didn't even faze it.

Aside from the case, the meter movement is the part most likely to be damaged. The Model 60 has a special type of ruggedized suspension, and from peeping inside, it seems to be shock-mounted. The meter will stay within ±4% of its rated accuracy after such a drop. A special CONFIDENCE-TEST is provided for an instant check. All you do is switch to ohms x 10K, check the mechanical zeroing of the needle, then short the prods and adjust the ohms zero with the OHMS ADJUST control. Then switch to the TEST position (which is next on the switch). If the needle stops within the special block, in the center of the ohms scale, it's OK.

The meter movement and resistors are very thoroughly protected against electrical damage. There's a diode module connected across the meter movement; and three fuses are used beside this. Two of these, a ¼-A and a 1.0-A, are for protection against normal overloads. Spares for these are stowed inside the case, right beside the fuse holder.

Finally, for protection against those cases where the VOM is accidentally hooked across a very high voltage circuit, on the ohms scale of course, a special 2-A, 1000-volt fuse is used. It can interrupt an arc with a total energy of 20 kilowatts! An ordinary VOM would be destroyed instantaneously, with a dangerous explosive arc inside the case. In other words, it would blow up in your face!

Beside all of these things to protect the VOM, every precaution has been taken to make it safe for the user, too. There are no exposed metal parts on the case at all. The test leads have special jacks and plugs. The jacks are a recessed male type, and the pluses are made of a soft plastic so that the ends of the test leads are completely covered. Slip-on clips can be used on the prods; these are insulated, also.

If the worst does happen, the design of the Model 60 provides for fast repair. The meter movement is a module which can be replaced with ease. The whole thing can be taken apart by removing only eight screws.

We've been so busy with the safety features that the main thines have been ignored. This is a standard VOM, 20,000-ohms-per-volt on DC. Eight ranges from 0-1 volt up to 1000 volts, in the handy 1-3-1-3 calibration. The AC voltage ranges start at 0-3 volts, up to 1000 volts. A dB scale is also provided. Four DC current ranges, from 0.1 mA up to 1000 mA (1 A). Resistance ranges go from x1, with a 12-ohm center-scale, to x10K. To read AC current, the Model 10 clamp-on adapter can be used.

A special carrying case can be had, with space to store the Model 60, the clamp-on AC ammeter and other accessories. Some of these are high-voltage probes to read up to 30 KV AC or DC, a high-current DC shunt, and a pair of special hook probes, very small, for getting into tight places in PC boards.

This instrument is designed for use in industrial electronics or electrical work, schools, radio and TV shops, and any other place where you need a tough, accurate VOM that can really take it. R-E

**Hermon Hosmer Scott is dead at 66**

Hermon Hosmer Scott, electronic engineer and inventor, died April 13 at Wellesley Hospital, Newton, MA. He was the founder and former president of H. H. Scott, Inc., Maynard, MA.

Best known for his high-fidelity products, Mr. Scott was a pioneer in audio design and invention. He held many patents, among them were an early frequency-sensitive dynamic noise suppressor, resistance-capacitance oscillators and selective circuits.

**five new breadboard testers from csc**

**Power for the Professional!**

New Proto Boards PB-203 and PB-203A with built-in regulated short-proof power supplies!

Ready-to-use. Just plug in and start building! 2 extra floating 5-way binding posts for external signals (PB-203 only). Completely self-contained with power switch, indicator lamp and power fuse. 24 14-pin DIP capacity. All metal construction... no chipping or cracking as with plastic cases. Two-tone quality case makes both PB-203 and PB-203A aesthetically, as well as technically attractive.

**PB-203**
- 3 OT-59S Sockets
- 4 OT-59B Bus Strips
- 1 OT-47B Bus Strip
- Fuse + Power Switch
- Power-On Light
- 9.75" x 5.6" x 3.25"H
- Weight: 5 lbs.
- 5V, 1 AMP regulated power supply

**PB-203A**
- 3 OT-59S Sockets
- 4 OT-59B Bus Strips
- 1 OT-47B Bus Strip
- Fuse + Power Switch
- Power-On Light
- 9.75" x 5.6" x 3.25"H
- Weight: 5 lbs.
- 5V, 1 AMP regulated power supply (same as PB-203)
- 15V, 1/2 AMP regulated power supply
- -15V, 1/2 AMP regulated power supply

Add $2.50 shipping/handling

**OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PB-203</th>
<th>PB-203A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>5V ± 1/4V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripple &amp; Noise</td>
<td>1/2 AMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Regulation</td>
<td>Better than 1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORP.**

**LOGIC MONITOR**
brings ICs to life faster than a scope... safer than a voltmeter

**LM-1** 84.95 each

Add $2.50 shipping/handling

Self-contained, pocket size. No adjustments or calibrations needed. Puts life into digital designs. Just clip to any DIP IC up to 16 pins. NO POWER SUPPLY NEEDED! Simultaneously displays static and dynamic logic states of DTL, TTL, CMOS, or CMOS. HTL or CMOS on 16 large high Intensity LEDs. Watch signals work through counters, shift registers, timers, a dders, flip flops, decoders, entire systems. Concentrate on signal flow and input/output truth tables. Forget probe grounds, pin counting or sync polarity. Precision plastic guides and flexible plastic web* insure positive connections. Versatile. Fast, Accurate. Indispensable. Order yours today!

---

**PROTO BOARD 100**

A complete mini-breadboard budget kit with full IC capacity

The PB-100 is a low cost, b g 10 IC capacity breadboard kit, complete down to the last nut, bolt and screw. Includes 2 OT-35S Sockets; 1 OT-35B Bus Strip; 2 5-way binding posts; 4 rubber feet; screws and easy assembly instructions. 4.50" (114.3mm) wide x 6.00" (152.4mm) long x 1.35" (34.5mm) high. Order your PB-130 kit! Start building and testing now!

Add 1.50 shipping/handling

**PROTO-CLIP offers power-on... hands-off signal tracing... under $5!**

Trace signals or troubleshoot fast. Inject signals or wire unused circuits into existing boards. Flexible plastic web* construction eliminates springs and pivots. Plus, the narrow throat is perfect for high density pc boards. Order now!

**PC-14 14-pin Proto-Clip $4.50 ea.**

**PC-16 16-pin Proto-Clip $4.75 ea.**

Add $1.00 shipping and handling

Scope probes, test leads lock onto unique toothed grips

*COPYRIGHT CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 1975

All Continental Specialties breadboard test devices are made in the USA, and are available of-the-shelf from your local distributor or CSC. Direct purchases may be charged on BankAmer card, Master Charge or American Express. You get a FREE English/Metric conversion slide rule with each order. Foreign orders please add 10% for shipping/handling. Prices are subject to change. Write or phone for complete illustrated catalog, plus the name and address of the CSC dealer nearest you.

*Patents Pending*
If you're spending more time at home these days, why not use some of it constructively. Send for details about this fascinating learn-at-home program from Bell & Howell Schools. Find out how interesting it can be to build new occupational skills in electronics—at home, after work.

Look into it. Mail the card now.
Let Bell & Howell Schools help you discover electronics at home.

These days, it seems like almost everything is "going electronic." If you've got time after work, spend some of it learning electronics.

Mail the card for details about this fascinating learn-at-home program from Bell & Howell Schools.

Why this program is designed to make learning electronics especially interesting.

Electronics is a fascinating subject! But, learning at home means you're on your own a good part of the time. There's no teacher to prod and coax you.

That's why we planned this learn-at-home program to hold your attention and make each principle you learn more vivid... easier to remember!

We'd like to think you'll rush home from work each evening—anxious to haul out your course materials and get down to business!

Let's talk about what we do to keep you interested.

For one thing, we don't just send you books.

Oh, books are important. In fact, this program includes a complete set of carefully prepared texts. And there's no way you can get along without them.

But if you decide to spend some of your time learning electronics at home, you're going to get a lot more than books. You're going to take your jacket off, roll up your sleeves and actually get your hands on modern electronic equipment. You're going to explore it... experiment with it... put it together yourself!

If that doesn't already sound like something pretty interesting to do after a day at work, take a closer look.

With the very first lesson, you get a Lab Starter Kit to help you grasp the basics.

If you're a complete beginner at electronics, this Kit will help you make a good start.

It's not complicated. Just a simple voltmeter and "breadboard" you use for basic experiments that help you understand the fundamentals. Now, you're ready to move on to something more advanced.

(By the way, if you're not a beginner, we'll arrange advanced standing in the program so you start at the point that's right for you.)

You actually build your own Electro Lab® electronics training system.

One evening, when you get home from work, you'll find a large package waiting for you. When you open it, you'll find a set of electronic components. Probably that same evening, you'll want to start working with these components. Following the instruction manuals and course materials—and using the principles you've learned—you'll actually begin to build three modern test instruments. Once assembled, they make up a complete home electronics laboratory you'll use for testing, troubleshooting and circuit analyzing:

Use the design console... to set up and examine circuits. It's completely modular... no soldering!

Use the digital multimeter... to measure voltage, current and resistance. Read data in big, clear numbers—just like on a digital clock!

Use the solid-state "triggered sweep" oscilloscope... to analyze modern, "state-of-the-art" integrated circuits. Triggered sweep feature locks in signals for easier observation.

By now, you've spent many fascinating evenings at home learning electronics. And you're really making progress. In fact, you're ready to get into "state-of-the-art" integrated circuits—even some applications of digital circuitry!

At this point, you start building a remarkable color TV.

As you build this 25" diagonal color TV, you investigate the digital circuitry that allows the automatic channel selector to go directly to preselected channels—as well as discovering the circuitry behind channel numbers and a digital clock that appear on the screen. You find out why the Black Matrix picture tube makes for such exceptional color clarity. You explore "state-of-the-art" integrated circuitry and the 100 percent solid-state chassis.

Once you've built this TV, you've rounded out your electronic training and gained new occupational skills.

Bell & Howell Schools' step-by-step methods smooth your progress.

Since you're learning at home, on your own, we do everything possible to keep your progress trouble-free.

For example, since it's easier to grasp new ideas one at a time, we send you texts that break the subject of electronics into small segments. You can take your time to master each one before moving on to the next.

Special learning opportunities give you extra help and attention.

In case you do run into a problem or two, we're ready to give you more help and personal attention than you'd expect from most learn-at-home programs.

For example, many home study schools ask you to mail in your questions. Bell & Howell Schools gives you a toll-free number to call for answers you need right away.

Few home study schools offer personal contact with instructors. Bell & Howell Schools organizes "help sessions" in 50 major cities at various times during the year—where you can discuss problems with fellow students and instructors in person.

The skills you develop could lead you in exciting new directions.

No school can promise you a job or income opportunity. But the skills you learn from this Bell & Howell Schools' program could help you look for a job in the electronics industry... or upgrade your present job... or use these skills as a base for continuing your education in electronics programs.

Taken for vocational purposes, this program is approved by the state approval agency for Veterans' Benefits.

Send for details today.

Why not find out how constructive and interesting it can be to spend time learning electronics. Mail the card now.

For more details, mail the postage-paid card today!

"Electro-Lab®" is a registered trademark of the Bell & Howell Company.

Simulated TV test pattern.
Our reliable 15MHz scope syncs to 30MHz

Model 1472 Dual Trace Scope has reliable automatic sync and plenty of deflection for waveform analysis at frequencies far beyond its nominal range. Look at its actual, smooth roll-off curve and you can see how you can do an expensive scope’s job with our far less costly but equally reliable, easy-to-use counterpart. Model 1472 lengthens the B&K-Precision complete line of 2 to 10MHz bandwidth scopes—a line of scopes that now outsells every other 10 to 15MHz scope because our users have discovered our reliability, performance and instant delivery from our distributors.

Model 1472 has 19 calibrated sweeps—.5μSEC/cm to .5SEC/cm and sweep to .1μSEC/cm with 5x and to 1.5SEC/cm with uncalibrated vernier. Deflection factor is 0.01V/cm to 20V/cm ±5% in 11 ranges plus fine adjustment. Regulation maintains calibration accuracies over 105-130VAC range. Rise time is 24nSEC, fast enough to check most digital logic circuitry, including CMOS. Automatic triggering is obtained on waveforms with as little as 1cm deflection. Dual trace display has algebraic addition and subtraction and differential input capability. Mode automatically shifts between CHOP and ALTERNATE as you change sweep time, speeding set-up. Extremely flat in-band response is particularly useful for demanding applications like adjusting color video to close tolerances in TV broadcast studios.

Front panel X-Y operation uses matched vertical amplifiers, preserving full calibration accuracy for both amplitude and phase. The intensity modulation input (Z axis) is available for time or frequency markers. Bright blue P31 phosphor and variable illuminated graticule make any waveform easy to see.

In Stock For Free Trial
Model 1472 or any B&K-Precision oscilloscope can be obtained from your local distributor for a free trial. You’ll find the scope you need in stock today. Write for detailed specifications.
IC Doorbell Plays Your Song

You can program your own tune into this device and connect it to your doorbell. It features a PROM with a 32-note capacity

by RALPH E. COUSINO

Music can recall a pleasant memory especially if it's your favorite melody. This article describes an electronic music box that you can build and program to play your favorite tune. Use it in place of your doorbell or as a wakeup alarm on your digital clock. The electronic music box can be used for any audible signalling application. It provides a full range of two octaves for a total of 24 notes including tremolo. Momentarily closing the start circuit, the unit plays its programmed tune, through a maximum of 32 notes, one at a time, with a hold of up to 4 beats-per-note. It automatically shuts off at the end.

Circuit operation

A complete schematic of the electronic music box is in Fig. 1. The twelve notes for one full octave are generated by frequency division of a master oscillator formed by IC10-b. This 21,560-Hz master oscillator is frequency modulated for tremolo by a phase shift oscillator using operational amplifier IC5-d. Frequency division of the master oscillator output is done by cascaded programmable counters IC8 and IC9. After division by IC8 and IC9, the narrow output pulse is fed to IC10-a to form a wider pulse. This pulse is connected to the clock input of J-K flip-flop IC3-b that divides the input frequency by two, if the clear input is high, thereby generating the next lower octave. The tone can be muted by driving the clear input of IC10-a low. This is done by making the four inputs to NAND gate IC7-b high.

Programming IC8 and IC9 for frequency division requires 5 bits. Another bit is required to control the frequency divider. Two more bits are used to program the number of beats a note should be held. Therefore, a total of 8 bits are required for each note. The Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) IC6 provides an 8-bit by 32-word memory or a 256-bit memory. The PROM is stepped through each word by applying an ascending binary count to the five address lines. The ascending count is delivered by a down counter formed by IC2 and IC3-a. The address counter is clocked by a beat generator, IC1. The beat-generator
All resistors are 1/4-watt, 10%, unless noted
R1, R12—6.8 megohms, 5%
R2, R27, R28—100,000 ohms
R3, R6, R16, R18, R21, R30, R31, R32, R33, R34, R35, R36, R37, R39—1,000 ohms
R4, R5—330 ohms
R7, R19, R20—10,000 ohms, 5%
R8—500,000 ohms trimmer potentiometer
R9—27,000 ohms
R10, R11, R38—470,000 ohms, 5%
R13—820,000 ohms, 5%
R14, R24—4.7 megohms, 5%
R15, R25—2.7 megohms, 5%
R17—3.9 megohms, 5%
R22—4,700 ohms
R23—50,000 ohms trimmer potentiometer
R26—2.2 megohms
R29—33,000 ohms, 5%
C1, C3, C11, C18—.047 µF polyester film
C2, C6, C7, C10, C13, C14, C15, C20—.1 µF polyester film
C4, C5—2 µF, 10 volt electrolytic
C6—220 µF, 10 volt electrolytic
C9—300 pF ceramic
C12—.0047 µF polyester film
C15—2,200 µF, 16 volt electrolytic
C17, C19—20 µF, 10 volt electrolytic
IC1—555 timer
IC2—7493 TTL
IC3—7473 TTL
IC4—7405 TTL
IC5—3900 linear quad amplifier
IC6—8223 PROM (un-programmed)
IC7—7420 TTL
IC8, IC9—74193 TTL
IC10—74123 TTL
D1, D2, D3, D4—1N4148
D5—1N751A
D6, D7, D8, D9—1N4002
Q1—2N3394
Q2—2N3638
Q3—2N5296
T1—117-volt primary, 6.3-volt @ 0.6A secondary
F1—¼-amp fuse
Misc.—fuse holder, line cord, 8-ohm speaker, cabinet, printed circuit board, wire, solder, hardware.

The following parts may be ordered from Cousino Circuit Company, 3313 Brace Street, Burbank, CA 91504
#K11-EMB—Kit of all items in Electronic Music Box parts list, except miscellaneous items, fuse and transformer. Includes PC board and un-programmed PROM. $36.95 postpaid within USA.
#KHS11-EMB—Same as #K11-EMB except PROM is pre-programmed with “Home Sweet Home” melody. $39.95 postpaid within USA.
#11-EMB—Drilled glass epoxy printed circuit board for Electronic Music Box. $6.95 postpaid within USA.
#11-PGM—Drilled glass epoxy printed circuit board for PROM Programmer. $5.95 postpaid within USA. California residents add sales tax.

### PARTS LIST

- **Resistors**
  - R1, R12—6.8 megohms, 5%
  - R2, R27, R28—100,000 ohms
  - R3, R6, R16, R18, R21, R30, R31, R32, R33, R34, R35, R36, R37, R39—1,000 ohms
  - R4, R5—330 ohms
  - R7, R19, R20—10,000 ohms, 5%
  - R8—500,000 ohms trimmer potentiometer
  - R9—27,000 ohms
  - R10, R11, R38—470,000 ohms, 5%
  - R13—820,000 ohms, 5%
  - R14, R24—4.7 megohms, 5%
  - R15, R25—2.7 megohms, 5%
  - R17—3.9 megohms, 5%
  - R22—4,700 ohms
  - R23—50,000 ohms trimmer potentiometer
  - R26—2.2 megohms
  - R29—33,000 ohms, 5%
- **Capacitors**
  - C1, C3, C11, C18—.047 µF polyester film
  - C2, C6, C7, C10, C13, C14, C15, C20—.1 µF polyester film
  - C4, C5—2 µF, 10 volt electrolytic
  - C6—220 µF, 10 volt electrolytic
  - C9—300 pF ceramic
  - C12—.0047 µF polyester film
  - C15—2,200 µF, 16 volt electrolytic
  - C17, C19—20 µF, 10 volt electrolytic
  - C18—100 pF ceramic

### Schematic Diagram

- **ICs**
  - IC1—555 timer
  - IC2—7493 TTL
  - IC3—7473 TTL
  - IC4—7405 TTL
  - IC5—3900 linear quad amplifier
  - IC6—8223 PROM (un-programmed)
  - IC7—7420 TTL
  - IC8, IC9—74193 TTL
  - IC10—74123 TTL
  - IC11—74123 TTL

- **Diodes**
  - D1, D2, D3, D4—1N4148
  - D5—1N751A
  - D6, D7, D8, D9—1N4002

- **Transistors**
  - Q1—2N3394
  - Q2—2N3638
  - Q3—2N5296

- **Speakers**
  - T1—117-volt primary, 6.3-volt @ 0.6A secondary

- **Miscellaneous**
  - F1—¼-amp fuse
  - Misc.—fuse holder, line cord, 8-ohm speaker, cabinet, printed circuit board, wire, solder, hardware.

---

**FIG. 1—ELECTRONIC MUSIC BOX schematic diagram.**

---
rate is controlled by capacitors C1, C2 and C3. These capacitors are grounded by IC4-c and IC4-d depending upon PROM programming. This controls the duration of time each note is held.

Inverters IC4-a and IC4-b provide an output pulse whether frequency divider IC3-b is enabled or not. This pulse is delayed by R7 and C6, and fed to operational amplifier IC5-a through a volume control R8. This amplifier drives a complimentary transistor pair that is coupled to the output speaker by C8.

Voltage for all IC’s is supplied by the regulator consisting of transistor Q3 and operational amplifier IC5-c. The operational amplifiers are connected to the unregulated input voltage and are therefore always on. Operational amplifier IC5-b is connected as an R-S flip-flop. Closing the start circuit drives the output of IC5-b high turning on the voltage regulator supplying 5 volts to the IC’s. When the program is finished, all address lines of the PROM go high. The address lines on IC7-a with inverter IC4-f reverse bias diode D3. This along with D2 reverse biased plus the positive going beat pulse on diode D1, causes the IC5-b flip-flop to reset, shutting the unit off.

Construction

In view of the circuit complexity, printed-circuit boards are a must. The PC board layout is shown in Fig. 2 and component location is detailed in Fig. 3. Insert and solder components and jumpers as shown using care to observe the polarities of diodes and capacitors.

(continued on page 104)
**Build this COLOR TV CAMERA**

Concluding this series, we show you how to modify the two receivers that are to be used as the sync source and color monitor.

by GARY DAVIS

The horizontal yoke drive pulses are obtained from a second unused winding on the flyback transformer. This tap provided the correct waveform, but at double the needed amplitude. As the flyback transformer on this set is a sealed unit with only the taps exposed, the camera horizontal yokes were wired in series and connected to the tap through a 2 µF capacitor. On other sets, different approaches must be taken. Two possible approaches are shown in Fig. 6. Transformer T2 consists of ten turns of well-insulated hook-up wire, loosely wound around the flyback. On most sets the voltage amplitude is approximately 4V P-P per turn. The voltage at the output of T2 must be exactly correct, as added resistive elements such as width controls would alter the horizontal waveshape. The horizontal deflection coils could be connected in parallel, or by doubling the number of turns on transformer T2, they could be wired in series. Each horizontal deflection coil requires 30 to 40V P-P for proper deflection. Figure 6 should serve only as a starting point. Some added experimenting may be necessary. All generated waveforms should be checked with an oscilloscope to observe amplitude and waveform polarity. All waveforms should be close to those shown on the waveform chart before proceeding. It is important that the modifications do not affect normal operation of the TV set, as it can be used as a monitor until you are ready to modify the color receiver. It is also convenient if the set can still be used as a regular TV when the camera head is disconnected. Details of the sheet-metal case are shown above.

(continued on page 73)
Installing TV-MATV Antennas

Obtaining good results requires that you understand antenna theory and put it to practical use to solve reception problems.

Installing TV-MATV antennas is a little like repairing TV sets. Some men pull tubes, change resistors and take voltage readings with only a foggy notion of how a TV set really works. The really good service technician understands what is going on inside the circuitry. Therefore, he can track down troubles rapidly and solve even complex problems.

Many men who put up antennas have only a very hazy understanding of how they work and why. The good antenna installer, however, understands antenna theory and puts it to work to solve reception problems. Let's review antenna theory in brief and then see how it can be put to practical use.

As the current in a TV transmitting antenna starts its first half-cycle (an antenna is driven with alternating current), a wavefront of energy expands outward in all directions. As the wavefront gets farther from the antenna, it becomes thinner and thinner. Then, the current in the TV transmitting antenna reverses as the second half-cycle starts, causing a second wavefront to start expanding outward. Like the alternating current that caused them, the two wavefronts are opposite in polarity.

The third wavefront (third half-cycle of alternating current) is the same polarity as the first, and the fourth wavefront (fourth half-cycle of alternating current) is the same polarity as the second. The distance between two successive wavefronts of the same polarity is called the wavelength (denoted by the Greek letter \( \lambda \), or lambda). It is interesting to note that once a wavefront leaves the antenna, it is absolutely independent of its source.

A given TV transmitting antenna may produce wavefronts that are either horizontally or vertically polarized, depending on how current flows through the antenna.

All TV stations in this country transmit horizontally (E Plane) polarized TV signals, by FCC edict.

The simplest type of receiving antenna is a half-wave dipole—a dipole whose length is approximately half the distance between two wavefronts of the same polarity. If we hold a half wavelength dipole in a horizontal plane so that the wavefronts from the antenna pass through it, the TV signal will induce an electrical current in the dipole. (See Fig. 1-a). If we connect a meter to the antenna, we can see an indication of this induced current. The direction of the electrical current induced in the dipole reverses with each succeeding wavefront.

Now, suppose we rotate the antenna slowly to a vertical position. As we do, less and less of the dipole is cut by the transmitted signal (see Fig. 1-b). In the vertical position, induced current is reduced to a minimum because the dipole has very little

*Manager, Jerrold DSD Division

FIG. 1—ANTENNA ORIENTATION affects signal pickup. Maximum signal pickup occurs when antenna is positioned horizontally as shown in a. As the antenna is rotated, signal pickup decreases as shown in b. Minimum signal pickup occurs in vertical position as shown in c.
length in the horizontal plane (see Fig. 1-9).

At this point, suppose we return the dipole to its original position (Fig. 1-a). Then, we rotate the dipole slowly until it is at right angles to the transmitted signal. Again, the dipole will look shorter and shorter to the incoming signals and induced current will fall to a minimum.

For maximum signal pickup, therefore, the dipole must face the TV transmitter head on, with the length of the dipole in the horizontal plane. This is what we mean by antenna orientation.

Performance

A good way to visualize the effect of orientation on signal pickup is with a polar plot. To make a polar plot, we start with the antenna facing head-on to the transmitter for maximum signal pickup. We adjust the received signal for a maximum reference point on the polar graph paper. Then, we rotate the antenna horizontally a full circle (360°).

Figure 2 shows the polar plot that results with a half-wave dipole. The transmitting antenna is at 0°. Pickup is greatest at 0° and 180°. Signals that come into the dipole from the side (90° and 270°) are hardly received at all.

The lobe centered at 0° is called the forward lobe. The lobe pointing to 180° is called the back lobe. Back lobes are useless to us. To minimize back-lobe pickup and to maximize front-lobe pickup, directors and reflectors are added (see Fig. 3). The result is the polar pattern shown in Fig. 4.

Front-to-back ratio is the ratio of the front lobe to the back lobe. A dipole has a front-to-back ratio of 1:1. A good modern high-gain antenna might have a front-to-back ratio of 10:1 (20 dB) or more.

Front-to-side ratio is the ratio of the front lobe to the largest side lobe.

Flatness of response. The gain of some antennas varies widely with frequency. Most VHF antennas are designed to provide more gain on the high-band channels than the low-band channels, but variation within channels should be very gradual. Flatness of +1-dB within any given channel is recommended for good color reception. Fluctuations of over 2-dB within a channel can result in phase shifts which cause color distortion.

Antennas that use a system of directors and reflectors are called Yagis, after their Japanese inventor. Two other types of antennas are commonly used today for TV reception—log-periodic antennas and aperture antennas. Most modern home TV antennas today are log-periodic types.

Log-periodic antennas use periodic spacing of active elements rather than dipoles with directors and directors. The basic periodic design provides flat response and constant gain across its entire bandwidth. In some ways this is good, but in other ways it is a problem. The fact is that we need more gain on high channels to compensate for the fact that transmitted signal loss increases with frequency.

Some way had to be found, therefore, to make log-periodic antennas more efficient on high VHF-band channels (7 thru 13) than on low VHF (2 thru 6) channels. This was done by multi-moding, making a single element work in both high and low VHF-bands simultaneously. This is possible because an element that resonates at 1/2-wavelength for Channel 2, for example, also resonates at 3/2-wavelength at Channel 7.

Multi-moding does provide extra gain on the high band, but it introduces another problem. Figures 5 shows the polar pattern of a 3/2-wavelength dipole. Notice the large side lobes at 45° and 315°. These lobes are undesirable because they can pick up ghost signals. Engineers from each of the major antenna companies have devised ways to eliminate these side lobes.

Channel Master and Kay Townes use parasitic elements to buck out the center currents that cause the side lobes.

Winegard achieves multi-moding with stubbed-element extensions. Each high-impedance stub represents a half-wave dipole on the high band, shunting most of the energy away from the longer (low VHF band) portions of the element. Therefore, each element operates on both the high band and the low band, with very small side-lobes.

Jerold solves the problem by using high-impedance (450 ohms) transmission line. The high-impedance transmission line couples the elements at the second resonance rather than the third resonance. In effect, the 3/2-wavelength element becomes a one-wavelength element, with a goetalic or not, can reflect TV signals. Shifting to one-wavelength elements also creates a buffer zone at the rear of the antenna, improving the front-to-back ratio.

JFD's approach is to "Vee" the elements forward to eliminate side lobes.

Figure 6 shows a typical aperture type antenna, using a dipole with a reflective screen. Aperture antennas are generally used for UHF reception, to provide a large vertical capture area. In UHF aperture antennas, the dipoles are all quite similar, but there is a large variation in the types of reflecting-screens that may be full parabolics, parabolic sections or simple corner reflectors.

One phenomenon important to TV reception is that receiving antennas radiate signals. At best, we can use only half of the signal picked up by a dipole. The other half is radiated in exactly the same pattern as the reception polar pattern.

The radiated signals intersect with the signals from the transmitter. At intersections where the transmitted signals and radiated signals are of the same polarity, they add. At intersections where the transmitted signal and radiated signals are of opposite polarity, they subtract. In other words, reradiation makes the TV signals stronger at some points and weaker at others.

While both transmitted and radiated signals are constantly moving, the points of intersections are fixed in space. Therefore, we call the fluctuations of stronger and weaker signals "standing waves in space."

Dipoles are not the only things that cause reradiation. Anything metal does the same thing. Pipes, conduits, electrical wiring, aluminum gutters all act as radiators, which form standing waves in space.

What's more, virtually any surface, metal or not, can reflect TV signals. At a result, on a given rooftop there may be areas of cancellation where TV reception is very poor, and other areas of addition, where signals are extra strong.

This is an especially important factor at UHF, because wavelengths are shorter. Sometimes a difference of just a foot or two height above the rooftop makes a tre-
mendous difference in TV reception. What's more, the best reception height often varies with atmospheric conditions. (And reflections from passing aircraft can cause "airplane flutter" in some cases.) However, these problems can be overcome by using UHF receiving antennas with large vertical capture areas.

**Home TV vs MATV antennas**

Electrically, home TV and MATV antennas are quite similar. In fact, home TV antennas are often used successfully for small MATV systems.

Usually, however, you can afford to spend more for an MATV antenna serving 200 sets than you are willing to spend for a home antenna. Professional quality MATV antennas may provide slightly better performance than home antennas, but their prime advantage is mechanical ruggedness. Elements are generally thicker, better made and better put together.

Home systems almost invariably use broadband antennas—either a single all-channel antenna or separate UHF and VHF antennas. MATV systems use broadcast-band antennas sometimes, but frequently use separate low-VHF band, high-VHF band and UHF antennas, or single-channel antennas. Separate antennas for each channel cost more, but usually do a better job, especially under difficult reception conditions. Rotors are impractical for MATV, so if TV stations are in different directions, multiple antennas are a must.

Figure 7 shows a typical ruggedized broadband MATV antenna and Figure 8 depicts an MATV antenna array.

**Installation techniques**

The professional antenna installer should have professional tools. You can't do a good job with just a screwdriver and a pair of pliers. In addition, you need:

1. A set of nut drivers. ¼" and ⅜" fit most antenna mounting needs.
2. A set of ratchet wrenches, or open-ended wrenches. (Ratchet wrenches are preferred because they are faster.)
3. A staple gun for running downlead indoors.
4. A coax connector crimping tool.
5. A good field-strength meter.
6. A good compass and an area air map to determine antenna orientation.
7. A hammer heavy enough to drive ground rods.

Other useful accessories include a leather tool belt, acrylic spray for waterproofing outdoor twinlead connections, roofing tar for sealing holes made by standoffs, screw eyes and other mounting hardware, and caulking compound for use in sealing up holes made to take coaxial cable indoors. (Caulking compound is recommended for coax, but cannot be used with twinlead.)

Your first step is to decide what antenna, or antennas to use your test antenna to mount them. Don't go by manufacturer's mileage specifications alone. Discuss local reception conditions with your antenna manufacturer and try to get recommendations from installers who are familiar with what works best in given locations. For most home installations, advice of this type is usually all you need to select an antenna.

If you suspect interference problems, connect a portable TV set directly to the test antenna and study pictures on all channels carefully.

Make a note of picture and sound carrier levels for each channel and use the field-strength meter to determine the frequency and direction of interfering signals. If you are not thoroughly experienced in choosing antennas, contact representatives of the antenna manufacturers. Most major manufacturers will be glad to give you specific advice on antenna selection and how to eliminate interference.

Avoid tall masts wherever possible. A 5-ft. mast is easier to install and makes for a very rugged installation. The 10-ft. masts are more difficult and 20-ft. masts are not recommended at all. (If you have to go up 20 ft. above the roof, use a tower.)

As you will discover with your test antenna and field-strength meter, there is often a strong correlation between antenna height and signal strength. For the most part, putting the antenna up higher means stronger signals. You have to weigh this advantage against the mechanical disadvantages of going up high. It costs more, and is more subject to wind stress.

In strong signal areas, 5-ft. masts are all that is required. In suburban areas, you may need a taller mast, but it may well be easier to simply use a higher gain antenna. Suppose, for example, that the signal level at 5-feet above the roof is 500 microvolts on your test antenna, whereas at 10-feet you can get 700 microvolts. The difference between 500 microvolts and 700 microvolts is only 3 dB. In other words, a better antenna will do as well at 5-feet above the roof as a smaller antenna at 10 feet, provided the better antenna has 3-dB more gain.

The most common home antenna mounts are chimney mounts, wall mounts, roof mounts and tripod mounts. Chimney mounts are easiest, but do represent some problems. For one thing, chimney gases blacken and attack aluminum elements. For another thing, chimney mounts often cause damage to chimneys.

Roof mounts invariably require guy wires, as shown in Fig. 9.

**FIG. 7—JERROLD MODEL J-283X.**

**FIG. 8—MATV antenna array.**

**FIG. 9—ROOF MOUNTS require guy wires for secure installation.**

**FIG. 10—TURNBUCKLES are required for stressing guy wires.**

Use eye bolts or guy hooks, together with turnbuckles (see Fig. 10). Vinyl-covered guy wire is recommended, since it is im-

(continued on page 74)
Oscilloscopes often look easy but there's more to them than meets the eye. This article explores some of the measurement techniques.

by CHARLES GILMORE*

Although this section can not possibly be a comprehensive discussion of all oscilloscope measurements, it reveals a number of rule of thumb techniques that permit rapid analysis of many different circuits. These are primarily involved in servicing and analyzing problems of common circuits.

Amplifier response testing

To analyze an audio amplifier, we feed a square-wave signal into the input jack of the amplifier and observe the amplifier's output wave form. Figure 25-a shows a dual-trace comparison of the input (upper) square wave signal and the output (lower) waveform. Lack of low-frequency response is obvious. Figure 25-b shows the opposite problem, lack of high-frequency response. The effects of Figure 25-a may also indicate too low a frequency being used to permit AC vertical coupling. Figure 25-b may also indicate that the oscilloscope is being used near its upper bandwidth limit. Before testing an amplifier or other device for square-wave response, it is advisable, especially with a single-trace oscilloscope, to check the appearance of the square wave at the highest and lowest frequency limits to be used. If the oscilloscope itself will degrade the wave form, all measurements must take this degradation into consideration. Determining that a hi-fi amplifier still meets reasonable limits of frequency response may be ascertained by square wave testing.

When determining the frequency response of an amplifier by performing a point-by-point plot of frequency response, a dual-trace oscilloscope can be used as the readout device. The input sinewave is monitored on one channel and the output sinewave is monitored on the second channel. As the test frequency is increased, the input amplitude should be readjusted to produce constant deflection. The output amplitude is measured and recorded. For this measurement, the bandwidth of the oscilloscope must at least be equal to that of the amplifier being tested.

If a square wave with a fast risetime is available, the risetime of the amplifier may also be readily measured. If the amplifier risetime and its 3-dB frequency are known, the high-frequency characteristics of the amplifier are defined. An amplifier with the product of the risetime and bandwidth that is much greater than 0.35 will have poor upper high-frequency response, while one substantially less than a 0.35 will produce overshoot (undesirable high-frequency response).

Phase delay

The dual-trace oscilloscope can be used to measure phase delay through an amplifier. A sinewave is applied to the amplifier and is monitored on one channel. The output waveform is monitored on the second channel, and the time differential between the two waveforms is observed. The measured time-delay, divided by the period of the input signal, multiplied by 360° gives us the phase-shift in degrees. Lack of a uniform phase-shift across the amplifier bandwidth indicates a non-uniform frequency response.

In many audio and industrial amplifiers, the complementary-pair output stage is very popular. Complementary amplifiers are prone to two failures; both are readily identifiable. With a sinewave applied to the input, and the output observed on an oscilloscope, complete failure of one of the complementary-pair will produce an output signal that looks like the output of a half-wave rectifier.

The second problem, not quite as obvious or as easy to repair, is caused by improper biasing. To operate properly, the complementary-pair must switch between the positive-going output device and the negative-going output device when the output waveform passes through zero volts. If there is a biasing failure, this does not happen. The result is called crossover distortion. A detailed examination of the zero-crossing portion of the waveform will reveal a step, indicating crossover distortion.

Partial failure of a power supply or input overdrive can cause clipping. Again, examine the output waveform to identify whether the clipping is either single-sided; frequently indicating a power supply or biasing failure, or whether it is symmetrical, indicating total power supply failure or input overdrive.

Severe harmonic distortion can be detected with an oscilloscope as a noticeable deterioration of the shape of a sinewave. With a dual-trace oscilloscope, the output sinewave can be compared to the input sinewave by superimposing them. Less than 3% distortion is very difficult to see on an oscilloscope. To detect distortion levels below 3%, you should rely on a distortion analyzer.

Analysis of logic circuits

The analysis of logic circuits without

Logic circuits often present situations demanding great writing speeds from an oscilloscope. A typical situation is the need to display a very short time span, such as 100-ns-per-division, when the triggering repetition rate is low, for example, 1 millisecond. To overcome this, turn the intensity up, turn the graduations down, and use a viewing hood. There is a point beyond which even the finest oscilloscopes will not write due to insufficient repetition rate. Unfortunately, this situation is not uncommon with logic circuits. The storage oscilloscope is a partial answer, but often they lack adequate bandwidth to observe logic circuits. Where possible, the best solution to this problem is modifying the circuit being tested to temporarily increase the basic repetition rate sufficiently to observe the desired waveforms.

Television analysis

The complex waveform containing synchronizing and video information from a television transmission cannot be analyzed without the aid of an oscilloscope. As noted earlier, the oscilloscope is so important to television analysis that two specialized forms of the instrument have been created.

The top trace in Fig. 29 shows the video signal from a color television receiver. The display shows a single line of the television raster when it’s modulated by a color-bar generator. The bottom trace in Fig. 2 shows the same video signal as shown in the top trace, except an entire frame of the television raster is shown. In this case, the time base of the oscilloscope is slowed down relative to the time base setting used to obtain the top trace. Signals such as Fig. 29 should be ob-

FIG. 29—COLOR TELEVISION TEST SIGNAL displays. The top trace shows the video signal between two horizontal sync pulses. The video signal is modulated by a color-bar generator. The lower trace shows the same video signal between two vertical sync pulses.
servable at the output of the video detector and through the video stages on most television sets. The horizontal and vertical synchronizing signals can be easily traced through their respective circuits in case of difficulty in these areas. The top trace in Fig. 29 shows the 3.58 MHz color burst at the leading edge of the horizontal synchronizing pulse.

When the oscilloscope is used with a sweep generator to examine the bandpass characteristics of high-frequency circuits, it is used simply as an X-Y display. A typical example is shown in Fig. 30. The oscilloscope shows the amplitude vs. frequency characteristics of a 45-MHz intermediate-frequency amplifier of a television receiver. In this case, the sweep generator and its built-in demodulator provide the vertical signal as well as the sweeping signal. Using the sweep from the generator ensures the oscilloscope sweep is always in phase with, and has the same distortions as, the sweep changing the frequency of the signal generator. An alternative method is to use the output signal from a sweep generator to synchronize the sweep oscillator of the oscilloscope. However, if the sweep generator is swept by a sine wave, as is common on low cost sweep generators, the oscilloscope will also be swept by a sine wave as well. This will result in improper frequency vs. position relationships on the display.

Figure 31 shows the vector display generated on a vector oscilloscope monitoring a color television set driven by a color bar generator. If the oscilloscope is not specifically designed as a vector monitor, an X-Y oscilloscope may be used. Horizontal bandwidth of at least a few MHz is required for this application. The vector monitor may be used to adjust the amplitude of the 3.58 MHz oscilator; adjust the 3.58 MHz resistance coil, causing the 3.58 MHz oscilator with the broadcast 3.58 MHz reference; adjust the color phase detector; check demodulation angle and linearity and adjust the chroma band pass of the receiver.

Many solid-state receivers supply both color and luminance information to the cathode of the TV CRT. The signal on the vector monitor will appear fuzzy unless the luminance signal is removed. This can be achieved by bypassing the luminance signal with a large electrolytic capacitor at an earlier stage.

Power supplies
Problems with power supplies, especially regulated supplies, must be detected with an oscilloscope, not a meter. A loss or reduction in value of the filter capacitor causes excessive ripple. Ripple is easily examined using the high sensitivity positions of the input attenuator and AC coupling. A dual-trace oscilloscope, with one trace monitoring the output of the regulated power supply and the other trace monitoring the input to the regulator circuit, will show spikes on the output voltage or when the input ripple dips below the regulators capability.

A frequency problem with regulated power supplies is oscillation. Regulated power supplies are high gain amplifiers, and loss of a frequency compensating component, such as a bypass capacitor, can cause the power supply to oscillate. The power supply may have sluggish regulation characteristics as well as a high frequency output signal. Frequently, large capacitive-inductive loads will cause a power supply to oscillate. This can even occur with bench supplies.

Measurement errors
As the oscilloscope is one of the most versatile electronic instruments, it is also one of the more complicated to operate properly. Errors are frequently made, and most of them are unnecessary. Errors can be divided into two categories: those of simple operator error; and those where the display is read properly but the measurement is made improperly.

Operator errors are usually the result of an improper assumption on the part of the operator. A typical source of error is use of an oscilloscope without a prior check to ensure the horizontal and vertical variables are in their calibrated positions. This problem is common in shops and laboratories where the oscilloscopes are shared by a number of users. In this situation, a moment spent checking all settings on the oscilloscope, especially those not used frequently, is well worth while. Similar errors include improper trigger settings when making timing measurements, failure to include probe attenuation in amplitude measurements, and errors made when rapidly converting time into frequency.

Measurement errors often result from lack of understanding the equipment specifications. For example, the error resulting from using an oscilloscope of too low a bandwidth to analyze a logic pulse may cause the operator to miss a narrow pulse causing all the problems. Errors of this type are common in the horizontal and vertical measurements when the operator forgets the accuracy specification and assumes he has made an absolute measurement.

When connecting the probe or test cable to the circuit, the effect on the circuit of the input impedance of the oscilloscope and the test lead must be remembered. The simple coaxial cable has a capacitance of 30 pF per foot. With the customary 3-foot cable and 30 to 40 pF input capacitance of the oscilloscope, there is a total of 120 to 140 pF load placed on the circuit. With certain low impedance circuits, this does not cause any trouble; on some of the higher impedance circuits, severe circuit loading occurs as the test frequency is increased.

When connecting the probe of test cable, the operator must be certain the ground clip is connected to a point which is ground for the circuit under test. A frequent problem with products having both logic and analog circuits is high level logic currents in certain portions of the ground circuits. If this is the case, and a measurement is being made in the analog circuit, the proper ground point is one which does not contain current from the logic system. For this reason, the common technique of connecting the ground clip to the chassis is not wise.

The problem is even more serious as oscilloscopes become available with high sensitivities. For example, voltage drops in a foil due to return currents from a logic chip are generally not evident on an oscilloscope with a 10-mV sensitivity, but it is a serious problem on an oscilloscope with 1-mV sensitivity.

The compensated ×10 oscilloscope probe can introduce considerable error to a measurement involving high frequency characteristics, if the user fails to adjust the probe to the input capacitance of the oscilloscope. This procedure must be carried out even if the probe is moved from one channel of a dual trace oscilloscope to another.

When possible, probes should be purchased for a particular oscilloscope, matched to a particular input channel, identified as such, and never used anywhere else. Unfortunately, this is not always possible for economic reasons. In such a case, the user must be sure to check the compensation of the probe.

TSA INSTALLATION
TELEVISION SERVICE ASSOCIATION (TSA) of Northeastern New York swore in its officers at its annual dinner dance last February. Left to right in the photo are TSA's attorney William McCarthy, who installed the officers; secretary Richard (Dick) Swan-son, Sr., Reliable Repair Service, Troy; treasurer Rolland (Ron) Flicker, Flicker TV Ser-vice, Schenectady; vice president Warren Baker, CET, Baker Electronics, Albany, and preident Paul J. Landor, Landor TV and Appliances, Cohoes.
State of SOLID STATE

An IC microtransmitter from Lithic Systems and Zenith's Target Tuning circuit is covered this month

by KARL SAVON
SEMINCONDUCTOR EDITOR

MOST OF THE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ON the scene are confined to audio and very low-frequency bands. Lithic Systems makes a communications oriented chip that operates in the high-frequency spectrum and deserves our attention this month.

Zenith's Target Tuning system uses LED's as a center-of-station tuning indicator.

LP200 microtransmitter

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the chip connected to the necessary external components needed for a Citizen band transmitter. The current drain of the circuit is 50 mA with a 12-volt supply.

Signal flow begins with oscillator Q3. L1 and C2 tune the collector of Q3 close to the operating frequency, and the series resonance of the crystal connected through C3 completes the oscillator's regenerative path from collector to emitter. DC collector and base voltages of the transistor are the same because they are jumpered by the low resistance of L1. Series-connected diodes D2 through D5 bias the base of Q3 at four junction voltages above ground—about 2.8 volts. Capacitor C1 bypasses the bias supply for 27-MHz. As long as the transistor does not saturate, the oscillator will be stable even though the base and collector are at the same DC potential. The voltage swing at the collector is limited to less than 700-mV peak-to-peak by the amount of collector current flowing in the stage. Transistor Q4 is a current source designed to conduct the required current. It is entwined in the power supply circuits which will be discussed a little later.

Emitter followers Q10 and Q11 isolate the output amplifier Q13 from the oscillator. The 2.8-volt bias at the base of Q10 is dropped by the three base-to-emitter junctions of Q10, Q11, and Q13. Q13's emitter is 0.7 volt above ground, sufficient for current source Q14 to function. The emitter of Q10 is connected to ground through R9 and diodes D6 and D7. There is about 0.7 volt across R9, so the bias current in Q10 is determined by 0.7V divided by R9's resistance value.

Q12 and Q14 conduct currents modulated by the microphone input. Q13's emitter is RF bypassed by C10, so for 27 MHz, it is a grounded emitter amplifier with its collector tuned by L2. C8 and C9 to match a 50-ohm antenna. The voltage gain of Q13 changes directly with its current originating in Q14. C10 is selected to be

FIG. 1—LITHIC SYSTEMS LP200 MICROTRANSMITTER connected to external components for Citizens band operation.
a high impedance at the modulating frequencies, so the RF gain of Q13 and its output voltage are modulated by the audio signal. Simultaneous modulation of Q11's emitter current is a refinement that helps give an output modulation specification of 90% with less than 10% distortion.

Forgetting Q7 temporarily, notice that the collector of Q8 is connected to IC pin 7 through R11. Pin 7 sits at a fixed proportion of $V_{cc}$. Also note that the collector of Q8 is at 1.4V above ground because of the series connection of the bases of Q9 and Q8. An essentially constant current is supplied to the collector of Q8 by this arrangement. A current "mirror" circuit Q8-Q9-Q12-Q14 reproduces the current flowing in Q8 in both Q12 and Q14.

Current "mirrors" are favorite tools from the IC designer's bag of tricks, for they exploit the excellent matching characteristics of the integrated devices. All chip components go through identical diffusion temperature-time cycles. They are in an identical thermal environment as possible, just a few thousandths of an inch apart. In most "mirrors", in this case, the emitter and bases of the current input and output transistors are paralleled, and as a result, their collector currents are matched. Typically the match is better than 10%. Matching accuracies are improved when necessary by adding emitter resistors which match closer. Take time to study these "mirror" circuits as they are pointed out. You'll be seeing them again and again.

Q14 is designed with a larger base-to-emitter junction area than the other devices to conduct the proportionally larger current needed to feed the higher current output stage Q13. Q9 automatically supplies the base current requirements of Q8, Q12, and Q14. It adapts to changing conditions because of its negative feedback connection with Q8. Q7 is driven from the microphone through C5. Its collector current subtracts from the constant current feed through R11. A positive microphone voltage swing increases the collector current in Q7 and decreases the base current in Q9. The reduced collector current in Q9 reduces the current in Q12 and Q14, generating the modulation current. R10 is a feedback resistor controlling the gain and linearity of the audio preamp Q7. C6 controls the high-frequency cutoff frequency to control the audio bandwidth and rejects noise.

A regenerative power supply latch circuit is triggered on and off by a switching voltage applied to pin 10 of the IC. Although pin 6 is permanently attached to the $V_{cc}$ supply, the microtransmitter does not draw current until it is triggered on by the push-to-talk button. S1, D1 and Q2 form another IC current "mirror". Because of the common base connections all equal emitter resistors R1 and R2 are returned to a common tie point, the collector current in Q2 closely matches that in D1 which is supplied from Q1. There is some error in the current matching however—a portion of the Q1 collector current is needed by D1 and Q2, and by R2. This current "mirror" does not use the additional emitter follower the previous design incorporated to reduce base current errors. Pushing S1 applies $V_{cc}$ through current limiting resistor R12 to pin 10 and the base of Q1 turning the transistor on. Current in Q1 now flows through D1 and is reproduced in Q2. Q2's collector current drives the base of Q1 and the oscillator bias diode string. At this time it is possible to open the series R12 lead to pin 10 and the current in the various supply transistors will remain latched. The momentary triggering facility is not used in the 27 MHz transmitter, but there are applications where it is valuable. Voice keyed (VOX) and remote-triggered systems are examples.

Zenith LED Target Tuning

Zenith uses LED's in their Target Tuning system in two different versions. Figure 2 shows the simpler system used in some digital clock table radio models.

The output of the last IF stage for either the AM or FM band is coupled through a capacitor to a voltage-doubling diode detector D1-D2. Q1 and Q2 are a direct-coupled LED driver amplifier. To make the amplifier sensitive, a negative feedback biasing scheme forces the two transistors to conduct lightly. Biased at very low current, the LED appears off. Just on the edge of conduction, it will light brightly with very low external drive levels. Diodes D1 and D2 are also biased slightly so on their anode-cathode junction thresholds do not have to be exceeded by the input signal. Their normal 0.6 volt turn-on junction voltage is compensated for by the feedback. The DC feedback path is from the emitter of LED driver Q2 through voltage divider R6-R2, through D1 and D2, and through R3 and R4 to the base of Q1. C1 is a bypass capacitor which grounds the anode of D1 for signal frequencies. As the receiver is tuned to the center of the i.f. passband, D1 conducts on the negative half-cycle of the signal to charge either capacitor C701 or C702. On the positive half-cycles the stored capacitor voltage adds to the signal to feed C2. The detected signal is fed through filter R3-C3 and R4 to turn on Q1. R4 increases the filter discharge time by isolating C3 from the relatively low input impedance of Q1. The increased collector current in Q1 turns Q2 on, which provides some 30 mA through the LED.

Some of the more elaborate Zenith hi-fi receivers have a triple LED formation on the dial pointed to show low and high tuning as well as center tuning. The center LED is green and the two outer LED's are red.

Fig. 3 is a schematic of the system. You may be surprised to see two ratio detectors. One acts as the normal FM detector and also has two outputs to the Target Tuning system. The second ratio detector is added just for frequency discrimination drive for the LED's during AM reception. A short review of ratio-detector theory is in order: Two series-aided connected detector diodes are driven by the L214 secondary winding of tuned transformer T207. Tertiary winding L213 is also magnetically coupled to the primary and an induced voltage is generated across it. Because L214 is tuned and L213 is not, there is a 90° phase difference between their voltages at 10.7 MHz where L214 is at resonance.

Diode CR202 along with R213, R215 and C218, rectifies the sum of

![FIG. 2-ZENITH'S TARGET TUNING system. LED lights when receiver is tuned to center of IF passband.](image-url)
V1 and V2 and produces a positive output marked FM+, and the combination of diode CR203, R211, R216 and R219 generates the FM— output from V1 + V3. Fig. 4-a shows that the vector sum of the two signals are equal at resonance. Since the detectors are sensitive only to amplitude, it is the size of the sum vectors that indicate their outputs. The average of the two detected sum signals becomes FM+ and since they are equal and opposite in sign at resonance, the output is zero.

With a shift in IF frequency the phase relationship changes; L214 is no longer at resonance. If the frequency increases, for example, the angle between V1 and V2 decreases while the angle between V1 and V3 increases. The vector sum of V1 and V2 is now greater than the vector sum of V1 and V3. Fig. 4-b shows the off-center situation. The diode detectors produce two different magnitude outputs. FM+ is larger by about the same amount that FM— is smaller. The averaged FM+ voltage now moves in the positive direction. It is this averaging of the positive peaks of FM+ above 10.7 MHz and the negative peaks of FM— below that creates the conventional FM "S" detector characteristic. As these changes take place, the sum of the two voltages remain constant. Only the ratio of the outputs vary and hence the name ratio detector. The difference between FM+ and FM— is stored on electrolytic capacitor C220. Some degree of amplitude modulation rejection is afforded by the capacitor because noise causes apparent carrier amplitude changes, but cannot instantaneously change the capacitor voltage and the output.

The AM ratio detector (T601-CR601-CR602) operates with the same basic phase detecting principle, but is driven differently. The open tertiary winding on the transformer forms a capacitor between the lower side of the secondary and ground. The network including C601, the tuned primary winding, and the capacitor to ground causes a 90° phase shift between the voltage across the transformer winding and the voltage at the primary tap. A DC offset is added to the output voltage by the forward biased junction of diode CR603.

AM+ and AM— mark the positive above center frequency output and the "S" output respectively.

With the receiver switched to FM and center tuned, FM+ is at maximum and FM— is zero. FM+ drives transistor Q603 into conduction. Q603-Q604 is a Darlington-connected amplifier with high beta. The circuit can be considered a switch although the collector of Q604 does not go completely to ground. You will note that the collector falls to (1) junction-voltage drop (VA) above ground because Q603 will saturate first preventing saturation of the second transistor. With about a 3-volt forward bias across the green LED CR606, there is a 12.8 — 0.8 — 3 = 9 volts across R610 limiting the current to 9/390 = 23 mA. Operating in this mode, Q601-Q602 is biased off by FM+ biasing the high tuning indicator extinguished. Q605 is biased on by the 12.8 volt supply through R612. and Q606 is held off keeping the low tuning LED CR607 off.

Now if the FM receiver is tuned below the center frequency, FM+ is low and the FM— voltage is at its negative peak. As a result, Q601-Q602 is biased off even harder than before and Q603-Q604 is off since the two V1 input threshold at the base of Q603 is not reached by FM+. FM— being negative turns off transistor Q605. Its collector current being zero, the collector voltage of Q607 rises toward the supply and Q606 is turned on by the current through R613. R615 limits the diode current to about 12 mA.

Finally, when tuned above the center frequency, FM+ and FM+ are highly positive. Q601 and Q602 are now turned on and the tuned high indicator is illuminated.

Switching the receiver to AM, the Target Tuning system works the same way. When center tuned Q603-Q604 is driven by AM+ through R609, CR604 is a disconnect diode to prevent the FM ratio detector from loading the 455-kHz ratio detector. FM+ and AM+ are matrixed through R230 and R602 to feed the "high" and "low" detectors.

FIG. 3—THREE LED'S INDICATE LOW, HIGH, AND CENTER TUNED CONDITIONS.

FIG. 4-a (left)—VECTOR SUM OF VOLTAGS AT OUTPUT OF RATIO DETECTOR AT RESONANCE.
FIG. 4-b (right)—OFF RESONANCE CONDITION.
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RECENTLY WE EXAMINED TAPE BIAS AND equalization in terms of their effect on frequency response, distortion and signal-to-noise ratios. We mentioned the fact that one manufacturer's S/N ratio may or may not tell you the same thing as that of another manufacturer. If the audio industry was plagued by ambiguous audio power ratings in the past (a problem that is to some small degree being alleviated by the new FTC power rules), the situation with signal-to-noise measurements is even more confusing to the unsuspecting audiophile. And it is as confused not only in tape deck specifications, but in those relating to phono preamplifiers and turntable performance. Let's consider each of these product categories in turn.

**Tape deck S/N specifications**

Signal-to-noise specifications, when listed for tape decks, are supposed to give you some idea of how much louder a desired recorded musical signal will be, compared to the inherent noise generated by the tape itself and the recorder's electronics. The variables that can make a great difference in the final spec are: the tape itself, the loudness (and acceptable distortion) of the "maximum" recorded signal, and the kind of noise that signal is being compared with. To begin with, not all manufacturers calibrate their record level meters in the same way.

One manufacturer may calibrate his "0 VU" points on the meters so that they correspond to a distortion level (during recording) of 1% while another may allow "0 dB" to correspond to 3% distortion. If a meter is calibrated to 3% distortion for "0 VU" recording level, the signal-to-noise ratio for that machine may be anywhere from 6- to 9-dB higher than a machine whose meters have been calibrated to read "0 VU" for a recording level of 1% distortion. Figure 1 shows why this is so. The recordist will naturally set level controls so that highest readings during recording reach "0" on the meters.

The unsuspecting recordist who owns the "3% THD for 0 VU" machine will therefore normally record at a higher level and, if the residual noise generated by both machines (using the same tape) is constant, recorder "A" shows a 60-dB S/N spec while recorder "B" (with the more conservatively calibrated meter) has only a 54-dB S/N ratio.

But that's only the beginning. As you can see in Fig. 1, low-frequency noise (in the region of 60 Hz—the power line frequency) is greater (in absolute terms) than high-frequency noise or hiss. A simple AC VTVM reading the output of a tape deck, with no audio applied to the tape, will tend to read the higher hum contribution rather than the lower-level "hiss" or high-frequency noise contribution.

Figure 2 shows that two recorders having widely different high-frequency noise characteristics (but the same level of "hum") can cause the meter to read the same "residual noise level" for both machines—58 dB. Unfortunately, the human ear is more sensitive to mid- and high-frequencies than it is to low frequencies and, even intuitively, we know that recorder "B" will "sound" noisier than recorder "A". That is why many recorder manufacturers use a "weighting curve" when determining signal-to-noise ratios.

There have been many suggestions as to what curve should be used. Each attempts to compensate for the way human ears perceive low-level sounds, and an example of one such weighting curve is shown in Fig. 3. A filter having the response curve shown would be inserted in series with the output of the tape deck under test, and the output of the filter would then be connected to the AC VTVM. If we subtract the effect of the filter at each frequency over the entire audio spectrum, Recorder "A" now has a 64-dB S/N spec while Very sensitive instruments like the tape deck under test will measure the largest value of noise present. Therefore, even though recorder "A" has a lower amount of hiss, the meter will read 58-dB for both units.
What does it mean?

measurement may not mean manufacturer’s. This ambiguous the unsuspecting audiophile

recorder “B” would produce a noise-level reading which is only 60 dB “below 0 dB recording level.” (See Fig. 4.) Obviously, it would be ideal if the tape recorder industry adopted a standard weighting curve as well as a standard distortion level from which to reference all S/N readings. Even if that degree of standardization were achieved within the industry, there would still be an additional variable that could not easily be standardized—the tape itself.

A manufacturer may calibrate his meters using a standard brand of tape that will reach 1% distortion level for 0 dB. That same brand of tape may be “over-recorded” to, say, +3 dB before 3% distortion is reached. A better brand of tape might reach the same 1% distortion level at 0 VU but might not reach 3% distortion until a recording level of +6 dB was attempted. Or, the 1% distortion levels for both tapes might not even correspond to the “0 dB” calibration point of the meters. The variations and possibilities are endless, especially when you consider the assortment of tapes currently available.

Ideally then, a manufacturer should quote weighted and unweighted S/N ratios for a given tape at a given “reference” distortion level. Users should stick to that tape (or one known to have the same characteristics) or at least be aware of the performance potential of the tape they plan to use as compared with the tape used by the manufacturer to calibrate his machine and to “write his specification sheet.”

One last thought about signal-to-noise on tape. Since most tests and measurements are made using a 400 Hz or 1 kHz test tone for a reference signal, there can be variations in true S/N ratio depending upon music actually being recorded. Meters may or may not be equalized (so that they don’t respond equally to all frequencies) and this, too, can give rise to widely varying “0 dB” readings depending upon the frequency content of the music being recorded at any given instant. As we said, if the FTC thought the standardization of audio power was a complex problem, imagine what they would be faced with if they tried to standardize measurements of S/N ratio when it comes to tape products!

Phono preamplifier S/N ratios

Though somewhat ambiguous too, hum or S/N readings relating to phono preamplifier performance are not subject to quite as much variation as are tape S/N readings. The most important confusion factor arises from manufacturer’s desires to come up with the “highest” dB readings possible so as to place them in a favorable competitive position. Consider, first, how numbers can be “juggled” even if no auditory “weighting” networks are used in the readings. Let us suppose that a given preamplifier has an input sensitivity (at 1-kHz) of 2 millivolts. That is, a 2 mV, 1-kHz signal, applied at the phono input terminals will produce full power output from the associated amplifier section when all level controls are tuned full up.

If the unit is a preamplifier only, 2 mV will produce “rated output voltage” under the same conditions. The most straightforward S/N measurement would result if we simply remove the input signal, short the input terminals, and note on the output meter how many dB lower the hum and noise is with respect to that initial output voltage.

It is, unfortunately, common practice for many manufacturers to state true input sensitivity in millivolts (2 mV in our example), but to quote S/N ratios with respect to some other, arbitrarily higher input such as 10 mV for example. Figure 5 shows what happens. A reading of 55 dB (referenced to actual input sensitivity of 2 mV) is magically transformed to a reading of 69 dB—a seeming “improvement” of 14 dB.
Of course, if you had applied a signal level of 10mV to the phono input (without turning down the level control of the amplifier), you would have been so far into clipping and distortion that the output waveform would have changed to almost a square wave instead of the sinusoidal input you started with. Furthermore, if you had been guided in your choice of phono cartridges based on input sensitivity and had selected a cartridge having a nominal output of 2 mV, the arbitrary 10 mV reference used by the manufacturer is meaningless—and so is his stated 69 dB S/N figure!

Manufacturers may or may not use weighting curves in measuring S/N ratios of phono preamplifiers. As shown in Fig. 6, three popular weighting response curves are used, identified as "A", "B", or "C" weighting curves. Depending upon which curve a manufacturer elects to use, S/N readings can vary over a range of as much as 26 dB if the noise consists primarily of 60 Hz hum, or by as much as 17 dB if noise content is primarily 120 Hz in nature. "C" weighting and "A" weighting have been the most popular of the three common weighting curves used by amplifier manufacturers in making these measurements. Fundamentally, there should be no objection to their use providing the manufacturer clearly states that he is using one or the other in his measurement. Probably, the ideal situation would be for a manufacturer to give both weighted and unweighted S/N figures, stating which weighting curve is used, and using the actual input sensitivity referred to full output. Supplying all of this information would lead to standardized results, or at least results that the knowledgeable audiophile could properly interpret.

In the CBS (ARLL) method, frequencies below 500 Hz are rolled off at a rate of 6 dB-per-octave while above 500 Hz, the filter attenuates frequencies at a rate of 12 dB-per-octave. The DIN "A" system (unweighted) attenuates frequencies below 10 Hz at 6 dB-per-octave rate, while in the case of the DIN "B" method (weighted) attenuation is at 12 dB-per-octave above and below a reference frequency of 315 Hz.

As if that weren't bad enough, the four popular measurements do not employ the same reference frequency or amplitude for establishing "0 dB", below which the rumble measurement is to be made. The reference signal is usually recorded at the beginning of the test record and permits the tester to set up his gain control so the measuring meter will read "0 dB". Then, when the quiet grooves begin, he simply "reads down" and obtains the residual reading—which represents rumble.

However, the NAB system uses a reference signal at 100 Hz, with a recorded velocity vibration. Basic evaluation of the signal picked up by the cartridge can be treated in two ways. The first is to evaluate it as it is picked up without regard to how we hear it, giving the same emphasis to all frequencies. The second is to try to evaluate the rumble based upon how our ears hear it.

Variations in rumble readings when using one measurement system or the other arise from two causes. First, of course, there are the different weighting curves used for the four popular systems. These are illustrated in Fig. 7. The NAB system considers all offending frequencies over the range from 10 Hz to 500 Hz equally, and rolls off filter response below 10 Hz at a rate of 6 dB-per-octave, with frequencies above 500 Hz attenuated at a rate of 12 dB-per-octave.

Turntable rumble

When it comes to turntables, the signal-to-noise ratio that we are most concerned with is rumble—loosely defined as low-frequency noise in the range of frequencies below 500 Hz and extending all the way down to sub-sonic frequencies of just a few Hz. Here again we are faced with at least four popularly accepted methods of measur-
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Tests B.I.C. Model 960

by LEN FELDMAN
CONTRIBUTING HI-FI EDITOR

B.I.C. STANDS FOR BRITISH INDUSTRIES COMPANY, AND WHILE THIS FIRM FIRST GAINED FAME BY INTRODUCING A LINE OF WELL KNOWN BRITISH MADE RECORD CHANGERS, THE MODEL 960 TURNTABLE SYSTEM THAT WE TESTED IS MANUFACTURED COMPLETELY IN THE UNITED STATES. The model 960 shown in Fig. 1, is the mid-priced of five units developed by B.I.C. over the last two years. The higher priced unit, model 980, sells for just over $200.00 and a newly introduced model 940 sells for $109.95. All three models use belt drive for turntable rotation—an approach not previously found in multiple-record players. Belt drive eliminates the need for an intermediate idler-wheel that provides the necessary coupling between the high-speed motor and the inner rim of the turntable platter in most record changers. Besides the vibration absorbing qualities of a belt, this means one less rotating bearing point as well and eliminates another wearing surface. (There can be no "flat spots" on the idler wheel if there is no idler wheel!).

The 960 comes with turntable installed, and there is no need to fuss with the belt at the outset. However, recognizing that this part may someday require replacement, B.I.C. has made belt installation extremely simple. A view of the underside of the turntable is shown in Fig. 2. Note that most of the mass of this non-ferrous disc is concentrated at the outer rim (the black sections seen are the underside of the turntable mat, where aluminum has been removed) for increased "flywheel effect" during rotation. A pair of pins are provided that permit the user to install the belt between the inner rim of the platter and one of the pins, as shown. The platter is then re-mounted and a couple of spins of the turntable by hand guide the newly installed belt into proper position about the motor shaft pulley shown in Fig. 3. A plastic guide determines belt position on the pulley.

A view of the underside of the model 960 is shown in Fig. 4. Compared with other typical "record changer" mechanisms, the number of parts, linkages and gears has been reduced to a surprising minimum. This reduction in complexity is made possible because of B.I.C.'s new approach to multiple record playing which they call "programming". Most record changers rely upon a sensing arrangement in combination with linkages affixed to the center spindle to trigger the record and pickup arm cycling sequence. In the case of the model 960, the user simply selects the number of plays desired by means of a front panel slide control—anything from single, manual play all the way to 6 plays. Simply stated, the machine will then "cycle" the number of times programmed. If, for example, three records are stacked and the unit is programmed for "3", each record will be played and then the unit turns off after the last record has been completed. If, however, the unit had been programmed for "6" and only three records had been mounted in place, the last record will be repeated for three additional playings. Thus, it is possible to "program" the unit for up to 6 playings of a single disc, if desired. Cycling in the manual or automatic mode can also be accomplished by lightly touching a "cycle" button on the front panel at any time during playing or to initiate playing in the manual mode. Before analyzing the pickup arm features, we should point out that the synchronous motor used in the B.I.C. 960 is a 24-pole type, which means that it rotates at the slow speed of only 300 RPM, further reducing the possibility of audible vibration. The 300 RPM speed is equivalent to a basic rotational frequency of 5 Hz, well below audible limits.

SUMMARY OF MANUFACTURER'S PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS:

**DRIVE SYSTEM**

Motor: 300 RPM 24-pole synchronous. Drive: Belt. Speeds: 33 1/3 and 45 RPM. Rumble, (DIN B): Better than 65 dB. Wow and Flutter, (WRMS): Less than 0.05%.

**PICKUP ARM SYSTEM**


**GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS**

Power Requirements: 105-130 VAC, 60 Hz (50 Hz adaptable). Dimensions: (including optional base and dust cover): 17-1/16 inches wide by 14-11/16 inches deep by 5¾ inches high (16 inches high with dust cover in raised position). Shipping Weight: 12 lbs. Price: $159.95.
Pickup arm design features

A close-up of the rear section of the 960 tonearm is shown in Fig. 5. The pickup arm is mounted on needle bearings in a gimbal ring. On top of the gimbal ring is a single scale which reads out tracking force as well as anti-skating adjustment force. Tabs on either edge of the scale permit individual or simultaneous adjustment of these two important operating parameters. A knurled counterweight is used to balance out cartridge and pickup arm weight initially. An additional separate lever is used to select conical or elliptical stylus operation, rather than two individual anti-skate scales commonly used on other turntables. The cueing lever raises the pickup arm or lowers it, and both motions are effectively damped. Since cueing rate will vary depending upon climatic conditions (in hot weather, the viscous material tends to flow more easily), and since users may prefer different rates of pickup-arm descent, a screwdriver adjustment permits the user to vary cueing rate from about 1 second to 3 seconds. The pickup-arm cartridge shell is plugged into the side of the tubular arm and four positive male contacts engage mating socket holes, eliminating the possibility of erratic electrical contact sometimes encountered with slide or spring loaded connection points commonly found in other pickup-arm assemblies. The entire shell can be tilted by means of a screwdriver adjustment so that it ends up parallel to the record surface regardless of the height of the cartridge used. A separate plastic gauge is supplied with the model 960 for proper stylus overhang adjustment. Although the Fig. 1 shows the model 960 with its single-play spindle installed, a taller spindle is supplied for multiple record playing and, when several records are stacked on this spindle they are firmly retained in place by a spring loaded post at the left rear of the machine, providing a stable two-point record suspension.

Performance measurements

Results of our laboratory measurements are summarized in Table I. Wow and flutter as well as unweighted and weighted rumble measurements compared favorably with measurements obtained on much costlier turntable systems, including those employing direct-drive slow speed motors. Since the 960 uses a line-connected synchronous motor, speed accuracy and consistency is really a function of power supply frequency and accuracy of machining of the motor pulley steps. Accuracy was within 0.3% for both 45 and 33⅓ RPM speeds. Correct speed was reached after a half revolution after turn-on, indicating excellent motor torque for the platter and minimum frictional losses.

Tracking force was measured by means of a separate gauge. We determined that the calibration marks on the rear of the arm gimbal were accurate to within 0.1 gram over the entire range from 0 to 4 grams. We were also pleased to find that even with several records on the turntable platter, tracking force remained within 0.1 gram of nominal calibration settings. Some multiple-record players tend to alter tracking force as records are stacked on the platter, but not the model 960. All of our tests were conducted using an Empire 4000D/III cartridge at a tracking-force setting of 1 gram.

Additional measurements (not shown in the summary table) included a read-out of internal pickup arm wiring capacitance, which turned out to be 18 pF per channel. The audio cables supplied with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>TURNTABLE SYSTEM MEASUREMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer: British Industries Company</td>
<td>Model: 960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS</td>
<td>R-E MEASUREMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wow-and-flutter (% WRMS)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumble, unweighted (dB)</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumble, (DIN weighted “B” (dB)</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed accuracy (%)</td>
<td>within 0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed adjustment range (± %)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed build-up time (rotations)</td>
<td>Less than 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPONENT MATCHING CHARACTERISTICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking force range (± to ___ grams)</td>
<td>0 to 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-skating force range (± to ___ grams)</td>
<td>0 to 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed (RPM)</td>
<td>25% &amp; 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive system</td>
<td>Belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor type</td>
<td>300 RPM synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power requirements</td>
<td>105-130 VAC 60 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS EVALUATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequacy of controls</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic features, performance</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed stability</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical pickup arm friction</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral pickup arm friction</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of construction</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERALL TURNTABLE SYSTEM RATING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RADIO-ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer: British Industries Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERALL PRODUCT ANALYSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price/performance ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styling and appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Comments: | The B.I.C. model 960 represents a real departure from conventionally designed "record changers." While innovation for its own sake does not necessarily mean improved performance, in the case of this model, many of the new design approaches have resulted in mechanically and audibly superior record playing. The "programming" feature, which permits single or repeat play of a record plus multiple play of up to six discs is fool-proof—the kind of arrangement that prompts the user to wonder why no one ever thought of it before. The use of belt drive and a slow-speed motor in a multiple-play machine improves rumble and wow-and-flutter figures to levels previously achieved in so-called "manual" turntables. Pickup arm adjustment flexibility is as total as that we have encountered on many a separately sold pickup arm, and better than that frequently found in other turntables.

Handling of records during multiple-disc play is positive but gentle and tends to refute the long-standing generalization that "record changers" are inherently inferior to single play turntables. In fact, the model 960 might well be considered a top-performing manual turntable in its price category. The fact that it can play up to six records sequentially is a welcome bonus. |
the 960 measured an additional 55 pF per channel. With these cables in use, total capacitance-per-channel was therefore 73 pF, well below the 100 pF maximum recommended by most manufacturers of CD-4 type cartridges.

Use and listening tests

Having established the fact that rumble and wow-and-flutter were extremely low and that speed accuracy was just about perfect on the model 960, our main concern during listening tests had to do with the unit's ability to suppress acoustic feedback.

Acoustic feedback is often mistaken for rumble, especially when it is present in amounts insufficient to reproduce a continuous and obvious howling sound. Actually, the two effects are unrelated. Acoustic feedback results from improper mechanical isolation of turntable and pickup arm from the mounting surfaces. This induces vibrations back into the system when playing at very loud volume levels. In the case of the B.I.C. model 960, we were able to position the turntable system within a foot of the nearest speaker system and heard no evidence of acoustic feedback even when playing at louder-than-life levels. This excellent isolation is, no doubt, due at least in part to the four shock mounts which were specifically designed for the B.I.C. turntables and are made of an elastomeric compound. No metal springs are used in the suspension. We noted, too, that tapping the base of the turntable system while records were playing did not cause skipping or mistracking, nor did repeated activation of the cycle button that requires only about 250 grams of pressure to activate the changing cycle.

While physical appearance has relatively little to do with performance of a turntable system, we cannot but help comment on the attractive, low-profile design of the model 960—a form factor which is carried over into B.I.C.'s other models. One wonders how all those record playing options were incorporated into such a trim looking, aesthetically pleasing product. It is obvious that a great deal of human engineering went into these newly designed units as well. All needed controls are nicely grouped together on a single narrow panel which runs the length of the system from front to back at the right of the platter and pickup arm. Even such small details as the curved finger-lift on the cartridge shell have been fashioned for ease of use, and the pickup arm rest has been designed to prevent accidental dropping of the pickup arm with its extended platform. This platform can also lock the pickup arm in place during transportation by means of an easily flipped pickup arm lock which captures the tubular section of the arm in place.

With multiple play turntable systems such as the B.I.C. model 960 available, the age-old question of whether to buy a single-play or a multiple-play record player must be answered on the basis of personal preference and record-playing lifestyle rather than on the basis of performance—since the model 960 certainly performs as well as most single-play units.

Radio-Electronics®
Tests Empire 4000D/111

Empire cartridges are available this year in two basic series. The 2000 series includes five models ranging in price from $29.95 to $69.95 and these are designed to play stereo as well as matrix four-channel records. Differences between the models are mainly in tracking force requirements and frequency response, with the upper three models incorporating a nude elliptical diamond stylus of 0.2 and 0.7 mil diameters. The 4000 series is intended for playback of CD-4 as well as stereo or matrixed discs and the three models offered range in price from $84.95 to $149.95. Again, differences are mainly in frequency response and required tracking force. We tested the highest priced of these three units as a stereo cartridge and also in terms of its ability to reproduce CD-4 discs properly. Although Empire recommends this cartridge only for use with top-performing manual turntable systems, we found that it performed well when installed in the pickup arm of the B.I.C. model 960 turntable system also reviewed in this issue.

A closeup view of the Empire 4000D/111 is shown in Fig. 1. The cartridge is equipped with an easily replaceable stylus assembly which includes a hinged stylus protection guard.

The cartridge itself is completely shielded. Construction of the cartridge is rather unique in that four separate coils are used, together with four magnetic poles and three separate magnets (see Fig. 2.) Empire maintains that this arrangement results in better balance and hum rejection and lower overall stylus assembly mass. As for the stylus tip itself, a sketch of its shape and polished surfaces is shown in Fig. 3. In order to trap the closely spaced groove undulations of a CD-4 record (which (continued on page 71)}
TV Typewriter II
screen-read board

Add this optional plug-in board to the TV Typewriter II and you can automatically access information that has been typed onto the TV screen.

by ED COLLE

If you ever need to use your TV Typewriter II (see Radio-Electronics, Feb. 1975 issue) in a situation where you want to acquire information that has been typed onto the TV screen and into another parallel input device, you will probably want to use the screen read board. The TV Typewriter II's memory is constantly addressed and read out to generate the video data used by the television display. So the idea is to capture and hold the data in a particular location in memory and tell the parallel input device thru a "data ready" line that the data is ready to be used. When the parallel input device accepts the data, it in turn tells the screen read board thru the "data accepted" line to seek and provide data in the next character location. The screen read board retrieves information in the screen cursor location and continues until a manual switch stop command is given or if desired, until an exclamation point is encountered.

Since the cursor is automatically advanced by the screen read board, it is seldom seen at fast read rates that may be as high as the memory read speed or 16.6 ms. This speed can only be achieved if the parallel input device connected to the screen read board can accept the data at a one character-per-microsecond or faster rate. This speed is very useful when performing memory search routines where you are looking for a specific character or symbol somewhere in memory. If the device connected to the screen read board is not capable of handling a 1-ms acquisition time, but is capable of a 63-ms rate, the entire screen can be read in about 500 milliseconds. In both situations, however, up to 16.6 milliseconds of delay may be encountered between the time the read command is given and the time the screen read board actually begins accessing data. This allows the memory address counters to cycle to the current cursor location.

The entire circuit is built on a 3-1/16 in. x 4-1/2 in. fiber glass circuit board which is plugged onto connector strips J5 and J6 on the main board of the TV Typewriter II next to the cursor board.

(continued on page 76)
FIG. 1—SCREEN READ BOARD schematic diagram.

PARTS LIST
R1, R3-R7—1000 ohms, 1/4-watt, 10%  C2—100 pF polystyrene
R2—4700 ohms, 1/4-watt, 10%  C3, C4—0.1 µF, 12V
C1—1000 pF polystyrene  D1—1N914 silicon diode
Q1—2N5129 transistor

IC1, IC2, IC4, IC5—7474 dual type D flip-flop
IC3—7430 eight input NAND gate
IC6—7410 triple 3-input NAND gate.
What is the Signal Level **NOW?**

The signal level at the antenna terminals of a TV receiver can affect the RF and IF response. Know the signal level before you blame the receiver.

by CEDRIC WESTERN*

WHAT PROCEDURE DO YOU FOLLOW TO analyze and correct a problem when you enter the home on a TV service call? Normal procedure would be to ask the customer about the symptoms, switch the set on, check for burning, check for raster, turn up the sound, check the picture, etc. If the raster is not full-size, you should obviously check for low line-voltage. This is easy to do by using an AC voltmeter to measure the voltage being supplied by the wire coming out of the wall. Of course you know how much of it there should be. But what about the other “wire coming out of the wall,” the one that supplies the antenna signal. Is this signal of the proper voltage level? Do you know how much it is supposed to be? Do you know the consequences of too little or too much signal voltage?

In the early days of TV with a rooftop antenna for each set, it was easy to know what the typical signal level was for a particular geographical location. The antenna installer usually had a field-strength meter and supplied some numbers to go with the signal level.

Today we have a different problem. There are probably as many, or more, “wires coming out of the wall” that carry an antenna signal which has been amplified, levelled, compensated and adjusted then distributed to several points. This is typical of all CATV and MATV systems, including the increasingly popular private-residence amplified MATV systems.

The signal level should be between 1000µV and 4000µV (0dBmV to +12dBmV). This has been determined as the prime antenna signal-level for color TV reception. With the individual roof-top antenna, this level has been fairly easy to attain in most prime reception areas.

But what about all those amplified systems? Here we have a different story. You may encounter installations where the strong local signals have been attenuated to a few hundred microvolts and the weaker, distant signals have been amplified to several millivolts—and you have no way of knowing this without measuring it. There no longer exists a typical signal level for your geographical location.

**Signal related problems**

There is a pit-fall for which the best service technician may be an easy victim. This is the assumption that the signal is what it is supposed to be.

---

*President, Castle Television Tuner Service, Inc., Chicago, IL.*
clipping, adjust the AGC to reduce the amplification in the RF and IF stages. If there is a combination of weak and strong signals on different channels, compromise and adjust the AGC for best possible reception on all channels. With an individual roof-top antenna, the compromise adjustment may be reasonably successful.

The amplified systems, however, may have assorted signal levels on different channels, ranging from 200µV to 60,000µV or more! The modern color-TV receiver may well be designed to have the dynamic range of 50dB, or more, to deal with this tremendous variation in input signal level. Can this tremendous variation in signal level degrade reception?

Tilt with AGC
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a conventional AGC system. When the AGC system changes the RF AGC voltage to compensate for changes in signal level, it changes the amplification of the RF stage. It also does other things; the amplifier's nonlinear characteristic causes intermodulation distortion and at the same time the input and output capacitances of the RF stage change. This is true of tube, bipolar transistor and field-effect-transistor RF stages. These changes affect the frequency response (band-pass curve shape) of the RF stage. This change in frequency response changes the originally designed flat response of the wide-band RF stage so that it is no longer flat. This characteristic is commonly called "tilt with AGC." Figure 2 shows this characteristic.

A similar distortion (tilting) occurs in the AGC controlled wide-band IF stages. See Fig. 3.

What does this tilt with AGC do to the performance of the color-TV receiver? Firstly, it changes the relative amplitude of the luminance signal and consequently changes the relative luminance content of the detail in the picture. Secondly, it changes the phase characteristics of the system and therefore influences the chroma information of the picture.

However, it can be seen from the two sets of response curves that, fortunately, the RF and IF response curves tilt in opposite directions. At low signal-levels and suitable AGC, the RF tilt places the video carrier at a higher level than normal while the IF tilt places the video carrier at a lower level on the IF curve. At very high signal-levels with appropriate AGC voltages, the opposite action takes place and the video carrier is at a lower level on the RF curve and at a higher level in the IF. By careful design of the AGC and signal amplification systems of the receiver, the manufacturer is able to track the two AGC voltages so that the RF and IF tilts complement each other to result in a uniform overall passband over a wide-range of input signals.

But remember, the initial problem is the relative difference in antenna signal levels. This is where the attempts at correcting any unusual reception problems caused by the signal level should be made—in the antenna system, not in the receiver!

Future solution
There is a good solution to the problem of handling a wide range of signal levels without tilt with AGC. It requires use of PIN-diodes as an attenuator ahead of the RF stage in the tuner.

(continued on page 88)
Step-by-step
TV Troubleshooters Guide

When repairing a television receiver, make sure the repair is complete, otherwise you’re asking for trouble.

by STAN PRENTISS

As color sets age, the need for repair naturally increases. The frequency of repairs depends upon the basic design, quality of components, usage, and the completeness of the electronic and electrical repairs. A half-repaired receiver, of course, is no better than a temporarily “fixed” washing machine or automobile—neither are going to continue working for long. Servicing by the random substitution of parts may assist owners for another hundred hours or a thousand miles, but the old problem always return and often brings along new ones as well. So let’s take a look at some outstanding examples that are immediate problems.

A filament transformer for G-E

Picture tubes do arc, and in transistor-IC receivers the results are sometimes catastrophic unless there’s suitable protection built in for the solid-state devices. Usually, there are two common methods of dealing with such arcs. The first method is to install arc suppressors. These look like capacitors and come in different shapes and sizes but are nothing more than spark gaps. The second method is a filament transformer, with enough DC superimposed from the power supply to balance heater-cathode potentials and therefore remove the reason for most arcs. The more expensive sets often include both, while some sets simply have series or shunt diodes installed to either block or bypass these undesirable transients.

G-E’s JA chassis was this company’s initial entry into the low-cost solid-state color market and, as with most “first go arounds,” there have been several modifications to aid reliability and performance. In addition to a kit for the brightness and contrast functions, an EP64X26 filament transformer can be added as an isolation supply for the picture tube heaters. The reason for this transformer installation (kit includes full instructions) is to prevent picture tube arcs. When a large arc occurs in this chassis, the brightness limiter, R188, possibly R408, one or more of the R-G-B grid color drivers and perhaps IC501 can all be affected. These are shown in a simplified diagram in Fig. 1. Here, the entire chroma section can be affected as well as part of the luminance subsystem and the +135-volt power supply that furnishes the operating potential for both

FIG. 1—GENERAL ELECTRIC’S JA chassis can develop internal arcs in the pix tube that can affect the chroma section.
TROUBLE SHOOTING CHART (video, sync and chroma circuits)

**USE BROADCAST SIGNAL OR COLOR BAR GENERATOR AND OSCILLOSCOPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHECK 1ST VIDEO AMPLIFIER</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>BAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHECK AGC ACTION</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPAIR AGC</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTINUE EXAMINING VIDEO AMPLS UNTIL FAULT IS FOUND</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ASSORTED TROUBLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USE BROADCAST SIGNAL OR COLOR BAR GENERATOR-BEGIN WITH 1ST VIDEO AMPLIFIER</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>BAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHECK AGC AND/OR VIDEO I.F.'s</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO TO 2ND VIDEO AMPL AND/OR SYNC SEPARATOR</td>
<td>BAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK HORIZONTAL SYNC</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCEED THRU DIFFERENTIATOR TO HORIZONTAL AFC OSCILLATOR</td>
<td>BAD</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK VERTICAL SYNC</td>
<td>BAD</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCEED THRU INTEGRATOR TO VERTICAL OSCILLATOR</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLOR BAR GENERATOR AND OSCILLOSCOPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USE COLOR BAR GENERATOR AND OSCILLOSCOPE</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>BAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHECK COLOR KILLER AND/OR AUTOMATIC COLOR CIRCUIT</td>
<td>BAD</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCEED TO 2ND BANDPASS AMPL</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCEED TO 3.58 MHz SUBCARRIER OSCILLATOR</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTINUE TO DEMODULATORS AND COLOR OUTPUTS</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Trouble-shooting chart**

The brightness limiter (Fig. 2) in the JA chassis (now QB) is worth looking at in detail if, for no other reason, than it's unique. Further, it differs radically from the larger YA versions in that the JA/QB are grid-drive receivers, while the YA is an R-G-B cathode-drive set with control grids at AC ground. This initial design evolved ostensibly to prevent blanking and limiting from affecting the demodulated luminance-chroma signal in order to produce a cleaner picture. The overall objective, of course, is to prevent excessive beam currents from draining too much high voltage and damaging luminance and high voltage components in the receiver. Various values of emitter resistor RX limit 10-in. pix tubes to 600-microampere drains; 16-in. pix tubes to 1.2 mA; and 23-in. pix tubes to something less than 1.5 mA. Transistor Q113 normally continues in conduction and passes the 11.1-μs horizontal and 1.4-μs vertical blanking pulses from the Q111 V-H blanker. Meanwhile, capacitor C166 is charged through R187 and the +135-volt supply on one plate and through the collector of Q113 on the other. During normal operation, C166 maintains most of its charge and Q113 has little limiting effect on the three R-G-B cathodes because it remains in moderate saturation. When the grids, however, respond to larger than ordinary signals, the cathodes force more current through the collector of Q113, developing a bucking voltage across its emitter resistor. Soon, collector and emitter voltages tend to become equal, and the added positive emitter potential causes Q113 to lessen conduction or cut off entirely, returning the pix tube beam current to safe design limits. Capacitor C168 is a small filter, D107 a transient prevent diode, R186 the Q111 collector load, and R184-R185 the constant bias network for the vertical-horizontal blanker input.

**CTC38/39 Luminance-blanker-color problems**

The RCA CTC38 and CTC39 color receivers are both hybrid (transistors and tubes) sets manufactured and distributed by RCA, beginning in 1969-1970 and many are still going strong. We'll use portions of the CTC39X schematic for both receivers.

An AGC problem that often occurs is intermittent leakage or shorting of capacitor C285 (terminal LL on PW200) at the 1st video plate end of AGC control R101 (see Fig. 3). This potentiometer varies the bias voltage at the grid of video amplifier V203-B. The plate of V203-B directly sup-

---

**Figure 2—Circuit diagram of General Electric's brightness limiter in the JA chassis.**
The grid of the V203-A AGC amplifier. Naturally, if either grid input or bias is upset, the video IF stage will react as though there is a bona fide AGC problem which usually occurs, in this instance, as the receiver heats up to full operating potential. Spraying the transistor IF's with a cold spray, unfortunately, exhibits the same intermittent effect.

Chroma bandpass transformer T701 opens (no color) or develops shorted turns in the upper half of the secondary (Fig. 4) causing a bluish-green outline around screen images that appear as video ringing. When this occurs, color sync is barely adequate. Why? Because the first bandpass stage is inevitably the initial chroma amplifier as well as the burst amplifier. So, although there are AC coupling capacitors to both the second bandpass and burst amplifier grids, the color control still has one end to ground and the transformer is serving a dual function which usually means a relatively heavy load. Under these conditions, an open or short among the fine secondary coil windings is not extraordinary.

Third video amplifier V707 (Fig. 5) often has its contrast control virtually open (PW700, terminals AR/BA). Naturally, when this happens the cathode is almost floating since its ground return is interrupted and there is very little video output. The cause is sustained current through the 100-ohm potentiometer, whose power handling ability could be increased or a very small larger-wattage resistor put in series. Otherwise, replace the control with its originally-numbered part and wait another six or seven years for it to go again.

Portion of raster pulls up from the bottom. Most often you look for a grid overdrive condition—if there is foldover—but sometimes the real reason could fool you. A screen-suppressor interelement leakage of the horizontal output tube, which connects to the cathode of the vertical output tube can be the culprit. Cathode voltage is reduced, consequently the control grid voltage increases relatively and the tube drives into saturation. This exhibits the same characteristics as ordinary coupling capacitor leakage. The 50 μF cathode capacitor C131 forming the normal parasitic vertical convergence voltage, can also open, affecting convergence as well as inducing vertical problems. Electrolyte in solution, of course, dries out, and such capacitors can easily open when this occurs and filtering ceases.

Voltage dividers in any circuits—even our old friend the horizontal blanker—can induce certain peculiar problems over long periods of use that will surprise you if you're not careful. Figure 4 is an excellent example in a CTC 38, where the blanker plate is connected through a 5.6K load resistor, a 3K bias potentiometer, and a 10K dropping resistor to the 300-volt supply. However in some versions, at the junction of the 10K and 3K potentiometer is a 100K 1-watt resistor to ground. This, of course is a voltage divider to drop the 100K-10K junction voltage slightly (7 volts) for positive load and voltage limit protection. The problem is that after a few years use, the 100K goes or opens, producing blanking problems that look like ordinary amplifier problems in the picture. In its normal triode configuration, the 6GH8A tube is designed to draw some 13 mA. However, as a pulse amplifier it may draw 20 mA or more, but only for about 10-μs at a time because it's only on during horizontal retrace. The question is: with all other series resistors connected to the plate rated at 1/2-watt, and the 100K at 1W, why does the 100K go? You can, of course, draw the circuit in Fig. 4 into a three-legged rectangle and solve for the 11-12 currents in each leg by simultaneous equations. But you'd have to do this in both steady state and in the pulsed state. It's much easier to see that the 270 volts measured at the top of the resistor string (plate of the amplifier) is also present (with a 3-volt addition) at the 3K-10K junction when the amplifier is not conducting. This means that 273/100 × 10³ equals 2.73 mA, and 2.73 × 10⁻³ equals 270 equals 0.738 watt. On the other hand, the small drop across the 10K resistor amounts to only about 3 mA during steady state. And, although there is more of a drop during tube conduction, this is a period of only 10μs during a 60-μs duty cycle. With but 1/6 of the total current, this puts it back in line. Therefore, the 100K to ground will take major punishment from day-to-day when pushed to within less than 300 milliwatts of its rating, and is bound to have problems eventually. So, for first aid, you may either increase the 100K rating to 2 watts, or possibly the 100K to 1 watt.

FIG. 3—PARTIAL SCHEMATIC of RCA's CTC39X chassis. This chassis can develop AGC problems.

Third video amplifier V707 (Fig. 5) often has its contrast control virtually open (PW700, terminals AR/BA). Naturally, when this happens the cathode is almost floating since its ground return is interrupted and there is very little video output. The cause is sustained current through the 100-ohm potentiometer, whose power handling ability could be increased or a very small larger-wattage resistor put in series. Otherwise, replace the control with its originally-numbered part and wait another six or seven years for it to go again.

Portion of raster pulls up from the bottom. Most often you look for a grid overdrive condition—if there is foldover—but sometimes the real reason could fool you. A screen-suppressor interelement leakage of the horizontal output tube, which connects to the cathode of the vertical output tube can be the culprit. Cathode voltage is reduced, consequently the control grid voltage increases relatively and the tube drives into saturation. This exhibits the same characteristics as ordinary coupling capacitor leakage. The 50 μF cathode capacitor C131 forming the normal parasitic vertical convergence voltage, can also open, affecting convergence as well as inducing vertical problems. Electrolyte in solution, of course, dries out, and such capacitors can easily open when this occurs and filtering ceases.

Voltage dividers in any circuits—even our old friend the horizontal blanker—can induce certain peculiar problems over long periods of use that will surprise you if you're not careful. Figure 4 is an excellent example in a CTC 38, where the blanker plate is connected through a 5.6K load resistor, a 3K bias potentiometer, and a 10K dropping resistor to the 300-volt supply. However in some versions, at the junction of the 10K and 3K potentiometer is a 100K 1-watt resistor to ground. This, of course is a voltage divider to drop the 100K-10K junction voltage slightly (7 volts) for positive load and voltage limit protection. The problem is that after a few years use, the 100K goes or opens, producing blanking problems that look like ordinary amplifier problems in the picture. In its normal triode configuration, the 6GH8A tube is designed to draw some 13 mA. However, as a pulse amplifier it may draw 20 mA or more, but only for about 10-μs at a time because it's only on during horizontal retrace. The question is: with all other series resistors connected to the plate rated at 1/2-watt, and the 100K at 1W, why does the 100K go? You can, of course, draw the circuit in Fig. 4 into a three-legged rectangle and solve for the 11-12 currents in each leg by simultaneous equations. But you'd have to do this in both steady state and in the pulsed state. It's much easier to see that the 270 volts measured at the top of the resistor string (plate of the amplifier) is also present (with a 3-volt addition) at the 3K-10K junction when the amplifier is not conducting. This means that 273/100 × 10³ equals 2.73 mA, and 2.73 × 10⁻³ equals 270 equals 0.738 watt. On the other hand, the small drop across the 10K resistor amounts to only about 3 mA during steady state. And, although there is more of a drop during tube conduction, this is a period of only 10μs during a 60-μs duty cycle. With but 1/6 of the total current, this puts it back in line. Therefore, the 100K to ground will take major punishment from day-to-day when pushed to within less than 300 milliwatts of its rating, and is bound to have problems eventually. So, for first aid, you may either increase the 100K rating to 2 watts, or possibly the 100K to 1 watt.
Increased focus voltage

I wouldn’t have believed it if I hadn’t seen it!

by JACK DARR
SERVICE EDITOR

This column has always been devoted to discussing the strange and unusual faults found in TV sets, and the explanation of their causes. It’s based on actual benchwork, with the faults that occur in the field. It has always been my contention that there is a logical explanation for every kind of problem, no matter how odd or mysterious it may seem. I am the question-answerer—the explainer of the inexplicable—the unscrewer of the inscrutable. (Also known among my colleagues as the Balmys Swami!) For those who enjoy seeing the biter bitten; those who think it “sport” to see the master hoist by his own petard—hang on, fellows. Here it comes!

The victim (villain?) is a Curtis-Mathes CMC-22. The complaint was a sudden rise in the 6JE6 cathode current, together with a slight dimming of the raster, and a very severe blurring of the picture. It was referred to me by a “friend”, after much checking in his own shop. All the tubes in the high-voltage section were new.

I turned it on and off several times, with no result. This condition was a long-term intermittent, of course. No joy; perfect picture, color, focus, etc. Then it happened. Current jumped up to 300 mA., picture blurred. “Ah, ha! I know what this is. Focus trouble.” Grabbing a FETVOM, with a high-voltage probe, I checked the focus voltage. It was easy to get at since the cage was open. I looked at the reading and said, “No. This can’t be!” (The meter had been loaned out the previous week.) So, I picked up the other FETVOM with a high-voltage probe and hung it on the focus terminal. Now, I had two meters at the same place with the same reading. **9500 volts!** That was why I didn’t believe the first meter. In focus problems, the voltage always goes down (or does it?).

I turned it off, checked a couple of parts and turned it back on. Same thing. Like everyone else, I’d seen focus troubles in hundreds of TV sets, but the voltage always went down. I had NEVER seen one where the voltage went up. Not this much, anyhow. The voltage was quite steady. No sound of arcing, etc., no smell.

Next step; turn it off and sit there and look at it. What could do this? Practically everything else in the circuit would reduce the focus voltage if it went bad. Hey; how about that 66-megohm bleeder resistor? Maybe this is open. This is a stock focus circuit, used in millions of TV sets (see Fig. 1).

The circuit has five parts counting the focus rectifier tube, which was new.

I disconnected the ground end of the bleeder. Turned the set on and read the voltage. Hmm. Now the focus voltage is exactly normal! Picture, 6JE6 current, everything. Even the focus control works.

Replaced the bleeder. No change! I examined the original bleeder resistor. One side was discolored, two of the turns were obviously burnt. So, the bleeder resistor was open. That won’t make the voltage go up.

Now we come to the funny stuff. While the focus voltage had gone far above normal with the bleeder resistor open, it had also been quite normal most of the time with the original resistor undoubtedly open. It was also normal without any bleeder resistor in there at all. So, where did the excessively high focus voltage **come from**?

Like all focus circuits of this type, it is driven by a 5000-volt plus pulse coming from the plate of the horizontal output tube. Since any change in this pulse would have also changed the high voltage (which remained normal), this isn’t likely. No known failure of any part in the focus circuits could have caused it. I have run many sets with the focus transformer completely disconnected to check for shorts. This usually leaves the focus voltage at its upper limit of about 5,500 volts. This is a “lossy” type of control-reaction.

The reaction of the 6JE6 cathode current suggested that the doubled focus voltage was causing a heavy increase in beam current, making the...
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load on the 6JE6 greater. The drastic imbalance between the focus voltage and high voltage made the raster defocus and blur very badly, exactly the same reaction you see when focus voltage is low.

So, there you are gentlemen. After replacing the 66-megohm resistor, the set was cooked for several hours with the current and focus voltage monitored closely. No change. The focus circuitry was heated, then cooled; no change. Things were jarred around this area. The only result was a severe flicker, which turned out to be the cathode-break adapter under the 6JE6 tube; it was trying to fall out of the socket. I will swear on a stack of Rider Manuals (for younger readers, make this a stack of Sams Photofacts) that this is a true story, transcribed from my bench notes with only the expletives deleted.

Frankly, at this moment, I have no idea as to what could be a logical cause for what happened. Any ideas or comments from readers will be welcomed. (Especially if anyone else has ever run into the same thing.)

---

**INTERNATIONAL FM 2400CH**

**FREQUENCY METER for testing mobile transmitters and receivers**

- Tests Predetermined Frequencies 25 to 1000 MHz
- Extended Range Covers 950 MHz Band
- Pin Diode Attenuator for Full Range Coverage as Signal Generator
- Measures FM Deviation

The FM-2400CH provides an accurate frequency standard for testing and adjustment of mobile transmitters and receivers at predetermined frequencies.

The FM-2400CH with its extended MHz. The range covers 25 to 1000 frequencies can be those of the radio frequency channels of operation and/or the intermediate frequencies of the receiver between 5 MHz and 40 MHz.

Frequency Stability: ± 0.0005% from +50° to +104°F.

Frequency stability with built-in thermometer and temperature corrected charts: ± 0.00025% from +25° to +125° (0.000125% special 450 MHz crystals available).

Self-contained in small portable case. Complete solid state circuitry. Rechargeable batteries.

**FM-2400CH (meter only) $595.00**

**RF crystals (with temperature correction)** 24.00 ea.

**RF crystals (less temperature correction)** 18.00 ea.

**IF crystals** catalog price

---

**Epiolog**

After writing the shuffle-draft of this, I set it aside. The next day I went back to the shop where the set still was, and ran through all of the tests again. While "lying awake with a dreadful headache" in the night, an improbable answer occurred to me. Could this have been due to some kind of oddball leakage from the high voltage, inside the picture tube? I had thought enough of this during the initial tests to rap sharply on the picture tube neck, without even a flicker. This time, I pulled the base off the picture tube, turned the set on, and hooked the high-voltage probe to the focus pin on the picture tube base. The idea being that if there was any leakage at all, I should see some voltage at this pin. Results? Zero voltage. I made this measurement with the tube well warmed up, I should add.

So, you tell me. The crystal ball isn't doing a thing to help. I can't even get good clear snow on the crystal ball, let alone a picture. I can now say that I am definitely a CET. That is, if that means "Confused Electronic Technician!" Let's hear from you!

---

**reader questions**

**THE RIGHT TREE, BUT MAYBE THE WRONG LIMB**

This Panasonic CT-66 color TV has an odd problem. The screen goes very dark after only a few minutes of operation. I've checked everything I can think of. The voltage on the grid of the G-Y amp tube goes to +6.8 instead of the +2.0 it should have. The 15K plate resistor gets hot. Am I barking up the wrong tree?—E.L., Poseyville, IN.

Nope. I don't think you're far enough out on the limb! Your grid bias on this stage is far too positive. So your plate current is too high and your plate voltage is too low (too far toward negative.) I think you'll find that all of the other difference-amplifier tubes will show the same thing. This, of course, will make the picture tube grids too far negative, which will hold down the beam-current and your picture goes dark.

Most likely cause here, leakage in the 0.22 μF blanker-coupling capacitor that is connected to the common cathodes of the difference-amplifier tubes. Since the grid resistors are returned directly to the cathodes, that's probably where your excessively high positive grid voltage is coming from. Another possible cause might be a bad solder joint on either end of the common cathode resistor, or an increase of its value.
VERTICAL LINES ON SCREEN

The screen of this Craig 6305 B/W TV shows 5 or 6 vertical lines. I can't seem to find out where they are coming from. Any ideas?—DM., Middle Village, NY.

Check your blanking diodes. The normal waveform from the flyback has several ringing pulses along the baseline; this is during the scan time. So, if the blanking diode is bad, they get through.

(Field feedback: reader checked blanking diode feeding picture tube grid, which was OK. However, another diode, feeding the cathode showed the whole "flyback waveform" on its cathode! Turned out to be a bad solder joint on the anode. This took the +12 volt bias off the diode, see diagram.)

DARK SCREEN WITH SOUND

I'm trying to work this old set over for a friend (RCA CTC-15) I get a dark screen, with sound. Nothing seems to be smoking, but I can't get a raster.

I'm enclosing a table of the voltages I get. Can you see anything that would cause this?—J.C., West Islip, NY.

Right now, two things that might be causing trouble. One, your picture tube cathodes read +380 volts, and they should be close to +300 volts. Your control grids are OK at +200 volts. However, normal bias is a -100 volts and you've got a -180 volts. This is enough to cut the picture tube off.

Also: I see you get only +1800 volts on the focus voltage output. This is far too low and can also make the raster go out. Your high voltage is good at 24 kV, but you need at least 4,500 volts focus. Both of these could be caused by weak tubes in the video output and focus rectifier sockets.

BACK NUMBER

The screen of this Admiral H10 color chassis looks exactly like the color photo on the cover of R.F. July 1968. I've changed all of the tubes in the color circuits and checked the degaussing coil, etc. No luck. I can degauss it with an external coil and the problem clears up for a while. Comes back though. Where could this be?—W.H., Porter's Lake, NS.

(For the benefit of those who do not have a file of back issues, this cover showed a color TV with the screen showing 5 or 6 vertical lines.)
covered with large blobs of colors.) Try this; disconnect the set's degaussing coil. Demagnetize the picture tube with your external coil. Now check. If the discoloration goes away, let it play for about half an hour. If it's still going all right, turn it off and on several times at intervals of about 2-3 minutes.

If the problem does not come back, the trouble is in the set's degaussing coil or, more likely, in the switching VDR-thermistor combination or thermal switch if this version has one. The degaussing coil is actually "regaussing" the picture tube because it is staying in-circuit all the time.

Used to run into this at regular intervals; haven't had a case of it for some time. They run in streaks.

SCREEN DARK, PLENTY OF HIGH VOLTAGE

I wrote you about this some time ago. I finally located the cause of the problem, (screen went dark, but no loss of HV!) After going around and around, I found that the plate voltage of the video amplifier tube dropped to zero! Digging this out, it turned out that the plate contact of the socket wasn't making too good contact with the PC board. Replacing this socket cleared up the trouble. Thank you for your trouble.—J.J., Cambridge, MD.

Thank you, J.J.! Glad you found it.

NO PICTURE

The raster is perfectly clean on this Truetone 2DC8916C-17 set. Everything else seems to be okay. What is it?—M.D., Hatfield, AR.

For a crystal-ball guess, it's another crystal—the germanium crystal diode in the video detector. This is fairly common in this chassis. You'll see a little flat metal shield on top of the chassis behind that last IF coil can. Don't take this off; the video detector isn't under there! (Ask me how I know.) Instead, unsolder the lugs of the last IF can and take it off leaving the transformer in place. You'll find the video detector diode mounted vertically on the back side of the coil form. Clip this off; don't try unsoldering it. Replace it with one of RCA's high voltage detector diodes, part No. 12844. This will hold; ordinary detector diodes have a hard time for some reason!

HORIZONTAL/COLOR PROBLEM

The original complaint on this Zenith 1449C50 was "no picture; smoke." Flyback shorted That much was easy. I put in a Zenith replacement and a few tubes that were low. Ron fine, but came back to the shop with a complaint of poor horizontal sync. Changed the AFC diodes and this cured the problem. Now, it's back!

This time the complaint was color drift after about half an hour of operation. This could be cleared up by turning the horizontal hold control CCW. But: when you change channels, it falls out of horizontal sync again! Now what the heck?—E.S., Endicott, NY.

Set the horizontal hold so that the picture stays in-sync when you change channels. Now check the color. In many sets, you'll see that the horizontal-hold control will affect the color. It will drop out or change hues some time before the picture falls out of sync! The hold range is wider than the color-hold range.

If this takes half an hour to show up, it seems to be a thermal. From a cold start, try warming up some of the resistors and capacitors in the horizontal oscillator and AFC circuits. You can do this by holding the tip of a hot soldering iron on the body of the part. If this causes any change, replace that part. The basic cause of the color trouble is probably a little too much phase shift of the gating pulse. This affects the burst and can even make it drop out.

Alternate; after the trouble shows up, try cooling various parts in that circuit to see if you can make it come back.
contains frequencies up to and including 45 kHz), the usual conical or elliptical stylus shape has been found wanting.

Various manufacturers have solved this problem by devising new stylus tips shapes, the most familiar of which is the well known Shibata stylus invented in Japan. Empire has come up with its own stylus tip shape which it calls "4 dimensional," and the tracing radius of this shape is said to be only 0.1 mil. As for the "nude" diamond referred to in the published specifications, readers unfamiliar with that term may be surprised to learn that lower cost styli really consist of a light metal tube that has a tiny chip of diamond affixed to it by some adhesive substance. A more costly arrangement involves the use of a tip that is made entirely of a larger chip of diamond and is polished to its required tubular shank shape and tip dimensions. Such "nude" diamonds are more likely to be positioned correctly than the cemented chip variety, and hence their advantage in this application.

Structurally, the 4000D/III comes with a separate holding bracket that is first installed in the cartridge shell. Once this delicate task is accomplished, the cartridge body is simply popped into place, retained by the previously installed bracket. This makes installation far easier than would be the case if the screws have to be installed through the cartridge body.

Performance measurements

The most important measurement of any phono cartridge is, of course, frequency response. As shown in the curves of Fig. 4, the frequency response of the 4000D/III is amazingly flat over the entire audio range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, deviating by no more than 1 dB or so. (Although Empire claims response down to 5 Hz—with no tolerance provided—this seems to be a case of "specmanship" and we could not confirm the claim using any

(continued from page 55)
of our test records which provide frequencies down to 20 Hz). Separation, also plotted in the graphs of Fig. 4, is an outstanding 32 dB at mid-frequencies, decreasing to about 25 dB at 10 kHz. Channel balance was within 0.5 dB from left output to right output at a nominal mid-frequency of 1 kHz. The output voltage for 3.54 cm/sec groove velocity was 2.9 mV as against 3.0 mV claimed.

At 1 kHz, the cartridge was able to track groove velocities of up to 27 cm/sec successfully with a tracking force of 1.0 gram. Attempting to operate at lower tracking forces reduced tracking capability rapidly and we feel that the 1.0 gram setting is ideal for both stereo and CD-4 reproduction with this model.

A separate plot of frequency response from 1 kHz to 50 kHz was measured. A special JVC test record (TS-1003) was used for this purpose and the results showed a dip in response above 20 kHz. But the cartridge continues to deliver adequate output to 50 kHz, falling off quite rapidly above that frequency. It should be understood that since the “carrier” contained in a CD-4 groove is modulated by FM, it is not too important that frequency response be “flat” out to 45 kHz—only that there be sufficient output to activate the CD-4 demodulator circuits. At 45 kHz there was still more than 1.5 mV of output available for a 3.54 cm/sec groove velocity.

Listening tests
While the Empire 4000D/III certainly produced excellent listening results when playing stereo records, we have tested and listened to less expensive cartridges which do just as well in this regard and even track a bit better at high groove velocities and lower tracking forces. It was when we played our newer CD-4 records that the 4000D/III really justified its high price. At the low 1-gram tracking force (unusual for CD-4), we encountered no drop-outs of front-back separation, and no audible signs of distortion. Audio fans accustomed to hearing a bit of “sizzle” at the high end (usually the result of false resonant peaks above 1 kHz) may have to get used to this truly flat and accurate reproduction as heard with an Empire 4000D/III, but in our opinion this is the kind of response a good cartridge should have. If you insist on that accentuated treble, use your tone controls to compensate for tweeter deficiencies, not random cartridge resonances that are, for the most part, unpredictable anyway. We’ll take our cartridge output flat.
Color monitor

The color receiver I use is a RCA CTC31 chassis. All part references mentioned can be found in the RCA Field Service Guide for RCA Color-TV Receivers 1969-1970, Volume 3, #ERT-202. The modifications described here cover the RCA CTC31 chassis only. However, they outline the general procedure necessary to modify a typical color receiver so that it may be used as the color monitor.

Four separate signals are fed to the receiver: cyan video, red video, horizontal sync and vertical sync which is mixed with the cyan video in the camera head. The cyan video signal, coming also as the luminescence signal is connected directly to the set's video path immediately after the video delay line. This is point AE on the circuit board PW700. The second video IF amplifier tube V204 should be removed from the set to prevent noise from the tuner from mixing with the added luminescence signal.

The cyan signal is amplified and inverted by transistor Q6 to drive both the G-Y and B-Y amplifier grids simultaneously. The grids are joined together by a 0.1 µF capacitor so the signal arrives at pin 9 of both 6GH8-A tubes, V701 and V704-a. The red signal is amplified and inverted by transistor Q5, then sent to the grid of the R-Y amplifier-pin 9 of V707-a.

Sync circuits

The negative-going vertical sync pulses contained in the cyan signal saturates transistor Q7 (see Fig. 3). This inverts the pulse and provides an 18 V-P-P vertical sync signal. Transistor Q8 is saturated by the incoming horizontal sync pulse fed separately from the camera head. The common collector load resistor R29 provides the 18 V-P-P composite sync signal which is applied to the sync separator tube grid-Pin 9 of the 6GH8-A-V206-b.

Although many sets will accept signals similar to those described above, other sets may require signals of different amplitude and color signal phase. A general guide when modifying your set would be to simply observe correct amplitude and picture phase with an oscilloscope while the set is tuned to a commercial color TV station. Then try to insert the red, cyan, and sync signals from the camera and amplifier unit at similar amplitudes and phases at their respective points. Single stage phase inverters may be added in the red, cyan, and sync circuits if necessary, or the signal amplitudes may be altered as required for your particular set.

Now...the most enjoyable
do-it-yourself project of your life-
A Schober Electronic Organ!

You'll never reap greater reward, more fun and proud accomplishment, more benefit for the whole family, than by assembling your own Schober Electronic Organ.

You need no knowledge of electronics, woodwork or music. Schober's complete kits and crystal-clear instructions show you — whoever you are, whatever your skill (or lack of it) — how to turn the hundreds of quality parts into one of the world's most beautiful, most musical organs, worth up to twice the cost of the kit.

Five superb models with kit prices from $575 to around $2300. Each an authentic musical instrument actually superior to most you see in stores, easy for any musically minded adult to learn to play, yet completely satisfying for the accomplished professional. And there are accessories you can add any time after your organ is finished — lifelike big auditorium reverberation, automatic rhythm, presels, chimes, and more.

Join the thousands of Schober Organ builder-owners who live in every state of the Union. Often starting without technical or music skills, they have the time of their lives — first assembling, then learning to play the modern King of instruments through our superlative instructions and playing courses.

Get the full story FREE by mailing the coupon TODAY for the big Schober color catalog, with all the fascinating details!...
INSTALLING TV-MATV ANTENNAS

(continued from page 39)

pervious to weather, relatively kink-free and much easier to handle.

Whichever kind of mount you choose, do as much assembly work on the ground as possible. Attach the coaxial cable to the antenna output through a matching transformer. If you wish, use a weather boot to protect the coax connector. Next, run the cable along the antenna boom and tape it to the mast before climbing the roof. Coaxial cable is recommended over twinlead because it keeps out interference, minimizes ghosts and smears, is easier to install and lasts longer. If twinlead is used, it should be passed through the antenna strain relief as shown in Fig. 11.

![FIG. 11—TWINLEAD should be passed through the antenna strain relief.](image)

If a rotator is used, too can be completely assembled and wired up on the ground. Figure 12 shows an installation where a trap is used to eliminate interference from a local TV channel and a preamplifier is used to build up the signal from a distant station. A rotator is used to aim the antenna toward the station desired. This type of installation is very effective in providing long distance as well as local reception. Notice that a dip loop is used at the input to the preamplifier and that the coax is taped to the mast with enough slack to allow for 360° rotation. A compass is used to aim the antenna due north, to coincide with the rotator control setting.

MATV antennas are often stacked on the same mast, for convenience. According to theory, you should leave at least ½-wavelength or more spacing between antennas—about the distance of the longest antenna elements. In actual practice, this is seldom done except in difficult signal areas. With a 2-foot to 3-foot spacing, you can fit three antennas on a single 10-foot mast.

Coaxial cable is always used for MATV systems. Therefore, MATV antennas have 75 ohm outputs. Figure 13 shows how a dip loop is left at the antenna output terminal to prevent water from running along the cable and into connections during a rainstorm.

![FIG. 12—INSTALLATION with rotator, trap and preamplifier.](image)

drip loop is left at the antenna output terminal to prevent water from running along the cable and into connections during a rainstorm. The best way to get the coax cable indoors is through a weatherhead, as shown in Fig. 14.

Grounding

The National Electrical Code requires that all TV antennas and mast be grounded. Only two types of grounding electrodes are acceptable:

- Ground rods
- Grounding grids
There is a section, pull level, the relation can mean years of snow and sleet. A little downtime are subjected it for another safety of use add additional sections.

Cold water pipes are often used to ground MATV antennas, but home antennas are usually grounded through ground rods. Twinlead can be grounded through lightning arrestor. For coaxial cable, use a grounding block. In either case, use heavy gauge grounding wire, attaching it to the mast as well as the downlead.

Towers

Towers get antennas up high with no possibility of roof damage. They are rugged and not at all difficult to install. When repairs or adjustments are required, towers are easy and safe to climb (with a climbing belt). Finally, towers look professional for both home and MATV installations.

The two basic types of towers are free standing and bracketed. Free standing towers are usually installed one section at a time. Base pieces are fastened firmly in place and then the installer climbs the tower to add additional sections.

This is a fairly easy one man job if you use a long rope with a hook on the end of it. Climb to the top of the tower, hook your leg firmly around it, fasten your safety belt and you are ready to pull up another section. Lower the hook to snag a section, pull it up, fit in place and secure it with nuts and bolts.

In installing TV antennas, always strive for excellence. Remember, antennas and downleads are subjected to wind, rain, snow and sleet. A little extra care in installation can mean years of extra service for the installation. For example, if you use a level to make sure the mast is absolutely perpendicular, it not only looks better, it lasts longer. Conversely, downlead that flaps in the wind quickly frays and breaks. There is little room for carelessness or sloppiness in antenna installation.

**FIG. 14—WEATHERHEAD should be used to run cables indoors.**

1. A metal cold water pipe. (Hot water pipes don't provide suitable ground.)

2. A ground rod at least 3/8" in diameter, driven at least four feet into the ground.

Cold water pipes are often used to ground MATV antennas, but home antennas are usually grounded through ground rods. Twinlead can be grounded through a lightning arrester. For coaxial cable, use a grounding block. In either case, use heavy gauge grounding wire, attaching it to the mast as well as the downlead.

**Towers**

Towers get antennas up high with no possibility of roof damage. They are rugged and not at all difficult to install. When repairs or adjustments are required, towers are easy and safe to climb (with a climbing belt). Finally, towers look professional for both home and MATV installations.

The two basic types of towers are free standing and bracketed. Free standing towers require a concrete base, but can be placed anywhere. Bracketed towers are simply staked into the ground, with support coming from a bracket that is fastened to the house or building involved. Thus, bracketed towers must be right next to a building.

Small towers can be assembled completely on the ground and "walked up" by two men with a rope. Taller towers are usually installed one section at a time. Base pieces are fastened firmly in place and then the installer climbs the tower to add additional sections.

This is a fairly easy one man job if you use a long rope with a hook on the end of it. Climb to the top of the tower, hook your leg firmly around it, fasten your safety belt and you are ready to pull up another section. Lower the hook to snag a section, pull it up, fit in place and secure it with nuts and bolts.

In installing TV antennas, always strive for excellence. Remember, antennas and downleads are subjected to wind, rain, snow and sleet. A little extra care in installation can mean years of extra service for the installation. For example, if you use a level to make sure the mast is absolutely perpendicular, it not only looks better, it lasts longer. Conversely, downlead that flaps in the wind quickly frays and breaks. There is little room for carelessness or sloppiness in antenna installation.
Anybody who’s into electronics
certainly should be getting the
eyday convenience and family security of automatic garage
door operation... especially now, with Perma Power's
great Electro Lift opener... made to fit in the trunk
of your car, designed for easy handling and simple
do-it-yourself installation.
Available now at a surprisingly low price from
your distributor.

P.S. Show off your opener to your friends and neighbors. You'll probably be able to pay for yours
with what you make installing openers for them.
Great leap ahead for pay TV due with satellite programming

More than 800,000 persons will be served with Home Box Office pay cable television programs by one company alone this Fall. Teleprompter, largest cable TV operator in the country, plans to build 24 earth stations across the country to receive programs via satellite and retransmit them to its subscribers. The new service will be available to 82 of Teleprompter's 140 cable systems by the end of 1976.

Home Box Office has contracted with RCA Global Service for satellite facilities and will begin distributing programs by satellite late this year. At present, it provides about 70 hours of programming a week over cable and microwave nets.

Manhattan Cable Television, which has a franchise for the lower half of Manhattan, NY, now offers Home Box Office programs to more than 17,000 subscribers. They pay $9 per month for the special paid program service in addition to $9 per month for the regular cable hookup. Teleprompter, covering the upper half of Manhattan, is offering Home Box Office programs to its 55,000 subscribers, beginning late summer or early Fall. It also expects to be able to offer the pay programs by microwave transmission to seven other Teleprompter cable systems in New Jersey, New York and Connecticut.

What does it take to build the world's smallest scientific calculator?

About three hours. And $29.95

Now you can put together the world's thinnest, lightest scientific calculator from eight groups of components, using only a soldering iron and a pair of cutters.

(Complete instructions are included, of course. And our Service Department will help you with any questions that come up.)

For an incredible $29.95, look what the Sinclair Scientific can do:

- sin and arc sin
- cos and arc cos
- tan and arc tan
- automatic squaring
- automatic doubling
- log and antilog (base 10)
- giving quick access to x⁻¹ (including square and square roots)
- four basic arithmetic functions
- plus scientific notation (10⁻¹⁰ to 10³)

Designing the Sinclair Scientific was no small feat of engineering. But you don't have to be an engineer to assemble it with our kit. Correctly assembled kits and parts guaranteed for 1 year by Sinclair.

Kit Components

- Car LS chip
- Interface chips
- Printed circuit board
- Keyboard panel
- Electronic components pack

Battery, battery assembly and on/off switch

Specifications

- Functions: 4 arithmetic
- 2 logarithmic
- 6 trigonometric
- 18 key format with 4 line display
- Four function keys
- 6 digit mantissa
- 2 digit exponent

- Display: 6 digit mantissa

- Keyboard:
- 18 key format with 4 line display
- Four function keys

- Power Source: Battery operated with 4 AAA batteries
- Size: 1/4" thick
- Dimensions: 1 1/4" wide
- Weight: 1/2 lb.

To: POLYTRONIX

14 E. 28th St., Suite 324
New York, N.Y. 10016

Please send me Sinclair Scientific Calculated Kits at $29.95 each. Add $5.50 per unit shipping and insurance. Shipped complete with batteries, case, and comprehensive instructions. Enclosed is my check for $____. For immediate shipment please forward Cashier's Check or Money Order. Please allow 2 weeks for shipment if personal check is enclosed. New York residents add sales tax.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Enclosed is my check for $____. For immediate shipment please forward Cashier's Check or Money Order. Please allow 2 weeks for shipment if personal check is enclosed. New York residents add sales tax.

Correctly Assembled Kits and Parts Guaranteed for 1 Year by Manufacturer

Exponent: 200-decade range, from 10⁻¹⁰ to 10³

Logic: Reverse Polish, with post-fixed operation

Power Source: Battery operated with 4 AAA batteries

Size: 1/4" thick

Dimensions: 1 1/4" wide

Weight: 1/2 lb.
new products

More information on new products is available from the manufacturers of items identified by a Reader Service number. Use the Reader Service Card inside the back cover.

SOLID-STATE REGULATOR. Chek-A-Color High Voltage Regulator, model CK2000 will adapt most existing test equipment for safe servicing of color TV receivers rated to 35,000 volts. Unit connects quickly and easily without modification to most test jigs currently in use. A 15-watt varistor and all-solid-state 15-watt thick-film divider network comprises of specially designed circuit that provides regulated 22 kV to the picture tube from a receiver anode voltage range of 22 to 35 kV. Three programmers supplied with the CK2000 match receiver voltages in ranges from 19 to 26 kV; 25 to 31 kV and 27 to 35 kV. Regulator protects against test jig picture tube X-radiation exceeding Federal standards, providing installation instructions are observed. Power dissipation reserve protects jig and receiver from excess voltage. The regulator is also designed to prevent arcing of jig picture tube and to eliminate possible tube damage.—GTE Sylvania Inc., One Stamford Forum, Stamford, CT 06904.

Circle 31 on reader service card

PORTABLE 4½" MULTIMETER, model 4440, includes a crystal-controlled frequency-counter option. Handy for communications, field service and laboratory applications. By overflowing the most significant digit, the counter can be used as a digit counter in CB applications. Unit has 5 ranges for DC volts, AC volts, DC current, AC current and frequency with 6 loaded wiping action of contact pins for good electrical connection, friction-grip contacts, positive positioning to prevent accidental shorting of adjacent leads.—ITT Pomona Electronics, 1500 E. Ninth St., Pomona, CA 91766.

Circle 33 on reader service card

SPEAKER SYSTEMS, Contrara group. Contrara R, illustrated, is a rectangular system that serves as either a bookshelf or floor model. It features an 8-inch bass reproduction with butyl rubber surround for improved linearity and transient response, coupled with a 2.5 cm (1-inch) domed high-frequency reproducers. Frequency response: 50–24,000 Hz, with a crossover at 1750 Hz in 12-dB-per-octave segments. Power handling capacity is 50 watts at 8 ohms. Oiled walnut cabinet, textured black fabric grille. $125.00. Contrara S is a square shaped enclosure that doubles as either bookshelf or floor model. It also has an 8-inch bass and 1-inch domed high-frequency reproducers. Same specifications and price as the model R. Major difference is the enclosure dimensions. The Contrara P is a floor standing pedestal enclosure priced at $225.00. Has dual 8-inch bass reproducers and a 1-inch domed high-frequency reproducer. Frequency range: 38–24,000 Hz, crossover at 1750 in 12-dB-per-octave segments. Power handling capacity 75 watts continuous at 8 ohms.—Jennings Research, Inc., 64 North Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91103.

Circle 34 on reader service card

MONITORING HEADPHONES, model HP-100, delivers an unusually flat, wide frequency-response with very low distortion and at sound pressure levels usually unattainable with conventional designs. A special ear-seal effectively screens out extraneous sounds, providing almost complete isolation, at no sacrifice in comfort. Frequency response: 20–20,000 Hz, Impedance: 8 ohms ±20% (1 kHz), Output sound pressure level: 50 dB ~3 dB/mW at 1 kHz (Re: 0 dB = 0.0002 µBar), Maximum Input Power: 500 mW, channel balance of output SPL to be less than 3 dB at 1 kHz. Cable: 8-ft. long, Earcap: foam padded and covered with soft vinyl, Weight: 14.oz., Price: $50.00.—Nakamichi Research, Inc., 220 Westbury Avenue, Carle Place, NY 11514.

Circle 35 on reader service card

TUNER CLEANER, Tuner 600 is packaged in 6 oz. aerosol cans fitted with a flexible spray tube to facilitate cleaning of sensitive tuner contacts and channel switches without changing the capacitance and frequency response. Manufacturer claims Tuner 600 is 95.8% chemically pure, non-flammable and non-conductive. It is said to immediately eliminate contact disturbances, penetrates deep to dissolve and clean away contamination. An instant drying, non-residue tuner cleaner perfectly harmless to all components. Companion products include Kontakt-Chemie 60, the oxide dissolving treatment for electrical contact disturbances, Kontakt 61, the anti-corrosion lubricant for contact surfaces and Kontakt WL for the cleaning and degreasing ranges for resistance measurements. Operates for 150 hours from disposable alkaline batteries. Options include rechargeable batteries, recharger, carrying case, 20-amp current shunt, 36-kv high-voltage probe, external shielded input cable set. Basic multimeter is $299.00.—VALHALLA SCIENTIFIC, INC., 7707 Convoy Ck., San Diego, CA 92111.

Circle 37 on reader service card
of soiled electrical contacts. Other products in the complete line of 16 sprays for electrical and electronic production and maintenance include Video-Spray 90, the magnetic head cleaner, and Anti-Statik Spray 101, the static eliminator.—Regmo Data Corporation, 6992 Oxford St., Minneapolis, MN 55426.

Circle 36 on reader service card

CASSETTE DECK, model A-170, has a DC servo-controlled motor that provides smooth, accurate tape flow. Any transport mode can be engaged without pushing the stop button first. Separate bias and equalization switches permit the user to maintain compatibility between the unit’s record electronics and the latest state-of-the art tape formulations. It uses IC Dolby noise reduction system in conjunction with the tape switches. Other features include dual wide-scale VU-type level averaging meters, front panel mic and headphone jacks, variable slide controls for input/output level adjustments and a three-digit rewritable tape counter. $220.50—TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA 90640.

Circle 37 on reader service card

DIGITAL DIALER SYSTEM, model 662, consists of a digital-dialer receiver and digital-dialer printer. This system is capable of monitoring up to 999 locations using standard telephone lines. Each location being monitored has a model 662 digital-dialer installed. When an alarm occurs, this unit senses the dial tone and dials immediately. If dial tone is not present, the 662 will hang up and pick up the line again in an attempt to dial out. Once it has completed dialing, the 662 waits for an acknowledgment from the receiver before beginning to transmit its message. The 660 receiver picks up the line as soon as it senses an in-coming call. It then transmits an acknowledgment signal which permits the 662 to begin leaving its message. At the same time, the 667 printer stamps out the account number, date, time and type of alarm condition being transmitted. When the 660 receives two consecutive sets of identical messages, it sends out another acknowledgment signal terminating the alarm sequence. The receiver is now ready for other alarm signals. A test message can be sent at any time by simply pressing a button. This permits users to check their transmitters at any time.—Alarm Device Manufacturing Co., Syosset, NY 11791.

Circle 38 on reader service card

SOLAR ENERGY CUBE. When placed in the sun, this clear plastic 4" cube gives you a fast demonstration of how sunlight converts to kinetic energy. Three highly efficient sil-

---

KICK OUT THOSE “TOUGH DOG” TIME CONSUMING AM-FM STEREOS BEFORE THEY EAT UP ALL YOUR PROFITS.

WITH THE ONLY COMPLETE AM-FM STEREO ANALYZER ON THE MARKET TODAY...WITH ALL SIGNALS AT BETTER THAN FCC SPECS

ALL 12 SIGNALS THAT YOU NEED TO WALK THE TROUBLE OUT OF ANY AM, AM-FM, AUTO RADIO, OR THE BIGGEST HI FI IN THE BUSINESS.

TAKES THE FEAR OUT OF STEREO SERVICING BY ISOLATING PROBLEMS IN MINUTES WITH:

- COMPLETE AM-FM RF SIGNALS
- ALL IF SIGNALS INCLUDING SWEEP AND MARKERS
- ALL MULTIPLEX STEREO SIGNALS
- COMPLETE AUDIO AMP SIGNALS

MONITORED BY DUMMY LOADS AND 2 D’ARSONVAL METERS FOR POWER OUTPUT AND TRUE SEPARATION TESTS.

SEE YOUR SENCORE FLPD DISTRIBUTOR FOR A 10 DAY FREE TRIAL.

SENCORE
3200 SENCORE DRIVE
SIoux FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57107

Circle 24 on reader service card
Need high temperatures in tiny places?

The amazing Little Torch is so tiny it can throw a flame of 6300°F through the eye of a needle. It solidifies lead, melts steel and heats with exacting precision in the smallest places; uses oxygen and acetylene, hydrogen, propane, natural gas or Mapp. It's available with five tips ranging in size from one large enough to weld 16 ga. steel to one small enough to weld .002" copper wire. For free brochure write to:

Dept. SS-9, 2600 Niagara Lane No., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441

Circle 25 on reader service card

---

VDC, 825 mA of current to run the motor. Nothing to wear out, it's an easy way to carry a solar demonstration anywhere. All you need is the cube and the sun. $19.95—Edmund Scientific Co., 380 Edscorp Bldg., Barrington, NJ 08007.

Circle 39 on reader service card

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES, nickel-cadmium D, C, AA and heavy-duty D for consumer and industrial applications. Available individually or in pairs in blister packages. Four charging devices are also available.

One model is designed for D, C, and AA batteries and is priced at $10.99. There is also a 48-battery charging unit—one model for D and one for C size batteries—$175.00 each. Mallory Distributor Products Company, 4780 Kentucky Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46241.

Circle 40 on reader service card

DISTORTION METER, model LDM-170, for audio circuits also measures signal-to-noise ratio and signal levels in all audio frequency circuits. Offers a balancing circuit to suppress the fundamental frequency in the 20Hz–20kHz range while distortion products are fed to a stable, high-gain amplifier for meter readout. Distortion can be measured as low as 0.1% while signal-to-noise ratio can be determined from 70dB. Signal levels can be read from 100 mV to 300 V. The amplifier is effective to 200 kHz and measurements are possible up to and including the 10th harmonic of 20 kHz. The unit also has a high-pass filter with a cutoff at 500 Hz; + 6dB-per-octave attenuation. There are output terminals for scope connections to observe waveforms or for use as a pre-amplifier in low-level circuitry. The unit is $54.95, measures 6½"x 12½"x 12"D and weighs 13 lbs.—Leader Instruments Corp., 151 Du Pont Street, Plainview, NY 11803.

Circle 41 on reader service card

PRECISION GRIDS. A new line of clear, polyester scales designed for critical measuring, dimensioning and checking of artwork, negatives and drawings, such as those required in the printed circuit industry. These new scales have an overall accuracy of ± 0.002" and ± 0.005" between adjacent lines at 70°F, 50% relative humidity. Regular line width is .001" and all accent lines are .002" thick. There are three decimal accuracies available; 1X, 2X and 4X standard. The 1X standard comes in two lengths, 18" and 36".
ALTAIR 8800 USERS!

DID YOU KNOW...

- that our 4K memory board can remember things after you pull the plug!
- that our 1/0 module will interface with your TV typewriter and the same time a teletype or modem, all at the same time!
- that all of our modules are 100% compatible with the 8800 computer.
- that our Software is FREE or close to it
- that we deliver on time!!

INPUT/OUTPUT

This one card will meet all common 1/0 requirements. Interface your Altair or the TV typewriter and at the same time a teletype or modem, plus other devices.

- Two parallel input and output ports
- One serial 1/0, for any teletype and/or RS-232C device, uses a UART
- Two special ports for any imaginable control needs
- Serial data rate from 33 to 9600 baud
- Full 1/0 handshake provided.

ORDER KIT No. 3P-S...$125.

MEMORIES

Our high-speed, low power static read-write memory (RAM) allows the 8800 to run at top speed. All our memory IC's are tested and verified by Military STD-R.
CIE’s Warranty says a lot to you!

A lot about CIE’s FCC License training programs...and a lot more about our school.

Our FCC License Warranty means just what it says. If you enroll in any CIE career course that includes FCC License preparation and successfully complete your training...you’ll pass the Government FCC exam. We warrant that you’ll succeed.

CIE can make this no-nonsense warranty because we’re confident of our in-depth career training programs. You see, we have specialized exclusively in Electronics education-by-mail for more than 40 years. Just Electronics. And, the courses we offer today are the result of these years of teaching experience and proven methods of training.

Our courses of study are written in easy-to-understand language, so you can progress at your own learning pace, at home, in your spare time. And, there are never any classrooms to attend.

CIE courses challenge your thinking...help you develop your understanding of important electronics theories and applications...enable you to learn new skills and knowledge. Our courses are thorough. They have to be.

You see, we’re training you for a career in Electronics. And, if an FCC “ticket” is part of your goal, you’ll have to pass a tough licensing exam administered by the Federal Communications Commission (an agency of the U.S. Government). And you’ll be prepared.

CIE is willing to warrant that you will pass! The reason is...we have every reason to expect that you will do exactly that. Based on a series of continuing surveys, close to 9 out of 10 CIE grads pass their FCC exams!

What’s a license worth?

An FCC License can be worth a lot if you’re interested in any area of Electronics involving communications. In some fields, federal law requires that you must have one. And, even in careers where a license is not required, it is Government certification of certain electronics knowledge and skills.

What about other CIE courses?

In every CIE career course, you’ll find the same time-tested instructional techniques that have made CIE’s FCC License preparation programs so successful.

Each CIE career course is built on the principle that the best way for you to learn and retain what you’ve learned is to explain; then to check your understanding; then to reinforce your comprehension with practical applications. In some courses, you will perform experiments and tests with your CIE Experimental Electronics Laboratory using authentic electronic components and gear. And, if you select a course that includes Color TV technology, you will not only build and keep a 25" diagonal Color TV which features digital circuitry...you’ll also learn how to troubleshoot your TV.

The CIE course you select (beginner, intermediate, or advanced college-level), will be a complete educational program, designed by experts to give you the best in Electronics home-study education.

Send for FREE school catalog

Discover more about the career opportunities open to people with electronics training. Learn how CIE career courses can help you build new skills and knowledge and prepare you for a meaningful, rewarding career. Whether you are just starting out in Electronics or are a college-trained engineer in need of updating, (or anywhere in between), CIE has a course designed for you. And, more than half of CIE’s career courses include FCC License preparation.

Send today for our FREE school catalog and booklet on FCC License information. For your convenience, we will try to have a representative call to assist in course selection. Mail reply card or coupon to CIE...or write: Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc., 1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Do it TODAY.

G.I. Bill benefits

All CIE career courses are approved for educational benefits under the G.I. Bill. If you are a Veteran or in service now, check box for G.I. Bill information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accredited Member National Home Study Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Yes, I want your FREE school catalog and career information package today. |
| I am especially interested in: |
| ☐ Electronics Technology ☐ Industrial Electronics |
| ☐ FCC License Preparation ☐ Electronics Engineering |
| ☐ Color TV Maintenance ☐ Other __________________________________________ |
| ☐ Mobile Communications |
| ☐ Military |
| ☐ Veteran ☐ Active Duty |

Print Name ___________________________ Address ___________________________
City ___________________________ State __________ Zip __________
Age ___________________________ ☐ Check box for G.I. Bill information. ☐ Veteran ☐ Active Duty

Circle 61 on reader service card

SEPTEMBER 1975
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
(continued from page 52)

of the turntable system's mechanical of 1.4 cm/sec. The ARLL method has a
recorded tone of 1 kHz for reference,
and it is recorded at a velocity of 5.0
concluded that DIN methods use 315
Hz as the reference frequency, re-
corded at a velocity of 2.71 cm/sec.
Because of the playback equalization
curves used in phono preamplifiers (the
familiar RIAA characteristics which
boost bass response by prescribed
amounts), the choice of frequencies
will determine different reference levels
even if the recorded velocities were
identical. Figure 7 takes this into ac-
count and shows that readings made
using the NAB method will be 4 dB
poorer than those made using the DIN
or ARLL methods, even if the weight-
ing curves were the same for all meth-
ods—which they are not!

Interpreting rumble specs

It is clear from all this that there is
no direct way to correlate rumble read-
ings made using one technique with
those using another method. We would
have to know more than a single "dB
number" to really make comparisons
from method to method. What we can
say, generally, is that if the rumble
content consists primarily of very low,
sub-sonic frequencies, these will be
emphasized by NAB and DIN "A" read-
ings and will tend to be ignored by
ARLL and DIN "B" readings in varying
degrees. Designers of turntables
would probably go for more sophisti-
cated measurement techniques when trying
to reduce rumble of their products. Gen-

ally, spectrum analyzers are used and
frequency sweeps of filters are em-
ployed so that specific offending rumble

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY (Hz)</th>
<th>DIN UNWEIGHTED</th>
<th>DIN WEIGHTED</th>
<th>CBS/ARLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>+51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>+40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>+27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>+20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(NOTE: While this table provides a means for correlating readings of specific rumble frequencies using any of the four systems described, it cannot provide correlation between overall single-meter readings of rumble since such readings do not provide information as to what are the offending rumble frequencies.)
New High Capacity/Discharge Cell developed by General Electric offers 20 percent improvement in deliverable capacity over older sub-C nickel-cadmium cells. Capacity is 1.2 amp-hous at 1.2 volts. It measures 1.6 inches high with a .875-in. diameter.

High-capacity nickel-cadmium battery holds up under high discharges

The industry's first sub-C nickel-cadmium cell to combine high capacity with a high discharge rate has been announced by the Battery Business Dept. of General Electric Co.

The new 1.2 amper-hour cell offers as much as 20 per cent improvement in capacity at high discharge rates over conventional 1.0 amper-hour cells. It owes this ability to improvements in the construction of its elements that increase the area of actual active surface face.

The negative plate is of perforated and stippled sheet steel, while the positive plate is, more conventionally, a nickel-steel wire mesh perforated by porous sintered nickel plaque applied to it.

Offering increased power at higher current levels than has heretofore been available in sub-C nickel-cadmium cells, the new cell is especially suited for applications with high-drain requirements as for outdoor garden tools, small appliances and scientific and medical instrumentation.

Pocket calculators may create hazardous interference

A recent letter to Wireless World magazine calls attention to the possible dangers of operating pocket electronic calculators near sensitive instruments. The writer refers to some inaccuracies in measurements obtained from an electroencephalograph when a calculator was operated near it's pickup.

This quote comes from Approach, the national aviation review safety of the U.S. Navy, December, 1974: "...hand-held electronic calculators cause a degree of interference in ADF (automatic direction finder) signals when the calculator is operated in close proximity to the ADF antennas. . . . It is not necessary that operations be performed, only that the calculator be turned on. Pilots should be aware of this and use ADF indications cautiously when hand-held calculators are being used."
WHAT'S THE SIGNAL LEVEL NOW?
(continued from page 59)

This is currently being used by several manufacturers of TV receivers in Europe, where it is anticipated that volume production of VHF and UHF PIN-diodes will bring the cost down to a level which will be practical to use in all TV tuners. It will no doubt appear in future receivers manufactured in this country and could probably be called automatic-attenuation-control or AAC.

It can be seen from the block diagram (see Fig. 4) that this system of signal-level control uses a DC voltage proportional to the detected IF carrier signal, just like conventional AGC; but instead of using this voltage to cause gain reduction in an active amplifying stage, it is used to attenuate the signal level in a passive circuit. This is a far cleaner method of signal level control without intermediate distortion or tilt problems in the RF stage.

With the advent of lower cost PIN-diodes used in conjunction with simpler control voltage systems derived from the detected IF carrier, it may be expected that such an AAC system would cost no more than the complex AGC systems incorporated in today's solid-state color-TV receivers.

Present solution

The currently available way to solve the signal level problem is to measure the antenna signal right at the antenna terminals of the TV receiver and correct the signal level there.

To do this requires a TV field-strength meter. One such device is the Castle MezeMter model TVS field-strength meter that sells for $69.95. To use this device, the unknown signal is measured and compared to the signal available at the calibrated attenuator. The unknown signal level is then read on the attenuator scale, having been nullled against the known amplification of the instrument. The proper color-TV reception signal level of 1 mV to 4 mV (0 dBmV to +12 dBmV) is conveniently centered on the attenuator scale and indicated by a different colored band.

The total range of the attenuator allows indication of signal levels from 300 μV to 30,000 μV.

If the signal-level is outside the range of the attenuator scale (300 μV - 30 mV), something should be done to correct the antenna signal. If some channels have signals at the low end of the instrument's range, and some at the high end, correction of the antenna system—so that the signal level is within the desirable limits—will be essential if the receiver is to perform properly and give excellent results.
Unconditional LIFETIME GUARANTEE

TIGER TIGER Ignition

- EFFICIENT, 12 Installs to 45,000 70,000 and Instant starting

SEND check to 49,000 REASONS YOUR

Grand P.

WITH VIDEO GAMES - NOW

SEND PING PACK - REFUNDED
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12 REASONS YOUR CAR NEEDS TIGER CDI

Instant starting in any weather - Eliminates tune-ups - Increases gas mileage - Increases horsepower 15% - Improves acceleration and performance - Spark plugs last up to 70,000 miles - Reduces engine maintenance expense - Amplifies spark plug voltage to 45,000 volts - Maintains spark plug voltage to 10,000 RPM - Reduces exhaust emissions - Dual ignition switch - An Unconditional LIFETIME GUARANTEE Installs in 10 minutes on any car with 12 volt negative ground - No rewiring - Most powerful, efficient and reliable Solid State Ignition made.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or money back

TIGER 500 assembled . . . . . $53.95
TIGER SST assembled . . . . . $42.95

Post Paid in U.S.A.

Send check or money order with order to:

P. O. Box 1727
Grand Junction, Colorado 81501

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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Conclusion

The knowledge of the signal-level will not correct the problem, but the time saved by properly understanding the problem and concentrating on correcting the antenna signal instead of trying to service a perfectly good receiver will certainly make the TV service technician's job a lot easier.

It should be emphasized that proper tracking of the RF and IF AGC system is essential for proper operation of the receiver. The manufacturer designed these control systems for optimum performance of the receiver. Follow the manufacturer's service instructions for adjustment of the AGC control carefully whenever adjustments are made. Set up adjustment of a new receiver requires this careful attention, as does the readjustment of a receiver being connected to a new antenna.

Plug-in bedtime computer

The British Oxygen Co. (London, England) found that its computer is useful for a large number of intricate projects, some of which required a great deal of computer time. Only trouble—at certain points in the computations, problems could arise that could be dealt with only by a few of the company's top experts. And this could happen at any time in the

FREE EICO CATALOG

346 Ways To Save On Instruments, Burglar Alarms, Automotive & Hobby Electronics!

The more you know about electronics, the more you'll appreciate EICO. We have a wide range of products for you to choose from, each designed to provide you with the most pleasure and quality performance for your money. The fact that more than 3 million EICO products are in use attests to their quality and performance.

"Build-it-Yourself" and save up to 50% with our famous electronic kits.

For latest EICO Catalog on Test Instruments, Automotive and Hobby Electronics, Eicocraft Project kits, Burglar-Fire Alarm Systems and name of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader service card or send 50c for fast first class mail service.

EICO—283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

Leadership in creative electronics since 1945.
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KITS
$750.00
COMPUTER
TV TERMINAL
4K MEMORY
MINI-BAR®
BASED ON MOTOROLA 6800 MICROPROCESSOR
912 CHARACTER, WITH KEYBOARD (LESS TV)
4K MEMORY CASSETTE
PUBLIC ACCESS MODEM & AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE
DISK SYSTEM (DDO) ALSO AVAILABLE
• HIGHEST QUALITY • LOWEST COST • LARGEST PERIPHERAL OFFERING
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service questions

NO HIGH VOLTAGE, NO BOOST
I had a small picture, both directions, in this Zenith 14Z36. I tried a new deflection yoke. Now, I lost the high voltage, and the boost dropped from +740 volts to only +320 volts! Putting the old yoke back did the same thing. What happened?—W.M., Yucaipa, CA.
Probably something in the horizontal winding of the yoke, or in the connections. The fact that you read +320 volts shows that the damper tube is conducting normally. Check continuity of the horizontal winding, the boost capacitor, and above all, check the cathode current of the 6H5 horizontal output tube. If this is an open circuit (boost capacitor, yoke winding, etc.), your current will be about half normal. If it's a short, the current will be high.

ALL VOLTAGES LOW?
I have this receiver with a real funny symptom. Every voltage in the thing is low; about half normal. What kind of fault could cause this?—L.J.H., Indianapolis, IN.
Only one thing that I can think of, odd though, it might seem. There is a 220-volt power transformer in it! Has this been brought back from overseas?
(Field feedback: reader says "Yes! Now I find out that the owner's brother used it in Germany while he was in the service! Quick fix: I got a low-priced 2:1 transformer, hooked it into the primary winding and now it works like a charm!")

SUBSTITUTE FOR 26D6 TUBE?
I need a 26D6 tube for a 392/URR surplus radio receiver. Can you tell me where I could find one, or a possible substitution?—W.Y., Emmett, ID.
The 26D6 is a pentagrid converter listed in G-E's Essential Characteristics book. I don't see any mention of this in a substitution manual. However, this tube has a 7CH base. Among other tubes with the same basing are the 18FX6, and in the industrials, 5750, 5915 and 7036. A little "double-crossing" discloses that the 5750 is a "special 6BE6." So with a little juggling of heater connections, you might be able to use this one, or even a 12BE6. The original circuit may have been wired for use on a 24-volt battery system.

TUNING-UP THE BAR-DOT GENERATOR
I've never used a color-bar generator before, and I've just bought one. I'm having problems in getting it set up to make convergence adjustments. Can you give me some hints?—M.B., Louisville, KY.
A couple, at any rate. First, tune the set to a working channel. Then connect the bar-dot to the antenna terminals. Now, set it to CROSSED and adjust the set's fine-tuning and the bar-dot tuning dial for the sharpest pattern. Watch out especially for the vertical lines.
You can run into stumps under certain conditions. If the set has a VIDEO PEAKER control, be sure that this is set to sharp. In some sets, you can wipe out the vertical lines entirely by setting this to soft. Be sure that you make any vertical adjustments on the set before you do any conver-
FUSE WIRE?
The filament fuse in this RCA CTC-25 is burned out. I have
found the other trouble, and now I'd like to replace
this. Can't find any listing of this kind of fuse wire in any
of the catalogs, though. Should I use a regular fuse?—M.R.,
St. Petersburg, FL.

This is called a fuse, and I guess it is, really. However,
it's just a short piece of No. 26 bare copper wire; solid, for
best results. Slip a piece of braid spaghetti over it for luck.
This will burn out if there is a short-circuit heavy enough.

TRANSFORMER COLOR CODING
I have a power transformer with no data on the leads.
It's a Motorola 25D65663402-H. Can you tell me what the
different leads are?—S.P., Addison, IL.

After a good deal of running and screaming, and some
luck, I found it. This is a power transformer used in a
Motorola WKTS-584Y chassis (Sams 692-2). Here are the
colors and AC voltages.

Primary: Black, red/black; 115 volts. 5V heater; heavy
yellow, 2.0A. 6-volt heater; green, green/yellow, 10A.
High voltage; two red, (center-tap; red/yellow). 270 volts,
250 mA. These are EIA standard color codes for power
transformers.

BEADY EYE
I have a Sprague TO-3 Tel-Ohmike capacitor tester. I've
checked out the power supply, etc., but I can't get the 6E5
eye-tube to open as wide as it should. Also, I'm not too sure
of the calibration. Are there adjustments?—R.T., Tallahassee,
FL.

Your eye trouble is most apt to be due to a drift in the
value of the target resistor on the 6E5 tube. If you can't find
this, take the tube out of the socket and pull up the fiber
disc. It may be one of the LBD types nestled in a slot in the
socket (LBD; Little Bitty Devil). If this has gone up, you
won't get a "wide eye." You can replace this with a larger
resistor by running two leads out of the socket and mounting
the resistor on the back.

Calibration. Get a few good capacitors, and check them.
First one, then two in parallel, three in parallel, and so on.
Note the dial-readings, and this will tell you how it's doing.
The pot used in the bridge is a 3,000 ohm linear wirewound.

REPEATED LOSS OF VERTICAL
We have a Sylvania EO-1 chassis in for repair of a loss
of vertical sweep after two minutes. The voltage at the
collector of the vertical output transistor goes to zero. Transistor
reads about 300 ohms emitter to collector. We've replaced
this several times in the last few years, using different makes,
all rated at high voltage. What's going on? Do you know of
any modifications to this chassis?—H.P., Tulsa, OK.

Answer: no. I haven't heard of a modification in this
circuit, but something is very peculiar! The transistors you
mentioned certainly should stand up. Read the emitter
current while bringing the line voltage slowly up from zero.
Should be 140 mA.
(Field Feedback from reader. We tried your suggestion.
Found that this stage was fed from the +185 volt source.
After finding that we could get a full raster with a line
voltage of only 55 volts or so, we changed the source for
the vertical output collector supply to the +120 volt regu-
lator point. At first, we could not change this with the reg-
lulator, but found a couple of resistors that were off value.
Now we have full sweep, and the transistor is running
cool well within its rated limits. Thanks.")
This was Howard Phillips, of Phillips Radio-TV Service,
Tulsa, OK.

GRANTHAM OFFERS YOU
College-Level Training
and a college degree.

Electronic Circuit Design,
Engineering Analysis (including
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All booklets, catalogs, charts, data sheets and other literature listed here with a Reader Service number are free. Use the Reader Service Card inside the back cover.

CENTAP SYSTEM. A 4-page brochure on a new type of MATV system that reduces installation costs considerably. Describes the Centap unit, how they're hooked up, the advantages and the prices.—Blonde-Tongue Laboratories, Inc., One Jake Brown Road, Old Bridge, NJ 08857.
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MAIL ORDER CATALOG. 32 pages of electronic devices of all kinds available from this Canadian company. From parts through hi-fi components, you'll find it available in this catalog.—ETCO Electronics, 464 McGill St., Montreal, Canada H2Y 2H2.
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TEST EQUIPMENT of all kinds are clearly illustrated and described in this 24-page catalog. Here's everything from an FET Multimeter through manual conductance tube testers, sweep and marker generators, power supplies, oscilloscopes, stereo analyzer and such unusual items as a power monitor, 7-in-1 bias supply, a simple filament checker.—Sencore, 3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107.
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STYLUS BROCHURE. Visit to the Small World of a Stylus tells you all the things you've always wanted to know about a phono stylus. Explains a demanding world in which a phono stylus must exist and why specific specifications are important to the stylus purchaser.—Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60204.
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TEST EQUIPMENT, catalog #4400. 60-page catalog lists the full line of this manufacturer's test instruments from panel meters to digital panel meters to controller accessories, temperature testers, solid-state FET VOM's, oscilloscopes, frequency counters, chart recorders and a variety of test equipment accessories that are all described in this catalog.—Simpson Electric Company, 850 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, IL 60120.
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AM STEREO BOOKLET, describes RCA's proposed AM stereo broadcast system. It discusses evaluation criteria for AM broadcast systems, and describes the system that RCA demonstrated at the 1975 NAB convention.—RCA Broadcast Systems, Audio/Radio Equipment, Building 2-7, Camden, NJ 08102.
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MAGAZINE OF TELEPHONE SECRETS, available by subscription. If you really want to know the inside story on how the Telephone Company works, if you want to know more about the phone company, this is one way to find out.—Telecommunications Company of America, 22035 Burbank Boulevard, Woodland Hills, CA 91364.
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USEFUL AS WELL AS ORNAMENTAL, this beautiful silver-and-gold bracelet was designed to aid persons with a heart condition. It houses a small sensor to monitor the wearer's heart rate. A small lamp flashes with each heart-beat. If the heart is stressed or becomes irregular because of a heart ailment an alarm sounds from within the bracelet.

Think of it as the best tester in your bag. Only $299

Now you can get a high performance Model 8000A Digital V.O.M. from Fluke, America's foremost maker of quality digital multimeters, especially designed for TV, radio, stereo and audio service. No other digital V.O.M. gives you the resistance range to check breakers and switches, the high resolution voltage to look at emitter base and other transistor voltages, excellent ac accuracy and full accuracy with a 30 second warm-up.

Measures in 26 ranges 100 µV to 1200 V, 0.1 µA to 2A, and 100 milliΩ to 20 megΩ with a basic dc accuracy of 0.1%. Full year guarantee. Low cost options include rechargeable battery pack, printer output, deluxe test leads, HV, RF & 600-amp ac current probes, carrying case, and rack mount. Unique self zero eliminates offset uncertainty. Electronics securely mounted in high-impact case. Service centers throughout U.S., Canada, Europe and Far East for 48-hour turnaround repair.

Get all the details from your nearest Fluke sales office. Dial toll-free 800-426-0361 for address of office nearest you.
books

BASIC COLOR TELEVISION COURSE, by Stan Prentiss. TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214. 420 pp. 8 1/4 x 5 1/4 in. Hardcover $9.95; Softcover $6.95.

This new comprehensive up-to-date textbook gives the beginning technician or student a thorough background in television receiver basics. A discussion of color acquaints the reader with the characteristics of this phenomenon, how colors are mixed and reproduced on a picture tube screen. Once acquainted with these basics, the reader is shown how to analyze the performance of a receiver and to make the necessary adjustments to achieve optimum results. Next, the author explains how the circuits of each section of a TV set functions with emphasis on solid-state circuits. All circuits are thoroughly discussed, including those used only for monochrome reproduction.

Included are many troubleshooting tips and procedures as well as alignment techniques for each section of the receiver requiring circuit adjustments.


This volume explains and illustrates the field of linear integrated circuits including op-amps and all other forms of linear IC's. It offers a thorough discussion of the underlying principles strengthened by a host of application schematics. In addition, there is a comprehensive selection guide and cross-references for IC type numbers. There is also a complete section on bread-boarding and testing techniques. As a practical presentation of basic principles, there are more than 100 application schematics and the cross-reference index describes well over 300 manufacturers type numbers with identifying codes for second source types.

ALL-IN-ONE TV ALIGNMENT HANDBOOK, by Jay Shane. TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214. 304 pp. 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 in. Hardcover $8.95; Softcover $5.95.

This revised and updated edition covers the procedures for aligning all major brands of TV receivers. Whether a beginner or an old-timer, the user of this new detailed guide will find that it will more than pay for itself. The whole alignment process is simplified by providing step-by-step procedures for aligning the tuner, r.f., i.f. and sound stages for many of the most popular sets.

If anyone needs to know anything about TV circuit alignment, he'll find it in this comprehensive, well illustrated book.


This revised and updated edition covers the basic formulas and laws so important in all branches of electronics. In addition to the basic formulas, the book contains constants, standards, symbols, codes, design data, mathematical tables as well as service and installation data.

The book includes a 4-color foldout chart of the latest FCC allocations for the entire frequency spectrum.


Solid-state Ignition is a fact of life in the modern car. There are many types of systems reflecting the various schools of thought about what constitutes the ideal solid-state ignition system. In this book, you will find all the known commercially available methods of solid-state ignition. The authors have conducted careful examinations of original equipment designs as well as add-on systems and all are presented here in great detail. The first chapter describes the phenomenon of spark ignition in easy-to-understand terms. Chapter two then relates how the conventional ignition system produces a spark. Chapter three covers semiconductors and how they are used in ignition systems. Chapters four and five give complete details on existing systems. The last chapter provides data for servicing and troubleshooting modern electronic ignition systems.
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■ Build A 4-Channel Synthesizer

Its heart is a single IC and it costs less than $20. The unit effectively turns 2-channel stereo into 4-channel surround sound.

■ Hi-Fi Accessories You Could Use

A roundup of lesser known hi-fi accessories that can help you get more out of your system.

■ Vertical FET In Power Amplifiers

A new design in solid-state devices that makes high-power low-noise amplifiers with specs that are hard to match. See how it works in a modern amplifier.

■ R-E's Lab Test Hi-Fi Reports

This month we look at the Pioneer front-loading cassette deck and the Soundcraftsmen audio equalizer.

■ State-Of-Solid-State

Get the lowdown on new solid-state devices—how they work and how they are used.

■ Step-By-Step Troubleshooting Charts

Servicing a color TV is often a challenge, but here's a methodical troubleshooting system that makes it easier.
9-FUNCTION, 8-DIGIT
MEMORY CALCULATOR KIT

It's the easiest multi-function kit today!

Lightweight, 5½ x 3 x 2" (at back side) x 1½" front size makes it ideal for the pocket case. Nifty unit for business, school, home, and for the youngsters. Ships into any pocket, briefcase with ease. Easy-to-understand pictorial instruction booklet and improper AC/DC tool!

KIT INCLUDES: case, 22-key keyboard, ON-OFF switch (part of the board), driver and memory calculator chips, 8-digit "bubble" (mica)lector LED array, group catalog, ON-OFF switch, wires, battery case cable, instructions and pictorial step-by-step construction booklet.

$16.95

DOUBLE MEMORY, Countertop, Display Restore

4-Function Calculator

$14.95

22 KEYS!

THE SIMPLEST! FINEST! SMALLEST!

BRITE 6-FUNCTION AC-DC DIGITIL CALCULATOR KIT!

The entire kit is even parked in a multi-color plastic container so it will give the user the color coloring to use. The kit includes: attractive black case, red flip display, large 6 digit "bubble" (mica)lector LED array, group catalog, ON-OFF switch and pertinent & easy-to-understand pictorial instructions.

EASIEST KIT TO BUILD

$1.95

LOWEST PRICES IN U.S.A.!!

POSTAGE STAMP MOBILE SPKR MIKE $19.95

INDUSTRIAL SPEED CONTROL $4.95

IN Acknowledged as the original cheap, jump on the market and offer a variety of satisfactory in terms of cost and performance. However, as we know, the traditional speed control has its own problems.

MICROPROCESSORS!
ROMS! RAMS! MEMORIES!

"BLASTAWAY" ON 1N4400 RECTIFIER PRICES

For the first time anywhere, Poly Pak gives you the opportunity of building your own computer system on your own. Poly Pak provides a complete line of computer components, including microprocessors, ROMS, RAMS, memories, etc.

7-SEGMENT READOUT SALE!

**BARREL SALE**

25 BARRELS PURCHASED FOR THIS SALE!
BUY "EM FROM THE "BARREL" AND SAVE!

For the first time anywhere, Poly Pak gives you the opportunity of building your own computer system on your own. Poly Pak provides a complete line of computer components, including microprocessors, ROMS, RAMS, memories, etc.

LITRONIX "JUMBO'S"

**STAPLES**

1.5 x 3 x 4/""""

* Duals sizes: S_x_x

**PRICE**
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LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

MATCHED NPN TRANSISTORS

POWER CONTROL CIRCUITS

LIMITING WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS
SL571A Limiting filter SL572A Limiting filter SL573A Limiting filter SL574A Limiting filter SL575A Limiting filter

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS CIRCUITS
SL611C RF limiter

DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
SL410B Digital latch SL410C Digital latch SL411A Latch flip-flop SL411B Latch flip-flop

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS
CD4093 100 up

ELECTRONIC ARRAYS
1024 bit read/write random access memory

PREMIUM QUALITY TRANSISTORS
2N3817 1.50 2N3818 1.40 2N3819 1.30 2N3820 1.20 2N3821 1.10 2N3822 1.00 2N3823 0.90 2N3824 0.80 2N3825 0.70 2N3826 0.60 2N3827 0.50 2N3828 0.40 2N3829 0.30 2N3830 0.20 2N3831 0.10

PRESIVE SEMICONDUCTORS
S856415 42 T0-18 ECL at 42 V S856911 42 42 T0-18 ECL at 42 V S856912 42 42 T0-18 ECL at 42 V S856913 42 42 T0-18 ECL at 42 V

Copyright © 1975

Circle 93 on reader service card

Scribbles, please see our catalog.
### SEPTEMBER SPECIALS

**SCHOOL TIME SPECIAL POCKET CALCULATOR KIT**

5 function plus constant — addressable memory with individual — 8 digit display plus overtime — battery save — overflow standard or rechargeable batteries — all necessary parts in ready to assemble form — instructions included

**CALCULATED ASSEMBLY**

$10.95

**SET OF ALLUMINE BATT.**

2.00

---

**CALCULATOR CHIPS**

#1 Quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetic Seconds</td>
<td>CT500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>CT501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>CT505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MM5378 8 digit multiplexed — five function — chain operation — independent constant — interfaces with led with only digit driver — 9V batt. oper. 24 pin

$3.95

---

**9 DIGIT LED DISPLAY — FNA37**

On multiplexed subunit, comm. cathode compatible with all 8 digit calculator chips, 7 segment right hand decimal, red with clear magnifying lens, .12" characters, 114 MA, 1.8 V typ 23V

$2.95

---

**LINEAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1207 5V TO-20</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1208 15V TO-20</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1209 M50</td>
<td>$1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1210 M520</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MEMORIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256 bit RAM MOS</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 bit static RAM</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8086 bit UV EPI PROM</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 bit RAM</td>
<td>$2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 bit RAM</td>
<td>$2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 bit ROM TTL</td>
<td>$2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable ROM</td>
<td>$2.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CALCULATOR & CLOCK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 D 4-1 4 key</td>
<td>$3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same as 8010 ext busy par</td>
<td>$3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 D 4-1 4 key</td>
<td>$4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 bit DAC</td>
<td>$5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 bit R A D C-6 digit</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LED's**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red TI</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumbo Red (Red Dome)</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red alpha</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red flip</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White strip</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White strip</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White strip</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White strip</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MULTIPLE DISPLAYS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 digit 12 led red 12 pin</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 digit 7 seg led RH dot</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**SHIFT REGISTERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 bit dynamic</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50/52 bit dynamic</td>
<td>$1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS 286</td>
<td>$1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td>$1.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**DYL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MEMORIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V510</td>
<td>$1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V511</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V512</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**INPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP-1248</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-1246</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-1244</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-1242</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-1240</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LINEAR CIRCUITS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 x 5 vol (125) TO-25</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 x 5 vol (125) TO-25</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 x 5 vol (125) TO-25</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 x 5 vol (125) TO-25</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 x 5 vol (125) TO-25</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OUR 10% DISCOUNT HAS BEEN DEDUCTED FROM ALL PRICES REGARDLESS OF AMOUNT OF ORDER**

---

**Circle 97 on reader service card**
Fisher: This ad's only the tip of the iceberg; our flyer tells all. We'll send it for free. Be surprised.

AVAILABLE SEPT., 1ST!

Also: 16 BIT WRITE FOR BASIC KIT prices MICROCOMPUTER

It seemed logical to wrap a computer kit around our pace ic and here it is. We've put a lot of thought into this one and we think you'll like it. Our only problem is we don't have a name for the kit yet. Send us your idea! If we use it you get a free kit. We haven't decided on yet.

AVAILABLE SEPT., 1ST!
MODEL MM

Radio clock kit with plastic case, P.C. board and transformer for MM314. ONLY $2.50

MODEL CT

Specially designed plastic case for CT-7001 with P.C. board and schematic. ONLY $9.50

Model MM plastic case only $4.50
Model CT plastic case only $7.00
P.C. board only for MM314 $2.50
P.C. board only for CT 7001 $5.50
all p.c. boards are with layout printed on component side and supplied with schematic.

CLOCK CHIPS

MM311 28 pin BCD & 7 Seg. 6 digit max. $3.20
MM312 28 pin 1 per BCD & 7 Seg. 6 digit $3.50
MM314 24 pin 7 Seg. 6 digit max. $3.50
MM316 40 pin Warmap/AMF/Printed 4-digit $3.60
CT7001 28 pin, dare, 7 Seg. 6 digit AM/PM $6.80

CALCULATOR CHIPS

Rockwell A40018 8 digit Side Rule, with memory $12.00
Rockwell A1704 12 digit 5 functions with memory $5.50
Rockwell A1032 8 digit 5 functions with memory $3.50
National MM238 8 digit 5 function only $0.00

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

LM55 Timer Mini Dip $0.50
LM 709 OP Amp. Mini Dip $0.20
LM 741 OP Amp. Mini Dip $0.22
LM3407 6 volt Regulator TO-220 $1.20
LM3009 5 volt Regulator TO-3 $1.00
SN 7447 BCD to 7 Seg. Decoder driver $0.70
SN 7490 Decade Counter $0.65
74917 MOS to Segment drivers $0.20
7492 MOS to Digit driver $0.00

1 AMP RECTIFIERS

1N 4002 100+ $0.06 per 100
1N 4003 200+ $0.06 per 100
1N 4005 600+ $0.07 per 100
1N 4006 800+ $0.08 per 100
1N 4007 1000+ $0.10 per 100

CAPACITORS

1000 uf 25v up to $0.40
600 uf 25v up to $0.35
2200 uf 100v up to $0.30

DISPLAYS

Litronics DL 747 Common anode 7 Seg. 0.6" $2.50
Litronics DL 707 Common anode 7 Seg. 0.2" $1.50
H.P. 0.3" Common cathode 7 Seg. Red $1.50
Fairchild FN 70-25 P.28" Common cathode Red $0.50
Fairchild DL 33 9 digit 0.1" common cathode Red $1.00
Fairchild DL 46 9 digit 0.1" common cathode Red $4.00
Fairchild DPA 355 0.11" LEO array $5.00
NEC 4 digits 0.5" W/AM, PM, clock display, Flourestenc 12.00
NEC 4.4" 7 Seg. Green fluorescent tube (for MM314 p.c. board) $1.00

COMPUTER KEYBOARDS

Keyboard for Computer Terminal with decode $99.50
without electronics parts $19.50

SWITCHES

Sub-miniature SPDT toggle switch $1.00
Sub-miniature DPST toggle switch $1.20
Sub-miniature touch switch for clock $0.20
Micro miniature SPST $0.08
DP47 Slide Switch Mini size $0.25

MANY MORE ITEMS

P LEASE CALL
(213) 679-5162
10.7 Mon. thru Fri.

Mail Order and C.D.O accepted
Minimum Order 10.00 - POSTPAID IN CAL.

FORMULA INTERNATIONAL INC.
12603 Crenshaw Blvd.,
Hawthorne, CA 90250

For Information PLEASE CALL
(213) 679-5162

Circle 102 on reader service card

MOVING?

Don't miss a single copy of Radio-Electronics. Give us your name, address and zip code.

Your new address and zip code

Mail to: Radio-Electronics
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., BOULDER, COLO. 80302

ATTACH LABEL HERE

Your old address and zip code

name (please print) __________________________
address ________________________________
city state zip code __________________________
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26 Tab Books 80
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68 Tri-Star Corp. 89
4 Tuner Service Corp. 7
9 Vintage Radio 94
8 Weller-Xelx Electronics Division 22
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12/24 HOUR 6 DIGIT CLOCK KIT
GIANT DIGITAL READOUT

8008 Microprocessor ............ $24.95
2102 RAM .......................... 4.95
NE-555 Timer .................. 49
NE-555 Dual Timer .......... 1.59
NE-553 Quad Timer ........ 3.95
NE-556 PLL .................. 1.95
NE-567 Tone Decoder .... 2.95
741 Mini Dip .................... 3.9
309K Voltage Reg. .......... 0.99
LM-330 Audio Amp ........ 0.99
LM-377/2277 Stereo Amp .... 2.29
PA-239/2126 Stereo Pre-Amp 1.79
TT1W 1 Watt Audio Amp Te-5 0.69
8088 IC (Interisil) .......... 3.79
2N2222 Unbranded NPN .... 10/1.00
2N2907 Unbranded PNP .... 10/1.00
Jumbo LEDs .................. 10/1.39
Red Jumbo LEDs ............... Yellow or Green 10/1.79

$29.95

MINIMUM ORDER: $10.00 Add $1.00 to cover postage and handling
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER (NO C.O.D.) TO:
I.C. KITS INC. • P.O. BOX 921 • METUCHEN, N.J. 08817
N. J. Residents Add 5% Sales Tax

MODULAR AM-FM ASSEMBLIES

R9779 R9754

R9792 R9749

We have acquired the excess inventory of one of the larger makers of auto radios. The inventory consists of modular forms, from which many different models were assembled. Ideal for using in your home brew equipment.

AM/FM push button front end (no IF amplifier)
STOCK NO. R9779 ........ 3.95 2/6.00
FM IF amplifier 10.7 Mhz. STOCK NO. R9752 ........ 3.95 2/7.00
Stereo amplifier, with volume & tone controls, 2 W. per channel
STOCK NO. R9754 ........ 9.95 2/18.00
AM Radio board, requires tuning coils (push button assembly)
and proper output transistor. STOCK NO. R9749 ........ 3.95 2/6.00
Push button assembly. 5 push buttons and tuning slugs, R9749.
above, snaps onto this assembly to make an AM radio.
STOCK NO. R9263 ........ 1.50 2/2.50
Push button assembly, with FM front end. R9749 snaps on to
this assembly to make AM/FM radio. R9779 ........ 2.95 2/5.00

Enclose sufficient postage. Excess refunded. Send for catalog 14
64 pages of electronic bargains. MINIMUM ORDER $6.00.

DELTA ELECTRONICS CO.
BOX 1, LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS 01903
Phone (817) 384-4705

Circle 103 on reader service card

21022 MOS 1024 BIT MEMORY
FULLY DECODED STATIC RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
DIRECTLY TTL COMPATIBLE INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
SINGLE 5V SUPPLY -- NO CLOCKS OR REFRESH
$695 EA. (DIP) & $49.95

NUMERIC DISPLAY
1/4" Single Digit GaAsP LED

VIC TAC CATHODE WITH RH DECIMAL

COMPACT - 10 digits in 3" panel width
HIGHLY LEGIBLE, LIGHT RAD 1/4" character easily
read within 10 feet over a wide viewing angle
125 DIGIT READOUT AT TYPICAL HIGHS
SUPER SPECIAL $.75
TEN for $5.95

CD-2 COUNTER KIT

Unit includes board, 7490, 7475, quad
latch, 7447 seven-segment driver, and
RCA OR210.

COMPLETE KIT only $11.95; FULLY-ASSEMBLED $15.00; boards can be supplied
separately at $2.25 per digit.

RCA 2010

Numitron Digital Display Tube, incandescent 5-volt 7-segment
.6" High numeral visible from 30 ft. Standard 9-pin base (solderable)
Left-hand decimal point
EACH $5.00 5 FOR $20.00

CMOS

C0000 5.55 C0007 1.00
C0001 4.5 C0005 1.00
C0002 4.5 C0006 1.00
C0007 1.00 C0010 1.00
C0008 3.25 C0012 1.00
C0009 7.5 C0013 1.00
C0010 7.5 74C20 65
C0011 4.5 74C42 2.00
C0012 4.5 74C157 2.50
C0013 1.00 74C161 3.00
C0015 3.00 74C195 2.00

TRANSISTOR

SPECIAL

3N3625-HERZ
TONE PLASTIC
NPN 300mW
60V 40-200B
3A 1.5
100 1.0
1000 0.5
NEW-TELEFONE MARKED 7364B

POTTER BRUMFIELD

Type KHP Relay
DPT 3A Contacts
24 VDC (550 coil) $1.50 EA.
120 VAC (10.5 MA coil) $1.75 EA.

SEND FOR FREE FLYER!

C.O.D. PHONE ORDERS
ACCEPTED -- $10 MINIMUM

All IC's new and fully tested, leads plated with gold or solder. Orders for $5.00 or more are shipped prepaid, smaller orders--add $5.00. California residents add Sales Tax......IC's shipped within 24 hours
P.O. BOX 4127 SACRAMENTO, CA 95841

Circle 105 on reader service card
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!

And our FREE 164 PAGE CATALOG is packed with exciting and unusual values in electronic, hobby and science items — plus 4,500 finds for fun, study or profit... for every member of the family.

A BETTER LIFE STARTS HERE

3-CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN KIT
Easy to build low-cost kit needs no technical knowledge. Completed unit has 3 bands of audio frequencies to modulate 3 independent strings of colored lamps (i.e. "lows" — "middles" — "highs")" "blues" just connect hi-fi, radio, power lamp etc. & plug ea. lamp string into own channel (max. 300v ea.) Kit features 3 neon indicators, color intensity controls, controlled individual SCR circuits; isolation transformer; custom plastic housing.

Stock No. 41,931 EH $18.95 Ppd.

AM RADIO FITS IN/ON YOUR EAR!
Wear it inconspicuously everywhere, listen as you work (Leach, yard, office), watch (game, beach) or wait. Instant music, news, sports. No gimmick — 6-10 oz. technological wonder w/ integrated circuit, 11 transistors, patented ferrite antenna/tuner/volume dial. Works best outdoors. Uses hearing aid batteries and comes with pre-twisted wires. New batters to slip in. No lengthy wires, bulky cases or power-packets!

Stock No. 42,275 EH $14.95 Ppd.

PRO ELECTRONIC SOUND CATCHER
Panasonic mike w/ 180° reflecting shield & J.C.'s amplifier magnifies signals 1000 times! Omni-directional mixes catch a songbird 1 mile off. QB's huddle strategy; sounds never before heard. Super directivity gives highest signal to noise ratio poss. Safe: auto. cuts off ear damaging noises. Earphones, tape recorder output, tripod socket. Req. two 9v trans. batt. (not incl.)

No. 1648 EH ($1/2 LB.) $299.00 Ppd.

BIG EAR "TOY" MODEL = 80,176 EH $32.25 Ppd.

AN ALPHA MONITOR FOR $34.95?
Yes, because you built it! Use your ability to tune in your brainwaves, to aid to relaxation, concentration. Kit incl. everything you need (except 9v trans. batt.) to own a portable self-contained BIOFEEDBACK unit for a bit: 8th earphone, electrode headband, solid-state circuitry. Microvolt sensitivity, more! Complete assembly instructions & op. manual. With basic electronics knowledge, you can do it!

No. 61,069 EH (KIT) $34.95 Ppd.

No. 71,809 EH (FULLY ASSEMBLED) $55.00 Ppd.

MAIL COUPON FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG!
164 PAGES MORE THAN 4500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS
Completely new 1976 edition. New items, categories, illustrations, dozens etc. (incl) and to 100 hrs. New line of electronics, hobby and science items. Microscopes, Binoculars, Magnifiers, Magnets, Lenses, Prisms, Kit-get-surplus bargains. Ingenious scientific tools. 1000's of components.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. J. 08007
Please rush Free Giant Catalog "EH".

COMPLETE AND MAIL WITH CHECK, M.O. OR CHARGE NO.
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. J. 08007
How Many Stock No. Description Price Each Total

Pleae send Giant Free Catalog "EH"

Charge my BankAmericard *

Charge my Master Charge *Add Handling Chg.: $1.00, Orders Under $5.00 50c, Orders Over $5.00

Interbank No. 
My Card No. 1.

/signature

Card Expiration Date 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

30-Day Money Back Guarantee.
(Add Handling Chg.: $1.00, Orders $5.00 50c, Orders $5.00

Complete Address

Name Address City State Zip

i) enclose check or money order for total 

TOTAL KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY SET
Explore "aura" photography w/ super-new self-contained Kirlian Electrophotography Research Unit. Terrific value — introduced at $95.95 ($140 in Sept.!!) Has everything but visual RT. detection system. Ideal for any work, research, hobby, study, etc. See photo. No. 1650 EH ($11x14)x37" $275.00 Ppd.

NO LIGHT SOURCE
No. 1668 EH $225.00 Ppd.

LOW COST
7X INFRARED VIEWER
For infra-red crime detection surveillance, security system alignment, I.R. detection, laser action. All told, an atomic mark. Super I.R. detection, I.R. light source, 7x converter tube, 1/4.5 objective lens, adjust, tripod, circuit, instructions, contents. No. 1659 EH ($9x7"x37") $35.00 Ppd.

SUPER POWER
FOR ANY AM RADIO
New antenna assists your tiny transistor to a tiger, has pulled in stations 1000 miles away! Just set it beside your radio (no wires, clips, groundings) and I.R. Select-A-Tenna's dial to same frequency — "Gangbusters"! Terrific for sportsmen, vacationers. Great for clearing weak signals in radio depressed areas, off-coast islands, stations in crowded frequencies. Solid state — uses electricity, lamps, tubes. Works almost forever.

Stock No. 72,085 EH $15.95 Ppd.

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL STOPWATCH
$69.95
A price breakthrough! New pocket size 4 oz. timer acc. to ± 2% of last digit (1/100 sec. increments). Compares with others twice the price in instant on-off free reading to 9999.99 sec. (over 2½ hr.). Starts, stops, repeats (accumulates). Mechanical pushbutton, electrical remote on/off w/ any 3.5-150v AC/DC source. Plug-in jack. Inclds. 9v batt.

Solid state.

No. 1943 EH (2¼x4¼x1½") $69.95 Ppd.
DELUXE 2 EVENT STOPWATCH (± 0.01 sec. of last digit) No. 1653 EH $149.05 Ppd.

Circle 79 on reader service card
The new Shure M95ED phono cartridge combines an ultra-flat 20-20,000 Hz frequency response and extraordinary trackability with an utterly affordable price tag! To achieve this remarkable feat, the same hi-fi engineering team that perfected the incomparable Shure V-15 Type III cartridge spent five years developing a revolutionary all-new interior pole piece structure for reducing magnetic losses. The trackability of the M95ED is second only to the Shure V-15 Type III. In fact, it is the new "Number 2" cartridge in all respects and surpasses much higher priced units that were considered "state of the art" only a few years ago. Where a temporary austerity budget is a pressing and practical consideration, the M95ED can deliver more performance per dollar than anything you've heard to date.

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.

Circle 80 on reader service card
A question for the professional TV Service Technician

What is the signal NOW?

After all the amplifying, levelling, compensating and distributing . . . is it what it is supposed to be?

You are a professional TV Service Technician . . . and see this “wire coming out of the wall” all the time. Maybe you assume that the signal is O.K. . . . but do you know?

Now you can put an end to your guessing about the signal level. Here is a field strength meter designed exclusively for you . . . at the right price!

MEZZER™ Model TVS

Now you can put an end to your guessing about the signal level. Here is a field strength meter designed exclusively for you . . . at the right price!

MEZZER™ Model TVS

service dealer net $69.95

- Simple to operate, minimum of operating adjustments.
- Principle of operation similar to output meter and attenuator system of expensive signal generators.
- Standard signal level for proper color reception (1mV to 4mV — 0dBmV to + 12 dBmV) clearly indicated for instant identification.
- Measures signals from 300uV to 30,000uV.
- Uses ordinary 9v transistor batteries, low current consumption ensures low cost per measurement.
- IC amplifier and meter driver circuits.
- Electronic voltage regulation.
- Quasi-peak detector.
- LED IC battery status system, shows when batteries are below operating voltage.
- Sturdy, high impact ABS plastic case for field use.
- Made in USA.

Castle products — advanced technology — modern styling — and they work!

See your stocking distributor . . . or write for more details and complete specifications.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
5715 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645
Phone: (312) 561-6354

Circle 81 on reader service card